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Established January, 1846.

The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
‘n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

MANUFACTURERS OF BLUE
BERRY CRATES
ATTENTION
State of Maine Blueberry Growers,
Inc., solicits samples and bids for
the manufacture, for its use, of
standard 32 quart blueberry crates,
in quantities from one thousand to
ten thousand. AU bids to be sealed
and presented, with samples, at the
Association’s headquarters at West
Rockport, Maine, at one o’clock in
the afternoon of December 15th, 1932.
Said Maine Blueberry Growers,
Inc., reserve the right to require a
written contract and reasonable se
curity from any successful bidder,
but also reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.
Dated at West Rockport, Maine,
November 23rd, 1932.
State of Me. Blueberry Growers, Inc.
By Harvey Lunden, Secretary.
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HAVE MONEY IN THE B A N K

Letter Carrier Charles H. Walker Completes Duties, But Whereabouts Of the Depositors Or Their Heirs Is
Unknown To T hose In Charge
Having Reached 65— Walked 10,000 Miles

The fair conducted by the Metho
Annually, in the month of October,
After a man has walked close to thermometer registered 27 degrees
Paul Oakes was killed in a plane
dist women with Baraca Class in lllir u bv y r yla il. g o u i) p r o p If
below
zero,
days
when
the
mercury
there
appears
in
The
Courier-Gazette
10,000
miles
in
the
performance
of
his
accident
In the U. S. mail service.
A t tilts tintp o f Ibr y r a r
charge, Thursday was one of the mo6t
official duties, maintaining his stride, rose bravely above the 90’s; days a notice from the Rockland Savings His known heirs are a son by his first
beffi^netted
$3°° I A ttb
« UUr (C a n ilfB
day in and day out, in the heat of when snowdrifts presented a serious Eank advertising unclaimed deposits wife—Paul Oakes, who was legally
In
the
afternoon
many
useful
and
!
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W
®10
0
la
r
it
Bl)inPtl| rlrar summer and through the chilling problem for a man who must cover This is done on the authority of the adopted shortly after the death of his
•P, •». .«. .«. .».
.«. .«.
blasts of winter, it is high time th at 10 miles of territory (five each trip) Maine Statutes, a section of which mother, and about four years before
attractive articles were placed on sale, i —
— They are never alone th a t are •••
SEND THEM EARLY
the death of his father, by his uncle
’ he turn his attention to less strenu- and complete his work within the reads thus:
augmented by cooked food, candy,
— accompanied with noble thoughts. •••
I
••• —Sir 'Philip Sidney.
•••
“The treasurer of every savings and aunt, and is now known as Paul
prescribed limits. I t is Mr. Walker's
and preserves, with the grab box Express Agent Brasier Offers Timely ous affairs.
—
Ip
*•.
.«. .*. .«.
.». .•. |p
designated as Captain Kidd's Treas
And this Uncle Sam has decreed in boast—although this modest man is batik shall on or before the first day Oakes Chatfield; and another son bv
Suggestions For the Christmas
Season
ure and the Curio Room offering par
the case of Charles H. Walker, a not much given to boasting—that he of November annually cause to be the second wife, known as James
ticular attraction. Christmas colors
member of the letter carrier force never missed a trip on account of a published in a newspaper in the place Oakes, address unknown.
T hat the old American custom of
AUTHORIZED
of red and green predominated, fea
where bank or institution is located, a
A letter received from Mrs. John
CLAM S FO R SALE
swapping Christmas gifts has been | who recently reached the age of re  storm. And those of us who fared
turing large evergreen trees blung
hi the shell or otherwise
statement containing the name, the Bum s of Enid, Oklahoma, a sister
forth
little,
if
at
all,
during
some
of
tirement.
His
duties
officially
ended
M AJESTIC RADIO
Delivered in Rockland, Rockport or with tinsel, festcfons of red and green affected only to a small degree by | Wednesday night, but for the past those strenuously stormy days, know amount standing to his credit, the of Charles L. Mitchell, states that he
SALES AND SERVICE
Camden
paper hung with tinsel, and red and the economic situation is the confi two months he had been absent from what that must have meant.
last known place of residence or post- died in 1909, and th a t his wife,
House-Sherman, Inc.
OLIVER HURD
green streamers on the tables and dent belief of R. E. Brasier, Rockland his route on the sick leave th a t had
“Ever have an accident in the dis office address, and the fact of death Martha, died about three years later.
442 MAIN ST ROCKLAND TEL. 721
Ash Point
Tel. 367-31
agent
for
the
Railway
Express
143-145 I booths. The waitresses wore red and
113eot-tf
been accumulating through his long charge of your duties?” asked The if known, of every depositer in said Both estates were not administered,
Agency.
' green bands in their hair.
bank who shall not have made a de and in order to close these accounts
Courier-Gazette reporter.
Supper was served to more than 160
"We know from our experience service.
posit
therein or withdrawn there the heirs of M artha Mitchell wili
. patrons.
.
“No,"
replied
Mr.
Walker,
and
Ill
health
had
been
alien
to
him
during previous depression periods,"
j The evening feature was a reading
until near the close of his pedestrianal then suddenly his face was wreathed from any part of his deposit or any have to be located. Mrs. Burns, above
Mr.
Brasier
states,,
“th
at
no
matter
’ of “Green Pastures" by Mrs. Lilian
part of the dividends thereon, for a referred to, formerly lived on Orange
S. Copping, assisted by a group of how bad the times may be, the holi duties and except in the annual va •with smiles.
“I almost forgot that day I was period of more than twenty years street, Rockland, and moved to Okla
local singers in the Hall Johnson day season always provides a timely cation periods he had never been ab
• spirituals. Mrs. Copping, who was stimulus to business.”
coming down Park street when they Said treasurer shall also transmit a homa in 1904.
sent from his beat.
The express company has prepared
handsomely gowned in green lace,
The late Edwin T. Rawson has a
had just tarred the highway. I was copy of such statement to bank com
Mr.
Walker
(how
appropriate
the
presented Marc Connelly’s famous for a substantial movement of pack
missioner
to
be
placed
on
file
in
his
half
brother, supposed to be living,
picking
my
way
carefully
across
the
name)
is
a
native
of
Vinalhaven.
In
ages
during
the
pre-Christmas
period,
play in a telling manner, well merit
but with address unknown.
ing the appreciative applause given instructing its 50,000 employes 1886 he went to Montville where he street, when my feet slipped, and I office for public inspection.”
Ju st Installed— C om plete M ultigraphing E quipm ent
The above section does not apply I Two of the accounts have already
at the close. The singers were Miss throughout the country to provide worked for several years on his went sprawling in that fresh tar,
W e A re Prepared T o Handle P ro m p tly and
Adelaide E. Cross, Miss Elizabeth prompt and careful handling and to grandfather's farm. With the excep carrier bag and all. When I regained to deposits of persons known to be been claimed through the advertise
Hagar, Miss Alice Blanchard of speed deliveries at destination during
Efficiently All
tion of a year at Castine, where he my feet I was a sight, and if any living or to a deposit which with the ment which appeared in this paper—
Camden, Mrs. Vora Nye Bemis. Mrs. this season.
Over a million and a half of special was employed as buckboard driver spectator laughed he was fully e n  accumulations thereon, shall be less J. H. Kai loch and Bertrand L. Moore.
Ruth Koster Hoch, Mrs. Lydia
LETTER W O RK A N D LIGHT PRINTING
Storer, Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. holiday package address labels of a those two towns had been his home titled to.”
than $2.
The former's deposit was $10.33 and
Gladys Morgan, Mrs. Lucy Marsh new design bearing the words "Do Not until he came to Rockland 33 years
This
year’s
advertisement
carried
the latter's $54.33.
There
were
five
regulars
when
Mr.
Open Until Christmas,” are being
Lowe and Miss Dorothy Harvey.
A n d Com plete D irect A dvertising Cam paigns
Myrtle M. Ludwig, Thomaston, de
Organ solos by Miss Carol Gard distributed to the public throughout ago last month, and took up his resi- Walker entered upon his duties, the unclaimed deposits to the amount of
ner prior to the reading were much the country and a supply is obtain dence with his aunt, the late Mrs. others being Oliver B. Lovejoy, after- $778.45, and based on the best in posit of $45.09 unchanged since 1910.
All W ork G uaranteed U nqualifiedly
enjoyed, her selections including able at the local Railway Express Charles E. Littlefield of Limerock j ward assistant postmaster; Henry C formation available the following Was bom in Liberty about 49 years
“Goin’ Home” (Dvorak-Fisher) and office.
W e W ill A ppreciate Y our B usiness
ago, daughter of Charles and Emma
: Chatto, the present assistant post- facts are given:
As part of the railway system, the street.
several familiar Southern melodies.
James Byrne, Dix Island, $44.24, (Light) Ludwig.
express service is now owned by the
Passing the Civil Service examina- • master; Samuel W. Lawry of the
C hristm as Cards and Personal S tatio n ery Imprinted
J. W. Race, Rockland, deposit of
Great bargains in books, stationery principal railroads of the country, tion he became a substitute letter 1Copper Kettle and Laurlette; and J. deposit unchanged since 1885. Prob
and leather goods at Knox Book operating 95 per cent of the nation's carrier a t the Rockland Postoffice A. Burpee, still active as a salesman ably a granite cutter and believed to $10.72, unchanged since 1907, a native
225.000
miles
of
railway
lines.
Col
Store.—adv.
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lection and delivery of shipments is July 6. 1902. After serving in that Morris Wilson and Alvah Babbidgc have worked a t Dix Island in the of Boothbay, age 65, son of J. E. and
carried on within the entire corpo capacity for 15 months he was were substitutes. Allison Shuman palmy days of the industry there. Susie Race.
rate limits of this city.
The same supposition is made in the
Margaret P. Smith, Portland, de
was the Postoffice janitor.
T E L E P H O N E 1123-W
R O CK LA N D
Special care in packing and early assigned to the Highland route, which
Mr. Walker has served under four case of John Olson and Hugh Mc- posit of $20.69, unchanged since 1907;
at
that
time
was
one
of
imposing
di
1
shipping
of
holiday
gifts
are
as
im
A t R ockland Business College Building
portant as ever, according to Mr. mensions. For 18 years he was a postmasters—W. O. Fuller, the late Auly, who are recorded in the a d  aged 56, born in Jonesport, daughter
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Brasier. Because much of the holi- regular weekday visitor at the homes D. M. Murphy, the late G. Herbert vertisement as unknown. The Olson of Henry J. Peasley.
I day traffic comes from infrequent
deposit amounts to $288.42, and has
Walter C. Drew, South Thomaston,
! shippers, he offers 5. few suggestions of our surburban residents, who were Blethen, and the present postmaster,
This will cover charges for r»rts regarding the essentials of a “good exceedingly regretful when he was Edward R Veazie. The survivors all been unchanged since 1888. The Mc- deposit of $11.31, unchanged since
and time spent on repairing any ' package.”
transferred to Route 5 to succeed speak in highest terms of “Charlie s" Auly deposit is $53.21, unchanged [ 1904; was living a few years ago, but
radio you bring to our shop. Tubes
Use plenty of good wrapping paper Samuel W. Lawry, who had reached efficiency.
since 1892.
present address unknown.
excluded.
and twine and if the contents are
Six
of
the
depositors
are
known
to
There is also an unclaimed deposit
Every
man
has
a
hobby,
if
such
it
the
age
of
retirement.
fragile, so indicate on the package.
ROCKLAND
And there Mr. Walker remained can be termed. Charles H. Walker’s be deceased — Catherine Sawyer. of $61.61 credited to the treasurer of
Special “fragile" and “glass" labels
RADIO HOSPITAL
are obtainable for shipments with until last Wednesday serving the 1200 hobby is racehorses. He has owned Rockland, deposit of $53.88 unchanged the Matinicus Public Library. It has
Next to the Park Theatre
C°Then c o m p ^ e tV a u d ib le address- i patrons who reside on a * 0*1' Sp™ *' a number of nice ones in his time, in  since 1881; M artha Mitchell, Rock been unchanged since 1907.
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It is quite likely th a t some of the
ing of packages is of vital import- Orient, Park, Myrtle, Pleasant, Broad, cluding the famous Ben Earl, which land, $20 84, unchanged since 1897;
t
ance as illegible or incorrect “marks" Lisle, Union and Elm streets, Park prior to his ownership did a mile in Charles L. Mitchell, Rockland, $39.09, readers in The Courier-Gazette’s far
E xperience during the recent cold w eath er prom pts
often cause delays in transit. Owing street place and all of Crockett's two minutes and one-half second at unchanged since 1897; Julia A. Fi- flung territory may shed light upon
to the growth of so many small ' .
iield, Vinalhaven, $26.77, unchanged the whereabouts of these depositors
Columbus, Ohio, in 1916.
the W a te r C om pany to urge its custom ers to heed
towns which have become sizable I Folnt“Guess I ’ll have to get another,” since 1901; Paul Oakes, Appleton. or their heirs, and the information
cities, express people urge that the 1 Over this route he went twice a day
the follow ing suggestions:
PUT UP IN
$15.13; unchanged since 1900; Edwin would be gratefully received by the
complete street and number of the regardless of weather's eccentricities, reflected the retired letter carrier.
2 < i Gallon Kegs,
$2 4!)
package
indicated convey|ng messages of joy, sorrow,
Meantime the job in hand is to T. Rawson, Rockland, $21.69, un treasurer of the Rockland Savings
4 Galion Kegs,
$2.99
in the address.
1. Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in w orking
Bank, E. J. Hellier.
Care in writing the names of loss and gain, everywhere receiving regain his health as quickly and com  changed since 1910.
V . ' i Gallons Kraut Pic'tlc,
$2.00
states, especially when abbreviations the cordial salutation to which a pletely as the circumstances may
order and accessible at all tim es.
Great for your health
are used, is also important.
faithful government servant is fully allow—a task in which he has the
N ETTED A H U N D RED
lightening them up
Forty-nine years of experience.
2. Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
Ship it all over the United States.
Don’t take chances without automo entitled. He recalls a day when the city's best wishes.
bile Insurance. Insure your automo
Camden s Venison, Supper a With the advent of Christmas
3. Be sure to close it if there is d a n g e r of pipes
EDWIN A . DEAN
decorations, the Christmas spirit be
bile today, with Roberts & Veazle,
Tel. 671-J,
Rockland, Me.
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Big E vent, Featured By gins to revive. The two beautiful
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic
bursting from freezing of w ater.
136S145
trees which the Central Maine Power
Temple. Rockland
40-8-tf
D istinguished Guests
Co. have erected on their buildings—
Seven A t First T ra in in g
one on Main street and the other on
School— C. H. Duff E lect A remarkable demonstration of Union street—have been augmented
4*
what can be accomplished by loyal by street lights which this year are
44
ed D istrict Chairman
Camden workers was again seen unusually lovely in the entwined ar143-145
Wednesday night when 294 attended
attended rangement
on the light posts. A citidrivlng lelsurely th ro u „h t £ e c ity
Wednesday night the first session rhe
A FOUR ACT COMEDY
of the Scout Leaders Training 1 b neflt venison supper served In Thursday evening noted outdoor
To Be Presented By
Course was held by Pfeld Executive Masonlc hall. The supper was spon Christmas trees already in festive
deckings on the premises of L. E
SEN IO R S O F R O C K LA N D H IG H S C H O O L
\\
>
L. O. Chandler. 8even men took the sored by the members of Camden Jones, Camden street, and Almon
Commandery,
K.T.,
and
the
Busi
DECEMBER 8 A N D 9
course and it is hoped that more will
' x i x
Young, Purchase street.
TURN
8.15 P. M.
be present at the next meeting, in ness Men's Association, and was for
the benefit of the Camden Relief
TO
R O C K LA N D H IG H S C H O O L A U D IT O R IU M
the old Armory Dec. 14.
SMART NORTHEND WOMEN
Association.
The overflow that
TICKETS 50c AND 35c
THE
• • • •
could not be accommodated in the
Seats Checked at High School and at Chisholm’s
ADS
A Court of Honor will be held at main hall, was taken care of in the
Thirty women a t the Northend
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 3.30 to 5.30
have banded themselves together in
the Municipal Court Room Dec. 13.
IN
Armory and the Prelate’s room.
a Service Club to provide lunches for
• • • •
Following the banquet, addresses underweight children in the Tyler
If you are contem plating the erection of a New
The annual meeting of the Rock
The Courier-Gazette
school. Five women are assigned
iihiiiinnHiiiihiiiiiiii la'aiCSfffiBffllBlllfflClIllllllillBmMra
m iiiin n iiB h
land District, Boy Scouts of America, were made by Governor-elect Louis each week, and about 50 children are
J.
Brann
of
Lewiston
and
E.
C.
H om e, G arage, B arn or rem odeling your present
will be held Jan. 5, program and
being given morning lunches of
Moran, Jr., of Rockland, Represen sandwiches, cookies, fruit, etc., to be
meeting place to be announced.
hom e, it will pay you to investigate our m odern
tative-elect to Congress. John L. eaten with the milk which is pro
TH E
CORNER
IN
These officers were elected T hurs Tewksbury was toastmaster. Re vided for them each day. This
m ethod of building th at saves from I 5 to 30 per cent.
day night: C. H. Duff, district marks' were made by Rev. Ralph H. splendid piece of work, made possi
chairman; John M. Richardson, vice Hayden, chairman of the Relief ble through whole-hearted coopera
W ill build from y o u r plans or m ake special plans to
chairman; Donald C. Leach, treas Association, Harold Corthell, presi tion, is a project worthy of under
urer; Theodore Lewin, commissioner. dent of the Business Men's Associa taking in other schools.
m eet your requirem ents.
For directors: H. P. Blodgett, A. L. tion, Fessenden W. Miller, eminent
Miles, M. E. Wotton, Walter C. commander of Camden Command
Ladd, William A. Glover, Joseph ery; and Elmer E. Joyce, vice presi YO UR FA VO RITE POEM
Blaisdell, Rev. Walter S. Rounds, dent of the Business Men’s Associa
Harold Whitehili, A. F. McAlary, tion.
THE LAST LEAF
L et us help you w ith your building problems.
53 i Harold Karl, Kennedy Crane, E. L.
I saw him once before.
•
The venison was furnished by
MUSIC
As he passed by the door;
Toner, John M. Richardson, Louis A Messrs. Corthell, Miller and French,
And again
W ith o u t obligation to you our representative will call
Walker, Hervey C. Allen, (old mem and was cooked by Burkett Brothers.
The pavement stones resound.
bers). Eugene Stoddard, Crosby In the kitchen were Finlay Calder
As he totters o’er the ground
on you and fully explain our m ethod of building and
With his cane.
French, Benjamin Dowling, P. P. and Alton French, chefs; and Charles
Bicknell, Basil Stinson, Dr. James Churchill, John Taylor and Walter
They say th at In his prime.
B b ib ib ^
assistance in financing which enables you to build the
Kent, R. F. Saville, Lawrence Leach, Nutt, assistants. These waiters
Ere the prunlng-knlfe of Time
Cut him down,
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, Rev. looked after the needs of the diners
Not a better man was found
kind of house you w a n t from—
George H. Welch, Rev. L. G. Perry, in a most efficient manner: J. L.
By the Crier on his round
Rev. H. H. Marr, Rev. J. A. Flynn, Brewster, Hartford Talbot, John
Through the town.
Figs
Dates
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Dr. W alter P. Mathews, Elmer Joyce, Frederick
But now he walks the streets.
Conley, (new members). Chairmen Jagels, Zenas Melvin, Clayton McAnd he looks at all he meets
Fruit
So forlorn;
of all troop committees: Finance: C. Cobb. D. J. Dickens, Elmer True,
And he shakes his feeble head.
H.
Duff,
John
M.
Richardson,
Donald
Glenn Norton, Kendall Hopkins,
Chocolates
That it seems as If he said.
Leach; Court of Honor, Basil S tin  John Good, Jack Stetson, Harold
"They are gone.”
son, Capt. R. F. Saville, Judge A. L. Nash, Mike Arico, Frank E. Morrow,
The mossy marbles rest
Miles, A. F. McAlary. Crosby French; Marcus Chandler, Fred 'Elwell and
On the lips th a t he has pressed
civic service: John Richardson. Allip O. Pillsbury.
In their bloom;
T a k e advantage of the present low prices, that are
And the names he loved to hear
Eugene
Stoddard,
P.
P.
Bicknell;
Singing was led by John Taylor,
Fill y o u r Stam p Book for Christm as by trad in g in
Have been carved for many a year
camp, William A. Glover, Rev. with Everett Grieve at tJhe piano.
On the tomb.
n o w on the up grade.
Rockland w ith the follow ing m erchants w ho give
Walter S. Rounds, H. P. Blodgett.
The songs included America and The
Store of Choice
My
grandmamma
has said—
S. & H. G reen Stam ps w ith all purchases:
Sidewalks of New York.
Poor old lady! she Is dead
Q uality Merchandise IS)
Great
credit
is
due
all
who
helped
Long
ago—
I to make this affair the big success it
I. L CROSS
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
If you w ant to build anyw here in the State of
That he had a Roman nose.
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
And his cheek was like a rose
Cleaning and Pressing
Department Store
was, and especial praise goes to
In the snow.
M aine, consult a builder established over 3 5 years in
Harold
Corthell,
a
most
energetic
GRAY'S
BROAD
STREET
F. J- SIMONTON CO.
U? &
But
now
his nose Is thin
worker.
NEIGHBORHOOD
STORE
Dry Goods
And It rests upon his chin.
T hat yields much satisfaction
M aine.
After necessary expenses were de
Like
a staff.
GARNETT’S
Filling
Station
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Is a year’s subscription to The J ducted a little over $100 was turned
And a crook is In his 'back.
Stoves and Furniture
And a melancholy crack
over to the relief committee.
FIREPROOF GARAGE
Courier-Gazette. The vloi»
In his laugh.
Our unlimited outlet for native
Gasoline, Oil, Accessories
ROCK. SHOE REPAIRING CO.
this paper three time3 every
poultry enables us to pay you high
Warm live storage plenty of heat
I know It Is a sin
JAKE SMALLEY’S
week is a steady reminder of the
G. W. PALMER & SON
For me to sit and grin
est prices. Consult us before you
at Fireproof Garage. Reasonable
At him here.
Willow St. Neighborhood Store
Jewelry
giver—156 times a year. A h and
sell.
weekly and monthly rates
But the old three-cornered hat.
143-157
And
the
breeches and all that.
some
Christmas
card
carrying
J. F. CARVER
BU ILD ER A N D G E N ER A L C O N T R A C T O R
Are so queer!
COHEN BROS.
Books
the donor's name goes forward
Largest Shippers in Maine
And If I should live to be
Few who w rite to the new spa
with the gift.| Call at the office
D. L. McCARTY
RUMFORD, MAINE
The last leaf upon the tree
Care
of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3
per realize th at th irty lines w ill
Drags
In the spring.
or
telephone
770,
and
the
order
WARREN,
ME.
secure
a
hundred
readers,
w
h
ile
Let them smile, as I do now.
H O M E BU ILD IN G D E P A R T M E N T
R. E. NUTT
j. will be filled.
At
the
old forsaken bough
half
a
enlum
n
secures
one.
No lots too large; none too small.
Where I cllne.
137&139Stf
Shoes
108-tf

nnouncem ent

ROCKLAND LETTER SHOP

R A D IO
R E P A IR IN G
$ 3 .7 5

S p e c i a l N o t i c e to
W a te r T a k e rs

SAUER KRAUT

CAMDEN- ROCKLAND WATER CO

Sv

B A B

BUILD NOW!

D A N C E TO NIG H T

H ard Candy

PLANS A N D ESTIM ATES FREE

SPANISH VILLA

Cigars

C igarettes

AL. ROUGIER’S ORCHESTRA

CHRISTMAS
BASKETS

SPECIAL PLA N S

NO BO NUS O R FINANCE CHARGE

F IL L

Y o u r S ta m p B o o k

B ill H em enw ay’s

A tten tion P oultrym en

JAMES H. KERR.

—Oliver Wendell Holmes.

H E A L T H SEA L SA LE

T he C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

And the work of righteousness
shall be peace; and the effect of ]
righteousness quietness and assur
ance for ever.—Isaiah 32; 17.
WHAT ARE YOU READING?

If it is a fair question, we should
be interested to know. There is such
a bewildering avalanche of new books
steadily issuing from the press, this
in especial at the holiday season, that
one stands appalled in the midst of
it—to say nothing of the magazines
and so-called literary journals, whose
number is more than legion and with
which the m ental atmosphere is
rendered heavy and obscure. Impos
sibility of making head against such
a growing tide, and courageously dis
missing the cant of keeping abreast
of current literature, what comfort
one may experience in taking down
from the shelf some of those earlier
friends who have weathered the exac
tions of Time, and happily will con
tinue to do so. Our own recreational
list in past month has included “The
Vicar of Wakefield,” “Days With Sir
Roger de Coverly,” “Kidnapped," and
“David Balfour,” and “The Story of a
Bad Boy,” following with four of
those engaging Dickens tales.
Here is m atter full of refreshment,
books which one lays down with re
newed satisfaction and the agreeable
sense of having been in the presence
of masters of th e English language,
writers who felt it unnecessary to do
violence to th a t vehicle of com
munication by dragging it through
the toil-worn and questionable chan
nels of sex. In the present month
these are being supplemented with
the Christmas books of Washington
Irving and Charles Dickens, which we
should regret omitting to recommend
anew to those of our readers who
value at its proper worth that sea
sonal asset known as the Christmas
Spirit, and toward the acquisition of
which the writings of these apostles
of the anniversary immeasurably con
tribute.
SOME MORE DAUGHTERS

We notice th a t over in Topsham
there has just been organized a chap
ter of the Daughters of the American
Colonists. We confess ignorance of
the society, which had its origin in
Washington in 1921. We are a great
club people in Knox County, and
shall naturally look to see this addi
tional patriotic organization secure a
foothold here. I t is easy to assume
th a t eligibility to membership con
sists in having an ancestor who lived
in those early and troublesome days
of the American Colonies. This
ought to open a fairly large door in
these corners of Maine.
THEN THE ARMY CAPE

Whatever has to do with Fashion—
th a t of the present, or in particular
the fashion which is called back ou'
of the past—has the capacity of
engaging attention to a striking
extent. Illustration is supplied by
this column’s recent allusions to the
masculine fashion of the shawl, once
a familiar spectacle in the daily life
of this community. Numberless are
the responses which have come to the
desk of the shawl editor from readers
whose reawakened memories of the
period and the fashions of it have
been delightedly stirred. It is not
unnatural that the subject should
have led on to the discussion of
another feature of it, having to do
with the army cape. The army cape
was a product of the civil war.
Officers returning to the life of peace
brought with them this visible token
of the stirring days of the uniform
It was a comfortable garment, of a
sturdy blue, a little less flowing than
its precursor, the shawl, and with
something of a dashing note suggest
ing the impassioned waving of a
sword as its wearer led his troops
straight up to the cannon's-mouth
Small wonder, with this halo of
romance surrounding it, and the com
fortable manipulation of a sleeveless
garment, that the army cape should
have gradually usurped in public
favor the vogue of the less suggestive
shawl.
While desirous of allowing to the
cape the full honors to which it is
entitled, a backward cast of memory
fails to establish for it any such uni
versality as was enjoyed by the gar
ment which it dispossessed. As a
gallant brigadier in the war, Gen. J.
P. Cilley brought home the cape, ano
wore it, as he was entitled to do. down
to the end of his life, many year'
afterward. Jonathan S. Willoughby,
prominent citizen and a merchant of
millinery and dry goods, adopted the
fashion of it—and there were many
others whose names we do not at the
moment recall. One there was who
wore it, and remains today as an
exponent of its grace and easy com
fort, in the person of that well-known
and friendly citizen, William Patrick
Hurley.
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W h a t B etter C hristinas Gift j
T h a n This Fight A gainst i
T uberculosis?
The 26th annual
Christmas health
seal sale has been
launched by t h e
Maine
P u b lic
Health Association
and its affiliated
organizations, and
upon the results of
this campaign de
pends, in a large
measure, the t u berculosis work for
1933. At the completion of 1931.
Maine stood 14th in the list of States
in the tuberculosis death rate, hav
ing dropped from 71.3 in 1926 to
49 6 in 1931. Figures for the pres
ent year are not yet available.
Mrs. Laura Richards of Gardiner,
well known author, wife of the
president of the Maine Public Health
Association, has written this poem,
which tells its own graphic story:

A t T he High S chool
(By the Pupils)

Stage manager Frederick Palmtr
has his crew of assistants ready to
put up the scenery. Usher squads
have been organized, ticket sellers
ere busy; dress rehearsal will be held
Monday night. Storm warnings are
up everywhere for a gale of a per
formance of “Bab” the senior play,
December 8 and 9.
»* * •

Yes, a t last, the seniors have de
cided definitely to change from the
ten-year custom of wearing caps and
gowns a t graduation. Much to the
dissatisfaction and disgust of seme
and to the satisfaction and joy of oth
ers. the majority of the class has vot
ed to abandon these features and to
adopt blue coats and white flannels
for the boys and white dresses for
the girls.
***»
Henry A Howard gave a most in
teresting talk before a group of com
mercial students and their invited
THE CHRISTMAS SEAL
guests in Mrs. Spear's room Thurs
I am a tiny Christmas seal
I cost one cent
day. He treated his subject of the
No mllllon-dollar note was e'er
beginnings and history of Commer
On higher mission bent.
cial College work in this city through
E'en as the deep-sea coral builds
a delightful period of reminiscence
Its lovely branching wealth.
One of the significant features was
So. tiny bit by tiny bit
the story of Mr. Howard's early
I build the road to health.
teaching association with the late
Help me. ye lovers of delight
Gen. Herbert M. Lord. Miss Julia
Ye enemies of pain.
Help me, with every patterned mite.
Hills and Edwin L. Brown. His de
A steadfast step to gain!
scription of the early crude equip
ment and methods in commercial
Through all the land, from shore to
shore
teaching aroused much interest, as
May every message sent
well as the glowing examples he men
Bear me. the Christmas harbinger.
tioned to prove his point th at one of
Who cost one cent!
Gov. Gardiner presents his en the pleasantest features of teaching
dorsement of the sale in this state lies in th e after-year meetings with
students who have passed to high po
ment:
“I t affords me genuine pleasure to sitions undreamed-of by their in 
endorse the annual Christmas health structors in earlier years
*• «•
seal sale. A vast amount of good is
"Hurdles” is the name of a contest
accomplished in the crusade against
tuberculosis, through the funds d e -1conducted in the Junior typewriting
rived from this sale. This project club with Ruth Dondis and Helen
deserves the generous support of all Pietroski as captains, and an even
Maine people and I hope th a t every dozen on each team. The first hurdle
citizen will aid in every way possi has been jumped, without serious
ble.”
mishap, but it's hard to foresee the
The penny stickers, this year, were , outcome when the remaining 25
designed by Edward Volkman; the hurdles are presented.
• *»■
two children depicted on the se a l'
are his own son and daughter.
Rumors of Christmas parties are in
Throughout the State of Maine 15,- the air. The Commercial Club is
000.000 miniatures of their portraits planning one for Dec. 16. to be held
will aid in the fight against tuber in the library. Committees for deco
culosis.
rating. refreshments and entertain
Only five per cent of the money ment are being chosen. Can't you al
derived in Maine through the sale of ready smell the brownies and the
the seals is sent out of the State. pretty green boughs?
«• * •
Five cents out of every dollar goes
to the National Tuberculosis Asso
Wednesday Miss Griffith's 7-1 di
ciation for its nation-wide program vision conducted the Junior High
■for the prevention of tuberculosis assembly. Edith Choate led the devoand for its research work along that tions. School talent was represented
line.
The organizations affiliated by Esther Shapiro's piano solo, Hester
with the Maine Public Health Asso Hatch's harmonica solo and a poem
ciation which are permitted, through by Velzora Look. Tableaux present
that affiliation to retain 80 per cent j ing pictures from poets were posed
of their seal sale funds, less the cost, by Frederick LaCrosse. Arthur Eaton.
are the Aroostook Anti-Tuberculosis Milton Clark. Marion Freeman. Rich
Association, the Cumberland County ard Havener. Margaret Graves. Albert
Public Health Association, the North Barlow, Sterling Morse. Albert Libby,
and South Franklin County Nurs Eloise Nash, Ercel Simmons and
ing Services, the Hancock County Kathleen Chase. Vieno Kangas was
Nursing Service, the Flanders Bay the reader. The readings were ar
Community Nursing Organization, j ranged bv Miss Nichols and the musi
the Four Town Nursing Service, the
Southwest Harbor - Tremont Com cal interludes by
a ♦Miss
a • Hagar.
munity Health Service, the Augusta
Office boys the past two weeks were
Tuberculosis Prevention Service, the ' Victor Armata and Joseph Billings.
Bangor Anti-Tuberculosis Associa
a• • •
tion, the Central Penobscot County J Kosti
Ruohomaa,
well-known
Public Health Association, the Orono
Community Nursing Service, the East alumnus, at present studying in Bos
Millinocket Nursing Service, the ton. writes interestingly to one of his
Millinocket School Health Service, former teachers about hearing Presi
the Dexter Community Nursing dent-elect Roosevelt at the Boston
Service, the Penobscot County Nurs Arena during the recent campaign:
ing Service, the Piscataquis County “The New York Times correspondent
Nursing Service, the Skowhegan sat in front of me. The platform was
Community Nursing Service, the filled with celebrities; there were
Washington County Anti-Tubercu about sixty policemen on duty: news
losis Association and the York Coun paper men were rushing back and
forth; telegraph boys were running
ty Nursing Service.
All the tuberculosis clinics con with papers, flash photographs were
ducted under the auspices of the being taken every two minutes, some
; Maine Public Health Association are times five a t a time; the news reel
financed entirely with Christmas seal cameras were clicking as two power
ful and blinding floodlights were
funds.
focused tfn the main speakers for the
pictures; the crowd was on its toss
WON THE RUBBER
ready to go uo in the air at the slight
est mention of prohibition, or good
Evident That Republicans Have Hard times. I got a great thrill a t being
Job To Carry Vinalhaven, Even at there.”
Bowling

a• • •

T hat erstwhile Junior. Walter Bars
tow. has attained another typing
honor in that he has successfully de
fended his typing championship by
getting ever 60 words per minute,
thereby causing his nearest competi
tor. Ruth Dondis to trail him by a
considerable margin. Since Barstow
is only a Junior, his feat of hitting the
bull's eye on the speed target is even
more remarkable, because he is in
competition with the seniors, of
which not one has attained this sur
prising speed of 63 words a minute,

ROCKPORT
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Mr. and Mrs W. E Whitney re
Form er M ethodist M inister turned
Wednesday night from a ten j
In R ockland W as 74 Years day motor trip to Massachusetts >I
which included visits with Mr. and j
In the Pulpit
Mrs. O. A. Copeland at Whitinsville

THE CHRISTMAS]

and with Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey
/ I
Funeral services for Rev. George at Jamaica ,Plain. They reported!
1^1
R. Palmer, 93. affiliated with the Mrs Hughey as having practically re
Maine Methodist ministry 74 years gained her normal state of health
and who died in a Portland hospital after an illness of several months'
Wednesday after a year's illness duration.
Harbor Light Chapter. O.ES.. will
were held in the Chestnut Street M hold a memorial service a t the regular
E. Church in th a t city yesterday. meeting next Tuesday evening.
Mrs. W. O. Cummings who has been
Burial was in Laurel Hill Cemetery,
employed at the home of W. F. DilSaco.
Rev. Carl N. Garland, district lingham for several months completes £
superintendent of the Methodisi her duties there today and will go to }
Episcopal Church, had charge of the the home of her daughter Mrs. W al-, a
services and was assisted by several lace Spear in Rockland for a visit.; w
Methodist ministers of Portland and She wiU later visit her son Dana in jr
Brew’er. going thence to Massachu-! £
nearby cities and towns.
An active pastor more than half setts for the winter.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will hold a
a century. Rev". Mr. Palmer retired in
1916 after holding pastorates at its annual Christmas sale next Wed- ‘
Orono. Rockland. Augusta. B a n g c nesday at the vestry. Fancy articles, I 5
and Saco, in the First and Elm Street aprons, candy, hot dogs and quilts
W H A T THE DIFFERENT CLUBS WILL P A Y Y O U
Churches, South Portland, and at will be on sale. Supper from 5.33 to 7. |
C. E. Rhodes. Sr., and son Cecil left .
Fallmouth Foreside and Cumberland
Thursday morning for Vanceboro ’i
the last 10 years of his ministry.
After retirement he continued to be where they will visit Maurice Wilder
50 W eekly Paym ents (For Christmas, 1933)
active in deaconess work and in the and family and also spend some time
in
the
woods
with
the
hope
of
bring
Chestnut Street M. E. Church, wheic
he was considered a pastor emeritus ing home a deer.
$ 12.50
$ .25 CLUB AM O UN TS TO
Mrs. Amy Wadsworth ol Hop? is
by the parishioners. For many years
he was holder of the Maine Confer visiting her sister Mrs. Minnie Piper.
Mrs. Lillian Kellar and Miss Marie
ence cane, an emblem held by the
$ 2 5 .0 0
$ .50 CLUB AM O UN TS TO
McFarland returned Thursday from I j
dean of the conference.
Born a t Bremen. Jan. 10, 1839 Rev. a visit of one month with Mrs. Mattie
Mr. Palmer was educated in private Carver and family at Monmouth.
$ 5 0 .0 0
$1.00 CLUB AM O UN TS TO
The public prize speaking contest
schools. Camden High School. Kent's
HUI Seminary and the Biblical Insti of the high school will take place at
Town hall Tuesday evening of next
tute at Concord. N. H.
$ 1 0 0 .0 0
$2.00 CLUB AM O UN TS TO
In 1862 he enlisted in Co. I. 19th week instead of Monday as originally
Maine Regiment, seven months later scheduled. This change was made to
$ 2 5 0 .0 0
$5.00 CLUB AM O UN TS TO
won a commission and before service accommodate those desiring to attend
wounds May 10. 1864, at Po River the meeting of the Maine Men Teach
ers' Association. This is the first con- «
Plus Interest
sent him to a hospital he became act test
of its kind that has been held in 1
ing adjutant of the regiment.
Rockport
in
several
years.
The
speakRev. Mr. Palmer was one.of the
,, .
few surviving members of the Maine ; ers Y* aro, I dc
entertain
Chapter of the Military Order of the ment and thc Publlc is invlted
Isaac Philbrook remains in a seri
Loyal Legion and was formerly its
Your first deposit makes you a member of the Club. No dues, no red tape
commander. He was also chaplain of ous condition a t his home on Me
chanic street, not having regained
the Maine Department of the G A D
In 1889 he was agent of Kent s Hill consciousness since his serious acci
Seminary, and always remained ac dent on Friday of last week.
A large number were present at the
tive in the work of promoting the in
terests of the school. He was believed Farm Bureau meeting Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Leola Mann.
to be the oldest living alumnus.
For several years preceding his ill “Christmas Wreaths” was the subject
ness kfr. Palmer lived in Portland discussed, Mrs Nina Carroll in charge
Established 1868
with his second wife. Mrs. Alice Ford of the program. Dinner was served at
noon
under
direction
of
Mrs.
Mann
Palmer, whom he married about 15
141-lt
and Mrs. Annie Spear.
years ago.
a a a a
Besides Mrs. Palmer he leaves a
son. Arthur W. Palmer, professor at
Church Notes
Haverford School. Haverford. Pa.;
Baptist Church, Rev. George F
two daughters. Mrs Walter B. God- Currier: Church school at 10. fol
PARK T H E A T R E
soe of Newton Highlands, M ass. and lowed by the morning worship at 11
Mrs. Forest Adams of Natick. Mass., with special music by the choir; chilR A D IA T O R REPAIRS
The most fantastic setting in the
and a niece by marrage. Mrs. James dren s story, “Book or Battle Axe?” j history of the screen is the scene of
Repairing, Soldering and Cleaning
E Barlow, wife of Portland’s city The s?rmon,wiil be in observance b f , much of the action of “Once in a
Years of Experience, All Work Guaranteed
manager.
Universal Bible Sunday, "The H ead-; Lifetime," which pokes merciless fur
P H IL IP M O O R A D IA N
light of Human Progress;" B.Y.P.U. at the motion picture industry, and
70 Park St. Rockland. Tel. 818
120-tf
CONSTRUCTIVE FORCES
at 6. topic “How can we work for which comes Monday and Tuesday.
Unity?" Earl Deane leader;
This gorgeous “set" represents the
What They Are In the Community Christian
evening service at 7. illustraed hymn reception room and adjacent execuand How They_____
Become Destructive
"Da>' is Dying in the West;" in pic- tive offices of the Glogauer studio
The W.C.T.U. met vesterdav and tU-res ??d £lory’J'East ch i" a in Tran’ in Hollywood, and is literally breath1 ntiwi;
Thursday evening prayer j taking in its magnificent “queerness."
a program on "Constructive Forces In service as usual.
The glistening mosaic floor of the
Our Community" was led by Mrs.
_
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F Fowle: ______
rotunda ______________________
supports a circle of strangeMary P. Rich, who mentioned as out- Beginning Sunday the former hours ; ]y designed marble columns against
standing forces in the community [ ‘or tbe morning service will be re- j t!le walLs, in the niches of which are
the home, the church, the Sunday sumed, preaching service at 10.30 and uitra-modernistic statues. The fur
school, public schools, service clubs, Sunday school at 11.45; subject ot nit,ure is queer; telephones and bookRe-building;
Epworth ends on the big desk are queerer yet:
pubic officials, press, the interested i sermon
public, constructive criticism and League at 6 with discussion on the i and the secretary who presides over
subject Sportsmanship; ’ music at tj,e reception room, in the person of
love.
A nd keep the w heels of hom e industries going!
be rendered z ag u pitts, is a grandiloquent creaRev. L. G Perry spoke of some j th p evening s®rXlce
forces which are designed to be con-1 by the trio, ail-day sess.on of Ladies ture sucll as couid never be found
C hristm as G ifts o f A ppreciation w hich will be a con
yt:b
w 'V 7 outside a fllm Studi°' In thC °fflCfS
structive but have a destructive ef nrnve^cerc
b 1 L
kS ’-hich adjoin this enormous room the
fect, as commercial enterprises that o n X I J r H 'V
sta n t rem inder of the giver
foster themselves under guise of con n » new t
b
B,b:.en 8iV' “ame fantastic ideas of architecture
’ .
(f* JC .
be taken UP ,inr|
m ish in re aare
re ccarried
a rrie d nilt..
structive forces. Organizations that
and fu
furnishings
out. and
and
G ifts of this kind a t prices to fit everyone’s purse
are founded upon the Bible and love a t this meeting.
i the whole forms a most fitting setting
are at
of mankind, become destructive i n .
j for the “goofy”’ conduct of the studio.
William II. Spear
their worldly alignments. Organiza
I —adv.
/
tions which in the preamble to their
In the death of William H. Spear, i
constitutions claim to uphold and which occurred Nov. 16, this town has
STRAN D T H E A T R E
protect law and order, advocate nulli- ; lost one of its most highly esteemed
fication of certain laws for their citizens. Although he had been in |
-------442 MAIN STREET
AT THE BROOK
commercial ends. The home is still j failing health the past year the end j “Red Dust” coming Monday and |
the greatest constructive force in the ! came unexpectedly and as a great I Tuesday, presents the interesting
combination
of Clark Gable and
lives of our children "By the age of shock to many friends. Mr. S pear!----* "
three, parents have done more th a n ( was born in Rockport. Feb. 14. 1870, Jean Harlow in a turbulent story of
half what they will ever do for their son of Thurston and Ellen (Neal) Cochin, China. The picture is based
child," says Benson. Moses received Spear, and had always lived in this on the Wilson Collison stage hit of
all his instruction in Jehovah before place. As a young man he followed the £ame
in which is depicted
the age of seven years. The church is the sea, but 22 years ago he accepted 1th e dramatic triangle which results
the supporter of the home in the up- the position as caretaker at the sum- whcn the aristocratic wife of a French
building of Christian character.
mer home of Mrs Mary Louise Bok engineer visits a tropical rubber |
Taking part in the open forum were on Beauchamp Point, and at the time plantation and falls in love with its
Mrs. Brewster. Miss Hastings, Miss of his death was serving as supsrin- overseer, thus engendering the j
Orbeton. Mr. Richardson. Mrs Sher- tendent of all her property in town, a hatred of a defiant, hard-boiled girl
man. Miss Ada Young. Mrs. Kittredge, position which he very ablv filled. of the dance hall variety, who has
Miss Alena Young. Mrs. Dunton. He was married to Miss Annie Clark prior claims on the man.
Gable, of course, has the role o f '
Mrs. Emery. At the business session of this town Sept. 27. 1902 and one
attention was called'to the special son was born to them. Thurston Spear the overseer' a h art totally differprayer service to be held Monday aft- wh° now resides a t West Rockport ' ent from his recent successful porernoon at 2 in the Congregational; Surviving relatives besides the widow
opposite Norma Shearer in
Church. Thursday. Dec 8. was ap- and son. are two sisters and a brother, ‘Strange Interlude.” Miss Harlow,
pointed as a day of special endeavor Mrs. Martha White of Worccs er fresh from her triumph in "Red
for getting r.ew members for the local Mass., Mrs. Augusta Shiblcs and Headed Woman," plays the hardened
plantation girl who. *•
though
W.C.T.U.
Manasseh W. Spear of Rockport.
’ scornedJ
Mr. Spear was a member of St. at first, subsequently proves that
Pauls Lodge, F.A.M.. and this organi sufficient sex appeal and strength to
Britt, Helen Ross. Avis Lovejoy, Isa zation conducted the rites at the live the brutal life of the tropics give
belle Choate, Priscilla Saunders, funeral services held Nov. 18 from th e her an indisputable advantage over
Edith Morse. Elizabeth Clarke. Ruby home. Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating her more civilized rival. Mary Astor
Sundstrom, Lyra Cook, Rose W hit The bearers were brother Masons In  is seen as the engineer's wife, and
more, Gladys Overlock, Lawrence terment was in Amesbury Hill ceme Gene Raymond as her husband whp
Crane. Helen Jordan, Carl Philbrook. tery.
returns from a distant engineering
Mary Foster, Dorothy King, Ernestine
job to find his wife and the overseer
Simmons, Gerald Black.
! in a compromising situation.—adv..
DIVIDED THE HONORS

The Democrats won the much her
alded “rubber" bowling match with
their Republican opponents a t the
Cascade alleys, Vinalhaven Thursday
night but had to cover considerable
territory to do so. Before the Re
publicans really knew what they
were up against the Democrats had
won the first string; handily by 29
pins, Drew's 102 string being a big
factor in winning the opening canto.
In the second string the Republican
line stiffened, and the Democrats
a• * •
could only gather in the second string
A recent program of interest was
by a scant 11 pins giving them a 40 presented by 7-2 division under the
pin lead going into the last string.
direction of Miss Hagar, in celebra
It was here th at Les Dyer and
of the hundredth anniversary of
“Skip" Arey began to do things and tion
with the aid of four- spares and a Louisa M. Alcott. Dressed in appro
strike between them they put the priate costumes recalling the times
Junior Honor Roll
Republicans right back in the run- and styles of this famous author were
All A’s: Ruth Dondis (5), Charles
the
following
characters:
i ning, so much so that at the end of
Louisa Alcott, Dorothy Smith; Ellis (5). Ruth Gregory (4) . Helen
the sixth frame in the last string
(5), Norman Stanley (4),.
; the Republicans had regained all pages, Raymond Ellis. Henry Bubier; Pietrosky
Tibbetts
(5),
Charles
their lost ground and were 14 pins C’d-fashioned Girl. Fem e Britto; Eleanor
Wooster (4).
I ahead. But in the lucky seventh , Cld-fashioned Boy. Hector McDon
Five A's: Sylvia Shafter.
(for the Democ:~ts> spares by Clay- ald; Rose, Virginia Willis; Eight
Four A's: Esther Chapman, Haze!
ter, Drew and Dario for a total of Cousins. Charles Raye, Kingsley Vasso.
22 extra pins greased the skids for Strout. Everett Elwell, Fred WtnchenThree A's: Thelma Day, Hervey
the Republicans and the Donkey- bach. Frank Dcmmons. Clayton Vose.
Harold Berggren, Walter Staples; Allen, Bernard Cohen. Vernard
breezed home a winner by 31 pins.
Little Women—Jo, Frances Hatch: I Crcckett. Dorothy Dimick. Nathalie
. The score;
Democrats — Clayter, 259; Drew. Meg. Mertie Lindsey, Beth, Madolin? Jones, Elzada North. Vincent Pelli
Amy, Lillias Young; cane. Constance Snow, Gladys
282; R. Warren, 263; McLaughlin. Philbrick;
Laurie, Robert Hall; Demi and Daisy, Strout.
254; Dgrio, 273; total, 1331.
Nothing below B: Walter Barstow.
Republicans—L. Arey, 243; Dyer, Theodore Benner and Carolyn BlackRussell Bartlett, Berys Borgerson,
287; Sanborn. 269; Grimes, 228; E. ington.
The second part of the program Sophie Cohen. Virginia Connon,
Arey, 273; total. 1300.
was in observance of Thanksgiving. Dorothy Freedman. Charles Havener,
The Puritan Maiden Song" was sung Flaine Richards. Richard Thomas,
ST. G E O R G E
by a group of girls including Vila Marion Watts, Anna Winchenbach.
Sophomore Honor Roll
Lombards. Gladys Chapman, Loretta
All A’s: Gertrude Heal.
This is to inform all customers of Rogers. Eleanor Rogers. Mary Sulli
Four A's: Laura Kangas.
Shell fuel oils that our former driver, van, Louise Waldron, Thelma John
Three A’s: Emma Harding, Helen
C. F. Smith, has severed his connec son and Dorothy Brewer. The ac Korpinen, Lydia Leighton. Elizabeth
tion with us of his own free will and companist was Ida Shapiro.
Walker.
a a a •
accord. We are the sole distributors
Nothing below B: Catherine Black,
of Shell fuel oils. George H. Thomas
Senior Honor Roll
Winfield Chatto, Sylvia Cohen, Ed
Fuel Co., Camden.
144-145
All A s: Mildred Sweeney <6>. Wal win Edwards, Camilla Emery, Virter Staples (5), Robert Allen (5', ; ginia Flint, Alice Lawry, Virginia
you some article for which you are Carol Gardner (5), Fern Brown (6). ! Leach, Madelyn Rawley, Margaret
Velzora Look <4>. Carolyn McAllister Pendleton, Vernon Raye, Lilia Sher
desired either to send payment, or to j <6i, Nicholas Pellicane (5).
man, Eleanor Winchenbaugh. Gordon
Four A's: Bertha Korpinen, Helen Simmons.
take the trouble to return it to the
SHOPPING BY MAIL
: Davis.
Freshman Honor Roll
sender—an impudent form of sales
Three A’s: Eva Dow. Dudley Perry.
Three A's: Sulo Gronos, Mildred
M
argaret
Halliday,
Merton
Sumner,
Smith, Helen Withee, Frances Young.
Now the mails are crowded with in manship which cannot be too severely
Alice Gay. Helen Rubenstein.
Nothing below B: William Ander
vitations to spend your Christmas reprobated. Do your Christmas shop
Nothing below B: Irene Billado. son, Robert Chandler, Milton Grammoney. Occasionally there comes to ping among home folks.
1Stanley Quinn, Mary Ginn, Richard ago, Edward Hayes, Bertha Kent.
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R O C K LA N D SA V IN G S B A N K

! BUY AM ERICAN-M ADE
y
M ERCHANDISE

HOUSE-SHERMAN,

OF

SANTA’S

B U S IN E S S

Thomaston Hyjh Basketball Teams
We have lhe most attractive linVlsit Ellsworth With Mixed Re- of Christmas cards we have ever
mlts
shown, our customers are telling us.
-------G reat values for your money at the
Thomaston High basketcers visit- Huston-Tuttle Book Store.—adv
ed their former principal L. C. Stur144-145
tevant at Ellsworth High School ------------------------------------------------last night, and received a most cor
dial. greeting Even warmer was the
greeting from the Ellsworth basket.ball team which defeated the Knoxoman boys 46 to 17. The Thomas
ton girls redeemed the situation
somewhat by winning 26 to 24. Sum
mary of boys’ game:
Ellsworth High (46)
G F T.P.
Beal, If .........
2
18
(Special $3 .4 9 )
Johnston, rf ......... ...... 8
1
17
Cobb, c ...............
0
Spring Is Ju :t Around the Corner
8
Haslam. ig ......... ...... 1
0
2
<S> <8> <?> 3>
Smith, rg ............
1
1
—
_
Saturday w e shall have a
Totals ..............
4
46
Thomaston High (17)
special lot o f nice little
G
F T.P.
Grafton, rg ......... ...... 0
2
2
Perry, lg .............. ...... 0
0
0
Stackpole, c ....... ...... 2
1
5
Anderson, rf ....... ...... 5
0
10
Keppi, If .............. ...... 0
0
0
—
_
They usually sell for 30c '
Totals ............. ...... 7
3
17
These will be nice for Christmas too
Referee Arnold.

Be Forehanded

«> <
$>-8>

Am ple Space W ith
Superb Illustrations
and Layouts fiom

M EYER BOTH
NEW SPAPER

Buy a B ird Bath
For C hristm as

HOUSE FERNS
for 3 5 cen ts
❖

Ruth Marston, Charles Mitchell,
Louise Payson, Earl Withee, Carolyn
Smith, Carl Spear, Frances Storer,
Vera Thompson, Ralph Tyler, Wilbur
Vasso, Thelma Whitehouse, Marion
Wlggin.

“SILSBY’S”
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Z

S E R V IC E

Experts prepare them for you.
U se them for the expert results
they will bring. Get in on the
gift season profits. Service is

„

FREE
AT

4
E v e ry -O th e r-D a ?

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, D ecem ber 3, 1932

TALK OF THE TOW N

C H R ISTM A S
SPECIALS
o f Outstanding Values in
W ATCHES

A well baby conference will be held
Monday at 2 p. m. a t the Red Cross
rooms.

C O M IN G N E IG H B O R H O O D EVENTS

Dec 5—Lady
R,
.. Knox Chapter. D. A. —■
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
Street w th M™’ Mabe sherman- Beech night, with 6 o’clock supper in charg?
Dec. 6—Second dram atic criticism In
Mrs. Belle Bowley and Mrs. Allis
Methebesec club series, at Unlversallst Blackington. There will be election
' Dec 7—Thomaston—Christmas fair of !
°thcers.
Methodist Ladies Aid.
--------Dec. 7—Auxiliary S. U. _V. fair. _
| Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Dec. 7 — Rockport — Baptist Sewing
Circle annual Christmas fair and sup Tuesday evening, with circle supper
per.
at 6. Mrs. Annie Aylward, president |

IN TH E
CHURCHES

g

of the circle, hqs called a business
meeting prior to the lodge session.

Ladies’WristW atches
W altham s
Reg.
R eg.
R eg.
R eg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

Now $17.50
Now 18.50
Now 19.00
Now 31.50
Now 32.50
Now 33.00
Now 34.00

25.00.
27.50.
28.50.
45.00.
47.50.
50.00.
55.00.

Elgins
R eg.
R eg.
R eg.
R eg.
Reg.
Reg.
R eg.

16.50.
22.50.
29.75.
35.00.
37.50.
47.50.
65.00.

Now $12.00
Now 16.50
Now 17.50
Now 24.00
Now 26.50
Now* 32.50
Now

39.00

Gruen
Reg. 35.00.
R eg. 37.50.
D iam ond
R eg. 55.00.

Now $24.00
Now 26.50
B aguette
Now $40.00

W inton
Reg. 42.50.

Now $23.50

H igh Grade Sw iss
Reg. I 5 jewel, 20.00
Now $14*50
Reg. 6 jewel, 13.50
Now $9.50
e

• >

'f.

o OFF
on

A ll Diam onds
ALL OTHER MERCHANDISE AT
REDUCED PRICES
COME EARLY AND MAKE
YOUR SELECTION
A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

C. E. MORSE
JE W E L E R
344 Main St.

R ockland

_

i
WEATHER
Murmuring at the failure of the
The attractive new house being
preceding month to show up in the
feature of Indian Summer is quieted erected by Edwin G. Ludwig on
the brave efforts of these three I North Main street is nearing compleopening December days to qualify in tion, and is being much admired. Mr
that connection. Warm and genial Ludwig is also erecting a house on
it is—and have you noticed the glori James street.
ous sunset colors? I t Is worth some
The American schooner Albert H.
thing special to live upon the western
sides of the city where the whole Willis, 567 gross tons, will be sold by
expanse of the heavens lies spread }U. S. Marshal Woodman at the Eastto the enraptured vision. Particu- I port custom how> next Thursday at
ih W
n engine, tackle
larly noticeable Thursday as the day {10.30 a. m. with
'Tier
died out. And the temperature de- apparel and furniture.
lightfully up in the 50s. This morn- 1
-------ing's radio broadcast showed that the ! If you think the Christmas tree on
„ Weather Man has not repended the the Main street quarters of the Cenleniency which he has shown thus 1tral Maine Power Company is bril- !
far in the month. The mild weather \ liant with its 350 lights, stroll up on ’
will continue today, he says, and i t ; Willow street and see the tree on
may be even warmer, but with a little the company's stock building with
more cloudiness. The wind will be 950 lights.
|
from the southwest with moderate to
Legion
hall
is
open
each
Monday
fresh velocity. The official broadcast
says slightly colder tonight; Sunday afternoon for Red Cross sewing. A
cloudy, with fresh south to southwest general invitation is extended to all
wind The barometer this morning women to help in this worthy work.
was 30.1 and rising; temperature 51; There is a large cotton yardage to
highest yesterday, 64.
be made Into winter clothes, chiefly |
for children, and to get this clothing |
Almon Bird, having a few days’ va ready for immediate use it is neces
cation from his duties as letter car- sary that a large corps of workers
turn out.
j rier, has been In Portland.
A spirit of fun pervaded the meet
Mrs. Fred Collamore of Camden ing of the Rotary Club yesterday be
' road is the guest of relatives in Port- ginning with the discomfiture of the
zealous reception committee and em
j land, for a few days.
bracing the speaker Edwin L. Brown
Rockport High School will hold its !whose triP through Italy was rudely
prize speaking contest Tuesday eve- interrupted. I t was an excellent talk
ning at 7.30 at the Town hall
i though and thoroughly enjoyed. A j
_____
'
| lively discussion developed over the ;
1 There will be services at the Ingra- club's Plan for Christmas observance
ham Hill chapel Sunday at 2.30 con- with details still in abeyance. Dr.
ducted by the Salvation Army i f ' Archie Green and Dr. Harold Jamepleasant.
’
! son of Camden were visiting Ro-------! tarians.
Mrs. Ray Stewart of Talbot ave
• •nue fell on Main street Monday, bad- I
NO JUDGE APPOINTMENT
iy spraining one arm and receiving
severe bruises.

|

Page Three

R IR T H D A Y

All Kinds, in A ny Q u an tity

■ ********** ■
Pictures for Jigsaw
Puzzles
Christm as Cards

■
■
T he Bald M ountain
C alendar Co.
440 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

143T&S157

The most personal of a'l gifts
because only you can give it—

Y O U R PH O TO G RAPH
Quality Portraits To Suit Any
Pocketbook

C ham pney’s Studio
ROCKLAND, ME.

3

Celebrating the Fourth Birthday of the Crie Hardware Co.

|

O n e W eek , B eg in n in g M onday, D ec. 5th

|

Prices that will please you on our whole stock, and just in time to m ake big savings on your C hristm as
purchases

Q
3

T he assortm ent is good but not a big lot of any
one kind, so please make your selection early
and avoid disappointm ent.

America

NEW LOW PRICES ON PYREX
O ven B aking W are
P ie P lates, 15c, 4 0 c , 45c
O pen B akers, 5 0 c , 6 5 c, 75c
C asseroles, 75c, $ 1 .0 0 , $1.15

“I am the Lord thy God which
teacheth thee to profit, which
leadeth thee by the way thou S?
shouldest go. Hadst thou hark
ened to my commandments then*
I*
had thy peace been as a river,
and thy righteousness as the
waves of the sea.’’
The new administration does
not face peace. I t is confronted
with hard facts, unemployment,
business dislocation, impaired
earning power, economy, taxes,
tariff, ruined farmers, insolvent
y
institutions and credits, sound
y
money. It finds our great arter
< ME
ies, the transportation systems, y
in peril. Our shipping at low ebb.
y
instead of $5.95
It has Prohibition to deal with
and its attendant evils. These
are domestic. I t has to deal
with foreign debts, disarma
ments, League of Nations, with
ME ME
the Japanese and,Russian prob
lems abroad.
England and France projected
the debt situation upon us with
out waiting for the new admin
ME ME
istration. President Hoover has
courteously invited the President
elect to a common conference. It
is unprecedented, but warranted.
Politics must be laid aside in
questions th at affect all. Mr.
Roosevelt has accepted in the
|
The vacancy occasioned by the . , same fine spirit.
The E. P. Colson property on Mav
God Is with America. He is
erick street has been sold through I death of Municipal Judge Walter J healing the nations. We cannot
Thomas J. Foley’s agency to A. G. j II. Butler has not been fil'ed, |
live by ourselves apart from thq
Lord, who will move his tire repair
after a lapse of more than two
world.
business there from Washington J month1, and in legal circles it is
With all these major problems
street.
to face, hope is in the air and we
said to be proving considerable
must meet the questions of the
of a handicap, especially as the
Dr. C. B. Popplestone has leased
new day with intelligence. It is
the residence on School street, re
145-146
recorder is located in another
no time for rancor or recrimina
cently vacated by Dr. F. F. Brown,
city much of the time. Where |
tions. Our government is being
and due notice will appear In these
tested in the wine press of bitter
there are civil processes it is j
columns as to when he will take pos
days.
.
necessary
to
await
action
by
session.
We shall emerge a reconstruct
MRS. GRACE II. McKENNEY
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
A PPLETO N R ID G E
Superior Court, which does not j
ed and reconsecrated Nation, if
the second Sunday in Advent: Holy
M. M. Brown and family have
In spite of the near zero weather
convene again until next Fcbru- !
we truly seek Him. "Let us there
Communion a t 7.30; church school at
Ten thousand miles is the aggregate 1 Mrs. Grace H. (Brown) wife of Wil- moved to the village for the winter.
which was experienced' at the last
fore come boldly unto the throne
9.30; choral Eucharist and ser distance Charlie Walker has walked Iham F. McKenney, died Nov. 25 at
ary.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman, Mrs. Hazel
*weekend nature has not yet yielded
of grace, th a t we may obtain
mon at 10.30; evensong at 7.30.
in his thirty years of faithful mail her home. 295 Belmont street. Brock Perry and Mrs. Ethel Towle were in
‘ to winter's dictates. Witness the
mercy, and find strength to help
carrying. Some Walker.
' ton hi her 38th year. Besides her Rockland Thursday.
fully budded alder branch wtiich S.
_____
Jhusband she leaves a son, William F„
President Thomas H. Chisholm of 1 in the time of our need.”
The stork visited the home of Mr.
R. Walsh left a t this office T hurs
William A. Holman.
At First Church of Christ. Scien
Dr. R. L. Stratton and brother John i Jr-. also her parents. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Joseph Moody Friday mornday. Picked it near the cement the Adult Athletic Council of Rock- 1
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster of Hancock have returned from th e )John Brown of Rockland, Me., a sis- I in„ and left an eight pound boy.
land
High
School,
called
together
plant.
W<.. __ ’
i
,
. 4 zs »■ A »«z* I ^1-1z. . . T_T411
k z-xz-»1r 1
rx xx zl
AKzx I
_
Hill off VRockland.
Me.,
Thursday night the nucleus that is
Rev. H. F. Leach of Thomaston will streets, Sunday services are a t 10.30 Maine woods, each with a deer, te sti-1ter- Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry and son
and
the
subject
of
the
lesson
sermon
fying
to
their
skill
as
hunters.
i
a"d(
two
brothers,
John
and
Joseph
'
working
toward
the
formation
of
a
of Belfast spent a few days this week
preach in the Congregational Church
Charles C. Wotton, the popular
tomorrow- will be "God the Only
____
: Brown, also of Rockland.
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. P D.
basketball referee, has never laid large council and plans were made for tomorrow morning in an exchange of Cause and Creator." Sunday School
Clerk
of
Courts
Griffin
received
a
I
The
funeral
took
place
Monday
Perry
particular claim to being a politician. an immediate membership drive with pulpits between the Camden. Thom is at 11.45. Wednesday evening tes
decree
Thursday
in
the
contested
|
afternoon
at
the
home
and
interment
Our up thc Ridge neighbors are now
His experience on Rockport’s Main John M. Richardson, W. A. Glover,; aston and Rockland Churches. The timony meeting Is a t 7.30. The read
divorce
case
of
Hiram
Ulmer
vs.
Rose
was
in
Melrose
cemetery.—Brockton
enjoyng electricity.
street the other night, while the sub Edward R. Veazie. A. S. Peterson. Sunday School will convene at noon. ing room is located at 400 Main
B.
Ulmer
of
Rockland.
Divorce
was
S
<Mass
)
Daily
Enterprise.
Mrs. Ernest Davis of South Montject was under discussion: gave Harold L. Karl and A. F. McAlary The Comrades Of the Way will meet street, and is open week days from 2
I granted to the libellant on the
-----------------ville is employed at the home of Mr.
evidence that his platform would be on the committee. The council got in the vestry at 6.30 o’clock.
until
5
p.
m.
** • ♦
ground of cruel and abusive treatc
u . .• i .
solidly behind the Community Park
and Mrs. J. F. Moody.
a “straddle.”
1ment. Otis for libellant; Hinckley ( S ^ am^ atTtlcket^ l° anJ Part of
• ♦♦♦
and will undertake to help Principal
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal'.
Hinckley and Shcsong for the i S
Tours a ,™ d to West
While the Knox Railroad has Blaisdell overcome the $100 operating Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services
Fish Dealer—“Lobsters, madam;
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F.
Rev. George IL Welch at the Unlceased to function as a public car handicap The council plans to sup
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, nice lobsters? Look, they're all alive."
versalist
Church
a
t
the
10.45
service
z . Thc employes of Fireproof Garage
rier, operating will be resumed for port all school athletics in an ad
Lady—“Yes, but are they fresh?"—
Monday has been designated as a will have “The seat of the scornful ! enjoyed a banquet last night a t Hotel Masonic Temple, Rockland.
f two weeks later in the month, haul visory and practical way.
143 then 145-S-tf Boston Transcript.
day for special prayer by the Na as his subject. The quartet will sing Rockland with Manager Gus Hunt
ing limerock for the owners, an a [
-------tional W.C.T.U., upon occasion of
there is likewise a belief that the line
About 70 singers reported a t the the opening of Congress. All persons the anthems “Festival Te Deum." presiding and Charles H. Berry,
will be used again next spring for Wednesday night rehearsal at the intetested in the cause of temper Marston and "Into the Woods My Charles A. Emery and K. B. Whittle
Went,” George B. Nevln. of the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.
| the same purpose.
] Universalist vestry to work on choral ance are invited to meet at the Con Master
Knickerbocker Class a t noon will as speakers. Two new members of
--------- I
\ music to be presented in the Red
gregational Church a t 2 p. m. to ask have as its subject "The evolution of the Fireproof family made their
At Thomaston Capt. Earle S tar- Cross benefit concert at Strand The- for Divine guidance.
society," with L. A. Walker as leader. debut. Forest Brazier as head of the
rett's packet Nereid is being sheathed ' atre Sunday, Dec. 18. Marshall
with copper, preparatory to going on Bradford, who Is conducting, wishes | A postcard from Norman W. Ler- Church school also meets at noon. In  service department and Maynard
This is to announce that I shall continue the Express Ageney
| her winter route between Monhegan I to bring the number up to 125 at j mond, who has arrived at his winter termediate Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. will Brennan for the sales department
in Union, and in connection therewith will conduct a Parcel De
have
William
Cross
leading.
The
After
the
delicious
dinner
and
thand Boothbay—Oliver Perry who has toast, and makes a general appeal to home in Gulfport, is brought to this
livery Express and Errand Service between Union and Rockland.
' been providing the Coast Guard boat singers to attend the next rehearsal office by Jesse A. Tolman. The out week's activities include Chapin Class excellent talks were history thc group
enjoyed
an
old
fashioned
rollicking
supper
Wednesday
at
6
o'clock,
pre
Leaving Union at 9.00 A. M. and Rockland at 10.30 A. M.
j Dart with wooden sheathing has which will be Tuesday evening at the door postcffice a t St. Petersburg is
sis® with Mi-. Brennan at thc piano.
ceded by Red Cross sewing.
same place, a t 7.30 sharp. Mr. Brad
! launched that craft.
Union Telephones: Office 12-2; Residence 14-13
ford emphasizes the point that pictured and the message describes
Mr. Lermond as busy enjoying the
Gov. William Tudor Gardiner is
Rockland Telephone 200
An exceptional program of pictures trained voices are not necessary— sunshine, birds and wild flowers and
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church sending brief letters to persons who
■will be shown at Strand Theatre just people who can sing and love to collecting
for
the
Arboretum morning worship Is at 10.30 followed in previous years askec! him to “put
CLARENCE LEONARD
next week. Monday and Tuesday sing. It is an inspiring experience to museum.
by the Lord's supper. Mrs. Marianne through" their last minute applica
"Red Dust," with Clark Gable and sing under Mr. Bradford's direction,
tions
for
the
New
Year's
automobile
145-lt
Bullard,
director
of
the
choir,
will
[ Jean Harlow;
Wednesday
and as his training, experience and en
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
drivers' licenses, reminding them “to
■Thursday, Harold Lloyd in “Movie thusiasm tend to bring out the best Veterans will hold Its annual autumn sing two solos “The Lord’s Prayer," renew your automobile operators'
Shcatz and “Before the Crucifix,” La
Crazy;" Friday and Saturday, "Air in choral groups.
fair Wednesday afternoon, with Mrs. Forge. Sunday School will convene license so as to save any embarrass
M ail" with Gloria Stuart.
ment on Jan. 1." Operators'liccnses
When the Knox Railroad went out Velma Marsh as general chairman at noon and Epworth League a t 6
and motor vehicle registrations for
, Rcckland Lodge of Elks holds Its of commission as a public carrier The doors will open a t 2. Attractive o'clock, o'clock. leadeT Miss Virginia 1933 went on sale Thursday. Drivers’
annual memorial service Sunday eve Wednesday one of the problems and useful articles will be on sale Flint, topic, "Religious and ethical
ning at 8 o'clock, as previously an- which it left was that of the express Public supper a t 6 will be in charge aspects of vocational choice." At the licenses for the New Year must be
| nounced. Rev. Oeorge R Welch, service. Clarence Leonard, the agent of Mrs. Mae Reed. The usual busi 7.15 service the pastor will present a obtained by Jan. 1, but 1932 automo
pastor of the Universalist Church, has happily stepped into the breach, ness session of the Auxiliary will take short sermon. “The abundant life" bile registrations have a graceiperiod
W recked and damaged autom obile fenders repaired
with music by the choir and orches of two months, until March 1. Dur
, will make th e addiess, This service and in addition to continuing the place in the evening.
tra. Tuesday evening prayer meeting ing December of each year the Chlel
will be followed by participation in agency in Union has established a
to look like new at very m oderate prices.
Executive has written to "friends and
the nation-wide broadcast at 10.30, parcel delivery, express and errand I As has been customary each year is at 7.15.
relatives" who have waited until the
• • • •
the local club being one of the 1500 service between Union and Rockland, during the Christmas holidays, the
last minute and then rather than
W e are equipped with the very best w recking crane
clubs which each year join in th a t using his car and trailer. He leaves requirement th a t domestic mail, in 
"Meeting a great need," will be thc
in line with others have asked
service.
Union at 9 a. m, and returning leaves cluding that for all the possessions of subject of Rev. L. G. Perry's morning wait
him to use his influence in getting
and tow ing equipm ent, and ready at all h ours, day
Rockland a t 10.30 a. m., having the United States, bearing on the ad sermon at the Littlefield Memorial their licenses immediately, that they
The new cut off In Edgecomb lead headquarters in the Union railroad dress side adhesive seals or strickers. Church. The choir will sing the an must get their licenses through the
or night, to handle this kind of work.
ing to the Boothbay Harbor road is station and a t the American Railway- other than lawful postage stamps, them. "God is good.' and Mrs. Chris
now being traveled. It takes the Express Co.'s office on Park s tr e e t, shall be treated as unmailable, is tine Dorman and Mrs. Grace Fish will usual channels
----------------—
place of the scenic though hazard- ' this city, The express rates will re- 1suspended from December 1, 1932. to sing a duet. Junior Church will meet
W e will store your autom obiles for the w inter
BORN
ous route about the shores of Davis main unchanged and express may be i January 1, 1933. Postmasters how at 10.30 in the vestry and Sunday MOODY—At Appleton. Dec. 2. to Mr. and t
ever,
inform
their
patrons
that
such
Island and begins on the hill just sent as.cheaply from Union as it is
Mrs Joreph Moody, a son.
m onths as low as Tw o D ollars Per M onth, live stor
School at the close of the morning
east of the bridge over the Edgecomb 1from Rockland. Mr. Leonard is one ‘ seals or strickers should not be service to which everybody is invited. SUTHERLAND—At Knox Hospital. Rock- j
land.
Nov
29.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
1
placed
on
the
address
side
of
mail.
marshes and familiarly known as the of Union’s most active and pnogresage.
BY.P.U. will meet a t 6.15 and eve
Sutherland of Port Clyde, a daughter.
“Edgecomb cutoff," proceeding in a sive citizens" and the Union-Rockning service a t 7.15 when the paster COLLINS—At Waldoboro. Nov. 26. to Rev.
Manager
Pellicane
with
a
few
as
i southerly direction for nearly a mile land territory is fortunate in being so
and Mrs. G. W. Collins, a daughter.
sistants, spent p art of the Thanks will use the subject “The great hope."
, until It joins the main traveled high- ■well served,
Communion
will
be
observed.
Prayer
giving
recess
in
repainting
the
lines.
way to Boothbay Harbor. It Is straight
MARRIED
and for this reason somewhat shortens
There will be a rehearsal for the on the High School gym floor, add- meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.30 CASTNER-CALDERWOOD - At Auburn.
ing
the
new
and
necessary
lines
to
Wednesday
afternoon
the
Ladies
Aid
Nov.
23.
Ernest
Castner, 2d and Miss
the distance with a subsequent gain Red Cross benefit concert, (to take
Helen E. Caldcrwood.
in time.
place Sunday afternoon. Dec. 18. at conform with the 1932-33 ruling. wU1 meet in the vestry for a tacking
PONTIAC SALES A N D SERVICE
the Park Theatre) Tuesday evening Boundary lines, which have always Thursday afternoon the mission circle
DIED
Edwin Libby Relief Corps at its at 7.30 sharp a t the Universalist ves been lacking on the home court, will meet at the parsonage for special BUTLER—At Lincolnville. Dec. 2, Ben
sewing.
Teacher's
training
class
and
meeting Thursday evening elected try. All who have been attending were also added. If any of the local
jamin H. Butler, aged 77 years, 2
Day Service Tel. 1000
Night Service Tel. 768-Y
months. 21 days. Funeral services
these officers: President, Mrs. Adelma rehearsals are asked to go again and hoon fans want to see what this Bible study on Friday evening.
143&145
Sunday
at
2
o'clock
from
residence
of
Mullen; vice president, Mrs. Ida take another singer. Marshall B rad ycai’s basketball fleor will look like
W J Munroe.
T. .
,
.
Huntley; secretary, Mrs. Velma ford. who is conducting the chorus, they should visit th e gym.
At Lincolnville. Dec. 1. Phebe J.
_____
Universal B’.ble Suncay will be ob- WADE—
C Wade, aged 78 years. 2 months. 16
| Marsh; treasurer, Mrs. Hattie Hig wishes to bring the number up to 125
days.
Funeral Saturday at 1 o’clock
King
Hiram's
Council
HS.M
,
at
its
s"
vf
d
at
the
First
BaPl£sl
Church
gins; conductress. Mrs. Carolyn Stew singers at least. Tire selections for
from the residence.
art; chaplain. Mrs. Ella McMillan: the chorus will include Maund^r's annual meeting last night elected at the morning serv ee The pastor’s McKENNEY—At
Brockton. M ass. Nov.
Mrs. R ange Burner
will be, "What saith the
guard. Mrs. Beulah Larrabee; past cantata, "Bethlehem," in which solo these officers: Dr. Milton C. Stephen j sermon
25, Grace H. (Brownt. wife of William
prophets'?" Mrs. Mildred Havener
F.
McKenney,
aged
37
years.
president, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton. parts will be taken
_
_
son.
Union.
I.
M.;
Adin
L.
Hopkins.
;
by Mrs. Esther
Prospect
will sing, “How beautiful upon the
.Delegates to the State Convention. perry Howard, Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Camden, D. M.; Harold L. Ames mountains," Harker. The choir will CARVER—At Pratt. Kansas. Nov. 30.
C. Carver, a native of Vinal
Mrs. Nellie Higgins. Mrs. Julia H unt- Mrs jjeien Wentworth, Miss Mac Camdeii. P. C. of W.: Charles L. Bo- sing. “For God so loved the world," ! Thad
haven.
Never do we hear a complaint
ley, Miss Sarah Sansom and Miss [ Wolf of Hamilton, Ont., Harcirt mnn, Vinalhaven, C. of G ; J. A.
The church school will m eet,
Margaret Everett; alternates. Mrs Green chester Wyllie Ross McKin. Richan. treasurer; Charles L. Robin- Steiner.
about the Lynn. Verify this—
at
the
noon
hour.
The
Christian
r
H
.
..
...
j
I wish to thank the many friends who
Beulah Larrabee, Mrs. Susie Newbert,
R k . Green, Charles Wilson, eon, recorder. These appointments Endeavor
Ask any Lynn owner. Invest
meeting. With Alfred helped me In the Thrift Club Contest
and Mrs. Carolyn Stewart.
Carleton Porter and Mr. Bradford were made; Carleton E. Morse. C. of Young as the leader, will be held at and also The Courier-Gazette for my
in a I.ynn De Luxe—the test
C.;
'
Ralph
A.
Carroll,
Thomaston.
■
6 o’clock. The people’s evening servIt was a splendid contest and
A -,
himself: "Unfold Ye Portals" from
is the cheapest.
stew
ardE
C!
P
e
rs
o
n
M
of
P
■
I
I
”
2"
“'7,1
!
many
courtesies
were
extended
to
all
FRIENDSHIP
Gounod’s “Redemption” and the uew ara, e . v . Payson, M of C., J. j ice will open at 7.15. The radio ! contestants.
Sherwood E. Frost.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will hold "Hallelujah Chorus.” It is expected E. Stevens, chaplain, Alfred L. <quartet will sing, and the choir se- 1
FREE—50 Gallons of Oil
its annual Christmas sale in the v e s -) there will be orchestral accompani- Church, sentinel. These officers were \ lection will be. “The Even Song ”
immediately installed by Past Grand | smith. Mr. MacDonald's subject
try Dec. 7. A supper will be served ment.
1855
1932
Illustrious Master J. A. Richan. as will be, “If I Had But One More Ser
and the Old fashioned Album will be j
-----------------A. C. McLoon & Co.
E. A . G L ID D E N & C O .*
repeated.
' Miss Carr and Miss Raysor have sisted by Illustrious Master Edward mon to Preach.” 'the happy prayer
Waldoboro and Rockland
Capt. and Mrs. Perley Lawry are a choice line of new gifts on display Gonia. The Council has 900 mem and praise meeting is on Tuesday
Sales and Service
Highland*
spending a few days wth C a p t., for the holidays. All prices from 25 bers, 20 deaths having occurred the evening at 7.15 with a Tuesday noon
503 Main Street
Tel. 730
past year. A lively spring meeting prayer meeting for men In the corArtistic Memorial* In Stone
Lawry's mother
Mrs. Charlena ' cents up. Call at 3 Elliot street.

Shoe S kates, $ 3 .5 0 up
Electric T oasters, 98c

Sandw ich Toasters, $ 4 .1 9

W e w ant a lot of new custom ers for our
Electric Light Bulbs, u sual price 2 0 c
each. D uring the sale,
6 for 9 8 c

Sam pson Electric Iron, $ 4 .9 5

Electric P ercolators, 1 .3 8 , 1.69, 1.98

20% R eduction on all Shears and
Scissors

Alum inum D ripolators, $ 1 .1 9 , $ 1 .4 9

20% R eduction on all K itchen K nives

20% R eduction on all Shaving M irrors

20% R eduction on all Carving Sets

Q R IE H A R D W A R E CQ*
RO CK LA ND, M A IN E

j

TALK OF THE TOW N

EXPRESS AND PARCEL SERVICE

WRECKED AUTOMOBILES

CALENDARS

§
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A LOT OF BRAND NEW TOYS
SERMONETTE

SALE

C. W . HOPKINS
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HORIZONTAL
1-Heaters
8- Obtained
9- Deface
10-Consume
12- A fuel
13- Prefix. Before
14- A plum
16- A card term
17- Penetrate»
18- Guiaed
20-To rebuke
24-Serpent
27- Even (Poet.)
28- Rascal
29- Boy's name
30- A German cruiser
32-Mature
34-A wager
36-Property
39-Abide
42- Profound
43- Japanese statesman
(Solution to Previous

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
45-A habitat plant
form due to origin
by adaptation
(Ecol.)
46- Existed
47- Prefix. Not
48- Crimson
49- Non-commissioned
officer (pi.)
VERTICAL
1-A color
2- Care for
3- Urge forward
•4-Swiss river
5- Cornered
6- Reciined
i 7-Barter
8-Said to a horse
11-High hill (Eng.)
Puzzle)

V E R T IC A L (Cont)

12-Went forward
15-Alienated the
a ffe c tio n of
1 9 -E ird o f prey
21- Edge

22- lndia (abbr.)
23- Eagle
24- Combining form. Air
25- Eag
26- Before
31-Pass away, as time
33-To put between
other things
34- E x is tin g
35- Deposit from sodabrine springs
37- To use needle and
thread
38- Afternoon parties
40- Freezes
41- Father (Colloq.)
44-Part of foot

SU NSET
Mrs. Alta Pagan and daughter
Ruth, also Mr. and Mrs. George
Northrop of Claremont. N. H. spent
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Lou North
rop.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dunham
spent Friday of last week in Bangor.
Edmund Stinson and Emery Cole
returned Tuesday from a hunting
trip, each bringing a deer.
Miss Marion B arter and Miss
Helen G Easton spent Friday after
noon with Marion Cole.
Arnold Haskell and two friends <
Quincy, Mass., spent the weekend at
the Haskell cottage, Sylvester Cove
—
■
—
Miss Carrie Brown returned WedProfessor Kranz—"What did you nesday from Deer Isle where she has
find out about the salivary glands?” i bad employment.
Stude—“I couldn't find out a thing, ; Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Eaton and
Professor; they’re too darn secretive." family of Stonington spent Thanks—Purple Parrot.
, giving with Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Eaton.

F L O R ID A

M IA M I’S
Id e a l R e t o r t H o te l
Convwnent to all point* of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacioua around-floor porches, which
summon the hotel Many room* wits private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

Booklet
on
Application
H H. Mas*

Dtn/ng R oom Service U ru u rjx w ed

Manager

YO U TOO
W IL L L IK E THE L IN C O L N
GLE
'■

This modern hotel meet* every
possible requirement for an en
joyable visit
Every one of its 1400 RO O M S con
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.
A few minutes to theatres, shops,
business centers and all RjtTerminol*.
S p a c io u s S a m p le R o o m s

NCWH O TEL

SPECIAL
WEEKLY
RATES

L IN C O L N
‘4 4 r k -4 5 th ST. -t 8 ,h A V E . N .Y .C .

The Ideal H o tel for You in B O S T O N
Is T he New

H o tel

M ANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

A t North Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION

All Transit Facilities at

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Leavitt and
Fred Leavitt who had been called to
town by the illness and death of their
mother Mrs. Warren Beckett, re
turned Tuesday to their respective
homes.
• *• *
Mrs. Olive Beckett
Mrs. Olive Beckett, whose death
occurred Nov. 26. was born in Rollingsford, N. H., June 2, 1854, the
daughter of James W. and Phylinda
•Richardson) Averill. She was first
married to John P. Leavitt and to this
union there were born two sons, Fred
Leavitt of South Braintree. Mass,
and Harry of Rutland, Vt. About 12
years ago she was married to War
ren Beckett, then living in Baltimore.
From that city they moved to this
town, residing here since.
Mrs.
Beckett was of a motherly manner
and all who knew her learned to love
her. Though she was seen away
from her home very little, she kept in
touch with the outside world by read
ing and was well versed in many sub
jects.
Mrs. Beckett was stricken Aug. 31.
and had been confined to her bed
ever since. She was tenderly cared
for by her son Harry and his wife,
assisted by Mrs. Dorothy Schmid, who
did much to alleviate her suffering
until her children arrived. She is
survived by her aged husband and
two sons, as well as four grandchil
dren and two great-grandchildren
Services were conducted at the home
Monday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Lewis of
the Friendship M. E. Church officiat
ing. Interment was in the family
lot, Norton cemetery. Much sym
pathy is extended to the bereaved
husband and sons.

NORTH A PPLETO N
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Johnson
of Palmer. Mass., have been guests
for several days of his father L. J.
Johnson, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Scott of Provi
dence. R. I , have been spending a
few days with his father, Charles A.
Towle, in this place.
W A. Smith Sr., and Walter Smith.
Jr. of Bradford spent a couple of days
this week at the home of Bernard
Pitman.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Johnson and
family are occupying the rent over
the store this winter.
C. H. Plummer and A. L. Fuller are
shingling for the W aterman sisters.
Frank Fuller has been trucking
hay the past few days from the barn
of Austin Simmons to his place on
Appleton Ridge.
Mrs. Hilda Kempton who has beer,
spending a vacation with her father.
Mr. Towle, has returned to her
duties in Boston.
Several from this place and Appleton attended the funeral services of
Miss Delilah Ripley last Friday in
Searsmont at the home of her sister.
Mrs. P H. Freeman. Interment was
in Pine Grove cemetery. Appleton.
Miss Ripley who had been in her
usual health died very suddenly. Her
age was 90 years.

lig h t s o f

Who was Who?

NEW YORK

By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
W ILD B IL L

HEY called him "Wild Bill” Hic-

kok, but his name wasn't Wil
T
liam nt all, and Instead of being
wild, he was—most of the time—
one of the quietest, softest-spoken
men in the whole history of the
frontier. His real name was James
Butler Hickok, a native of Illinois,
who served as a spy for the Union
army in Missouri during the Civil
war and later as an Overland stage
driver and a scout for army troops
in the Indian wars in the W est
The name “Wild Bill” was tacked
on to him because of a desperate
hand-to-hand battle he was sup
posed to have fought with the “McCandlas gang” while he was em
ployed by the stage company. The
only trouble with the story is that
such a tight as has been described
by many writers never took place.
Official records in the Nebraska His
torical society show that Hickok
killed one man named McCanles. a
peaceful settler, and the manner of
the killing was such as to retlect
little if any credit upon Hickok.
L ater as a marshal In various
Kansas towns, Hickok made a bril
liant record as a peace officer, be
ing noted for the deadliness of his
aim with a pistol. This enhanced his
reputation as "Wild Bill,” but it also
led to bis downfall. Eventually a
would-be bad man, who dared not
face Hickok, slipped up behind him
as he sat at a card game in Dead
wood. <t. D„ one day in 1876 and
shot him down.
( © . 1932, W e s te rn N e w s p a p e r V n iu o .)

OUTCLASSED BY CASTINE
Rockport High Loses Its Opening
Game To Hancock County Organization.

Rockport High School’s football
season did not open with the hoped
for victory Wednesday night, the
local hoopsters not being quite a
m atch for the five from Castine
Foss was high Doint man in this performance. The score:
Castine 150)
G
F . Pts
7
1
Sm ith. If ................ 3
Foss, rf ...
9
2
20
'2
Ingerson, rf ........... 1
0
1
11
5
Wardwell, c
4
0
McLoskey, c ........... 2
2
0
Flint, lg .................. 1
1
1
H unt, lg ............... . 0
1
3
1
G raffam, rg
—
—
—
50
Totals ................ 22
6
k
Rockport 138)
F Pts
O
' Gavson, rg ............. 6
1
ft
J. Annis, r g ............. 0
1
1
ft
1
G. Annis, lg ........... 1
4
Collamore, c .......... 2
0
[ L. Snow, r f ............. 4
11
3
N O R TH H A V EN
i G rant, If ................ 0
0
6
1
5
Thursday was an October day in Wentworth, If ........ 2
1
December. Skies were clear, sun ! R. Snow, I f ............. 0
—
—
—
warm, and mercury 48 in the shade.
Totals ................ 15
8
38
Tuesday and Wednesday the tides
Referee: Wotton.
were unusually high.
After spending the Thanksgiving
TIMELY FASHION NOTES
recess with her parents Beulah
Crockett returned Monday to her
studies at Farmington Normal School. How Our Lady Readers Should Dress
For Evening Affairs
Church services Sunday: Sunday
School begins now at 10 o’clock;
The dinner dress—for buffet sup
worship with sermon by the pastor pers. evenings of bridge, little din
at 11. singing by the Young Ladies’ ners and many of the theatres and
Choir with Mrs. Woodworth at the concerts—has crystallized into a
organ. The meeting Sundav night definite fashion this year. I t wears
will be one of the series conducted by so many guises that it is rather diffi
, the young people observing Universal cult to define, but one thing sure
Bible Sunday, and promises to be a about it is that It will be long; not
good meeting. Everybody welcome.
sweeping the floor but somewhere
The community was saddened to around the ankle or the instep.
learn of the death in Boston WedShoulders will be covered, either
| nesday of Henry B. Cabot. Last with definite sleeves or with a pro
spring Mr. Cabot underwent a seri longing of the shoulder line. Neck
ous operation, but he had so far re- lines are high in front, though a din
! covered that he was able to ride out ner dress with sleeves might surprise
I at times. He was one of the long you with a deep cut in back.
time summer residents at North Ha- I These dinner dresses, says Julia
; ven
. . . and a good
. friend.. to , the Island
„
Coburn, fashion editor, in the Deof the Ladies’ Home
Haven friends in church and com ! Journal, issue
take accessories of their
munity was sent to Mrs. Cabot. The
pumps of black crepe:
funeral was held Friday noon at the II own—T-strap
mascarite ornaments, necklaces and
First Barish____________
Church in Brookline.
*bracelets of new lustrous, dead______ __ „
white beads called asbestos; clips and
SO U T H W A L D O B O R O ; brcoches.
------A little hat is in order for dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton, Mr. and dates and for the theatre.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, and Mrs. Jen 
For more formal dress, gold and
nie Scofield were dinner guests silver slippers are coming back this
Thanksgiving
Day
of Thomas winter. Long earrings, with big
square stones, are correct—but no
Creamer at Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Nettie Drown has returned necklace may be worn with them.
home from a visit In Massachusetts.
Velvet is much used, both for eve
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Bums were ning costumes and their accessories,
. guests of their daughter Mrs. Percy but Miss Coburn warns against the
| Miller at East Waldoboro Thanks- use of too much velvet in any one
costume.
| giving.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Genthner are
"I see the jury acquitted the girl
recovering from their recent illness.
Jesse Burns and Evren Hoffses have who killed her employer, on the
ground of insanity.”
returned from Tiverton, R. I.
“Yes. and quite right, too. Anybody
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church
met with Mrs. Sidney Carter in who kills an employer these days is
certainly crazy."—Farm Journal.
Friendship Nov. 23.

50 0 R oom s

Insurance Com panies
L ift Ban on A ir Travel
Chicago^—The old bugaboo of
“How does flying affect my life In
surance?" has been removed by in
surance companies as a result of the
operating record made by com
panies flying licensed planes with li
censed pilots In regularly scheduled
operations, shows a survey just com
pleted by the Aeronautical Chamber
of Commerce.
Several years ago, most life in
surance companies would not pay
the face value of a policy If death
occurred in an alrplnne accident
Today, the majority of companies
make no prohibition against air
travel, either in policies already in
effect or which are now being writ
ten.
Twenty-four out of twenty-five
companies questioned stated their
policies covered passengers travel
ing on a regular transport air line.
In addition to paying the full face
of the premium In the event of an
airplane accident, approximately
half of the companies answering
the questionnaire said they would,
in addition, pay the double Indem
nity provision.

P la n Underground A ir
Fields for British Army
London.—The British air force
has decided henceforth to build all
its airports underground. The air
ministry's decision was taken after
long and careful reconnaissance
from the air, which revealed that
no landing field, with Its hangars,
would escape by camouflage the
powerful lenses now used in mili
tary cameras.
The new airdromes will be at a
minimum depth of 30 feet. There
will be Inclines for planes to come
to the surface and take off. It Is
probable that the gentler slopes of
the downs between London and the
south coast will be used, since they
could be developed more easily.

HOTEL BELLEVUE
B O S T O N , M A SS.

Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass,

Located o n Beacon
H i l l N e x t to the
State H o m e .

Just a few minutes’ w alk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

Rooms

New Lower Rates
without bath, *2.00 up; with bath, *3.00 up

O im nlete Restaurant and Cafeteria Ser

TRUM BULL

(© . 1932, B e ll S y n d ic a te .)— W N D S e r v ic e .

Door

A TOWER OF
HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice W ater - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
New England's Most Modemly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed H otel....................
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature

WALTER

The New Yorker does not have to
go to Long Island, Westchester or
New Jersey to swing a golf club or
a tennis racket. He usually can get
all the exercise he needs near his
office. Not only are there any num
ber of gymnasiums and health Insti
tutes where he can hex, toss the
medicine ball or use apparatus un
der supervision, but most of the
downtown skyscrapers have indoor
golf courses, swimming pools, and
handball and squash courts. There
is one downtown club which has
squash courts presented by John D.
llockefeller, Jr. In other parts of
town are elaborate indoor tennis
courts. One of the most palatial
places of this sort has only a few
members. I am told that for the
ground, building and furnishings,
they chipped in about $200,000 each.
But that was previous to 1930.
• * •
The snootier New York clubs
have grown vastly more democratic.
There are clubs where the waiting
list used to be as long as a bread
line. If ’a roan were proposed in
his youth, he stood a good chance of
being elected about the time he was
ready to be pushed inside the sacred
portals in a wheel-ehair. Progress
was slower than promotion in a
peace-time army. One of these clubs
has taken in twenty-five new mem
bers in the past year. Nobody with
enough money to pay the dues is
safe passing the door.
• • •
I am told the expression “stagedoor Johnnies" originated at the old
John street theater. This play
house was torn»down before most of
us were born, but was famous in Its
day.
• • •
If you want to see girls from mu
sical shows, which have failed, look
In the cheap restaurants. Some of
them eat there, and some of them
work there.
• • •
I am told that visitors to the curio
room at police headquarters, where
charming mementoes of murders
fnd murderers are kept, must ob
tain passes. When no such restric
tion obtained, it was necessary to
watch the guests too constantly to
see that they didn't swipe any of the
stuff.
* * •
Madison Square garden, which
used to boast of its 600 millionaires,
is said to have taken a tfc) per cent
cu t
• • •
Hotel porters depend largely upon
their tips. There was a highly dis
satisfied porter In one hotel recent
ly. A woman arrived with more
than a dozen pieces of baggage. In
cluding four extra heavy trunks.
After the porter had wrestled every
thing to her suite she remarded him
with twenty cents.
• • •
They tell me taste In food changes
with the years. A man I know used
to dislike fish henrtlly, but now
shad and sole are among his favor
ite dishes. Still, I doubt whether I
live long enough to get really fond
of parsnips.

May We Suggest— '
BEACON STREET

MQ

V IN A L H A V E N

CUSH ING

20

Every-Otber-Day

R o ck lan d C ourier-G azette, Saturday, D ecem ber 3, 1932

P a g e F ou r

One Year W at T oo Long

Seattle, Wash.—F. E. Smiley was
charged with one-arm driving,
“How absurd,” said his wife.
“We’ve been married a year—too
long for that sort of thing.”
I

-----------------Mrs. Height)—“Old Jonas Hard
scrabble fell plumb off th ' roof of his
house while he wuz shingling it.”
Mrs. Whyso—“Didn't his wife feel
) awful?”
“Awful is no name for. it—he fell
rierhf. irtfn

—

VHome andThat MoyofVouhS ;

The subject of the morning sermon
at Union. Church Sunday will be "A
B y F .B .||H E L E Y
/
Little Child," and for evening the
pastor will speak on “The Prodigal,
Son.’’ Chorus choir, big sing and
male quartet.
• A N A T U R A L BORN A D VEN TU R ER
Housekeepers at Union Church clrcle Thursday were Mrs. E. G. Carver,:
OUTH craves and needs thrill^* program of legitimate th rill which
Mrs. Albert Carver, Mrs. George
w ill satisfy and not destroy,
because boys are natural born
Lawry and Mrs. Frank Mullen. The '
through sports a n d
g a rn e t;
attendance was large and four co m -: adventurers. It Is In the blood.
through outdoor life and ramps; I
They constantly need the satisfac
forters were tied and made.
through little bits of travel, con
The Mother and Daughter Club tion of new experience and almost
tacts with interesting people out
met Wednesday night with Mrs
as soon as they are able to toddle
side of the family circle; through
Langtry Smith.
(hey set out resolutely to find
hooks and well chosen hohhiea
George Swears was in Rockland1 ‘•thrill.’’ Every growing boy Is a
and through keeping the hoy's
Thursday.
potential desperado In that his ap
imagination on fire to do great
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry returned ■ petite for thrill is well-nigh In
things and be grrat things.
Thursday from Rockland. Mr. Lawry satiable, unless us a tiny tad he is
Very much that is classed, as bad
has completed his duties with the so entirely cowed and repressed conduct on the part of growing
Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat and Inhibited that he is afraid of boys is but the lust for thrill in a
C o, and will be at home during the ; new experience. There are manj drab over-organized, adultlzed so
winter months.
such entirely “squelched” boys ciety. At the time of day when fa
Mrs. Frank White returned Thurs
day from Rocklanjjwith her son Max, whose instinctive love of "daring" ther returns home, tired and weary;
and ready to rest quietly with his
who has been a panent at Knox Hos Is erdshed forever. Because It is cigar and paper, son just comes to
exceedingly difficult in our over;
pital for several weeks.
Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs. L. R. civilized day to provide legitimate life and says, “Well, what are we;
Smith and Mrs. O. C. Lane were in thrill to growing boys. It Is much going to do tonight," and his de-;
easier to make them “sit down and mand cannot always be sidetracked
Rockland Thursday.
in fairness to him. Where Is he)
keep still.”
Miss Dorothy Pelkey left Thursday
for Cambridge. Mass., where she has ■ There used to be colts to break, going to get his thrill?
This need hunger for thrill la
employment.
predatory animals to trap; bee
Miss Arlena Kossuth who spent
trees to fell; game meat to provide; plulnly demonstrated In the activity
Thanksgiving with her parents, M r.' but now, if a boy dares to throw a of spontaneous neighborhood gangs.
and Mrs Willis Kossuth, returned to snowball at a passing bread wagon, Their one objective Is to find some
Rocklapd Thursday.
he is hailed into court and branded excitement and so they often make
Freeman Leadbetter was a Rock- ' incorrigible and delinquent—result, of themselves nuisances. Throwing
land1visitor Thursday.
he must seek Ills thrill for the most them in Jail is again the fear ap
Mrs. Fred Lawry, Mrs. Henry Newpart, in unapproved ways; gain if proach. What they need In lieu
bert and Mrs. Nathan Arey were . surreptitiously, us it were, or take of homes and parents. Is a kindly
guests Wednesday of Mr and Mrs. j
man who understands and cares
George'White at Old Harbor. A New I it In highly emotional reading and and who can bring them a satis
commercialized
amusements,
that
England boiled dinner was served. '
fying program.
leave a dark brown taste.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson returned from
Parents owe a great debt of grat
Rockland Tuesday.
One of the most challenging
itude to boy leaders who give time
Mrs. J. H. Carver was hostess to
Ufks of the modern parent is to
and energy to their sons.
the Needlecraft Club Wednesday eve
successfully direct a graduated
(©. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
ning at her home.
Miss Evelyn Graves of Rockland,
is the guest of Miss Muriel Chilles.
PL E A SA N T P O IN T
R O C K V IL L E
A drama, “The Village Loyal,” ,
I
coached by S. L. Winslow, is being re Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett attend- I Chris Nicolson of Monhegan made
hearsed and promises to be a fine en ed the supper of Huntley-Hill Post ! a business trip to Pleasant Point last
tertainment. It will be presented at Auxiliary F.W.V., Tuesday at the | week.
an early date in Union Church vestry home of Mrs. Elizabeth French in j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fillmore and
with this cast: Seth Barrett, a vil • Rockland. Wednesday Mrs. Ranlett Json Karl of New Harbor were visitors
lage lawyer, Calvin Vinal; David Con ' attended a tea and card party at th? <last week at Mrs. A. W. Orne’s.
ant, the squire. Rev. P. J. Clifford; home of Mrs. C. F. Snow.
Mrs. Charles Stone and son Charles
James Ferguson, Meredith Trefrey;
Mrs. Fred Bronkie spent Wednes- of port Clyde spent Thanksgiving
Allen Spencer, Ernest Arey; Sam day in Rockland guest of Miss Jennie j Day wj(jj }jer parents Mr. and Mrs.
Dill, Alfred Headley; Mrs. Dill Blackington.
F. A. Flinton.
Gwendoline Greene; Helen Conant,
Rev. Phillip Tolman of Leominster.
Piahs are being made for a ChristElizabeth Gray; Angie Barrett, Dora Mass., visited his father, C. P. Tol- mas t,ree and COncert a t the school
Landers; Isabelle Underwood. G ert man, this week.
i house.
rude Vinal; Lobelia.• colored Cora
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene of RockMr and
w j Morse enter.
Peterson; Dan, the office boy, Colon land Highlands were guests Sunday tained' Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs.
Winslow.
of Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie Charles Bucklin, Mrs. Fannie Morse,
A telegram was received Thursday Ewell.
" 1 Ferdinand Morse and Miss Lizzie
morning announcing the death of
Miss Louise C. Sherer who was 1 young.
Thad C. Carver of Pratt, Kansas. home from Nasson Institute for tfth' F rjends in this place of Miss
president of the Peoples Bank, which holiday and weekend returned Mon- Louise Bernhardt of New York city
day to Springvale.
’’ 'a r e enjoying her broadcasting cona Vinalhaven boy. son of George and
Mrs Maud Bradley has had. a certs over station WJZ each ThursAlmira 'Tolman? Carver. His wife Florence range oil burner installed | cjay evening at 7.30. Miss Bernhardt
died several years ago. He is sur ; a t her home.
I is a pupil of Herbert Wellington
vived by two caughters, Mrs. Jack
E. H. Perry is in Lewiston.
: Smith who owns a summer home
Lemon anil Mrs. Walter Robbins of
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney are here at Pleasant Point.
Pratt, and one son Horaca Carver; j moving into their new home, the
also by five grandchildren.
Mr. Ames’ homestead, and hope to be
Young-Hannan
Carver was a S3d degree Mason. J sufficiently settled to take up resiObituary in the n«xt issue.
Forest, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
' dence there this weekend.
Mrs. Emil Coombs entertained the
A. Young of this place, and Miss
•ve Dorothy. Hannan of Union, were
Carver S treet Brid’ e Club ’ at her
Mrs.
Flora
E.
Thayer
,
i
home Tuesday night. Honors went
united in marriage a t the home of
to Mrs. Dewey Brown and Mrs. Owen
Mrs. Flora E. Thayer, 81. died the bride’s parents Mr. and Mrs. V.
Roberts.
Sunday morning following an illness M. Hannan, Nov. 23. by Rev. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred ’Creed enter- th at hat) confined her to her bed for Moyle, the single ring service being
tained the Buddies Wednesday n ig h t; two years and a h aif she was born used. Forest is one of the favorite
at their home on High street.
jn Thomaston April 2. 1851. For 23- young men of this place, of excellent
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mills who were years she had lived here in the home character and genial and kindly to
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Qf gyivester Barrows. During h e r I everyone. His bride is also very
liam Lawry returned to North Haven long ' invalidism she
- was with ar.ti popular and the best wishes of many
Wednesday.
cared for by Mrs. Maud Bradley, who j friends are being extended them for
allowed no attention that would a happy married life. bring comfort to the sick one to -be
O U R JU N IO R PU ZZLE omitted.
Only three times during the
HO PE
two and one-half years did Mr. Barrows fail to make his daily visit to
The planning meeting at Hope
the room and to perform any act of Grange hall next Tuesday will start
kindness needed.
promptly at 10.30 a. m. In the fore
Mrs. Thayer possessed a rare dis- noon where there are both men and
I position of peace and calm at dll women organized R. C. Wentworth,
! times.
She ------never burdened others county agent, is to show a farm gai ......... —
with her caras or trials, and her smftej den fnm strip and discuss vegetable
and cheery word during all her 111 gardening, which will include new
ness made callers leave her presence varieties, fertilization, control of in
with a sense of uplift. She leaves no sects, and disease and latest methods
relatives.
of winter storage. In communities
I The funeral services were IrtM where there are just women a pro
Tuesday afternoon. Rev. J. Chaiies gram will be given in the morning.
MacDonald officiating.
Interment The home demonstration agent has
was in Rockville cemetery.
a film strip picture to show on “Liv
able Living Rooms.” A good dinner
is being planned by a very efficient
W A SH IN G T O N
committee. In th e afternoon the
Mrs. Nellie O. Crooker and son community calendar of work is to be
, Sebra and daughter Frances motored planned with dates, projects and
! to Boston to spend Thanksgiving wittf leaders. The projects chosen will be
the ones needed most.
I the oldest son P. A. Crooker.
I The Ladies Guild met with France's
Howes Tuesday, and 17 members were
present. Plans were completed for
the sale and supper to be held Dec
6. The sale will begin at 2. with fancy
work and aprons in abundance. A
parcel post booth will interest every
one. especially the children. Supper
will be served a t 6. A good prografn
will be given beginning at 8 o’clock,
consisting of short plays, music both
Q U IC K
vocal and instrumental, also tableaux.
RELIEF
___
The Sunday school has succeeded
in raising money to have the churcn
. . . at home or at work—
wired for electric lights. The work
for discomforts of "stuffy”
H E L IK E S B R O W N B R E A D
is completed, and now as soon as the
head colds and nasal catarrh
Bill says he is very fond of Central Maine Power Company con
brown bread sandwiches and nects the wires the lights will bev
FO R A C L E A R H E A D
there is a fellow in the park, ready. Much credit is due Miss,
Beechy
and
h
er
mother
for
the
work,,
where Bill often has a picnic, who
likes brown bread, too. H ere is of the children.
a picture of Bill holding a piece
N O B L E BORO
of brown bread out to his little
The following program was givqn
park friend. If you want to see
the Glendon school. Frances C.
the shy little fellow, take a pencil by
Genthner teacher. There was a large
and join all the num bered^dots attendance and a candy sale after the
together, starting with dot num  exercises:
Music; welcome, Will*
ber one and ending with dot Winchenbaugh; A Boys Plan. Maurice Since 1840 this firm has falthfn’ t»
num ber sixty-two.
Locke; Thankful Dolly. Frances served the lamilies of Knox County
L A D Y ATTENDANT
Creamer; F irst Thanksgiving, Ethel
Dow; Thanksgiving, Otis Benner;
Day Telephone 450-781-1
Mary’s Turkey, Marion Creamer The
C H IL D R E N
Huskers, G rade Six; The Sad Little
B U R P E E ’S
Find it valuable for
Seed, Elaine Winchenbaugh; song,
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Bruises, Pain in Stom Autumn Leaves, school; Welcome
Thanksgiving,
Arthur
Creamer;
ach, Mosquito Bites.
MONEY REFUNDED it
Thankful
Ezry.
Ethel
Dow;
A
Foolish
_
------it fails, u sed as d ir ec te d .
Wish. Eileen French; song. The Little^
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co.
Huntsman, school; A Good Plan,
WILLIAM E. DO RNAN
Norway, Maine.
A ll Dealers.
Jascha French; song. Thanksgiving,
& SO N , Inc.
#
school; play, An Unexpected Thanks
giving: characters, Mrs. Park, Ethel;
C
em
etery
M
emorials
FO R SA LE
Dow; John Eaton, Arthur Creamer;
EAST UN IO N, MAINE
Miss Eaton, Eileen French; Julia the
RUUD
4-tt
maid, Beatrice Benner; Mr. Gra)V
Instantaneous Autom atic
Willa Winchenbaugh; music; faffwell, Beatrice Benner.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND

Y
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►EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBU1ANG

i GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office

C L A R K ISLAND
This is to infsrm all customers of
Shell fuel oils that our former driver.
C. F. Smith, has severed his connec
tion with us of his own free will and
accord We are the sole distributors
df Shell fuel oil*. George H. Thomas

STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5.30
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40: due to , arrive at Swan’s
island about 6.00 P. M.

W TT R’PTVqnM

E very -O tb er-D a y
Traffic Lights,
91 77
Amt. Saved on Salary Appropriation,
by Reduction of Salaries,
2,521 00
Abatements Above Overlays,
1974 43

A N N U A L REPORTS
OF THE

C IT Y

OF

ROCKLAND

For the Year Ending O ctober 31,
TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET

Assets
Cash,
Cash and Invested Trust Funds,
Accounts Receivable Due From State:
$ 909
Account of State Poor,
16.172
Account of School Department,
Account of R. R. & Telephone Tax, 1.682
19
Account of Dog Licenses Refunded,
147
Account of T hird Class Roads,
400
Account of National Guard,
675
Due from other towns acct. of poor,
362
Due Highway Department,
104
Due Fire Department,
415
Due Sewers,
2.295
Due on Miscellaneous Accounts,
Uncollected Taxes:
For 1922,
For 1923.
For 1925.
For 1926,
For 1927.
For 1928,
For 1929,
For 1930,
For 1931.
For 1932,
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$ 1,132
2,687
1,026
3501
3,859
6,074
8,569
8,580
48.193
140,620

56
16
92
99
00
oo
14
54
50
00
15

59
61
53
01
99
74
18
54
91
39

Credits
Board of Health,
•
» 39 75
City Dump,
61 50
1932
Cemetery Fund,
30 00
Community Park Fund,
122 35
Fire Alarm Fund,
193 61
Interest on Taxes,
500 82
City Licenses and Fees,
993 15
Licenses, Dogs—Reimbursement from
State.
•
19 99
*20,443 04 Memorial Day Fund,
6 80
21,953 11 Mothers' Aid,
479 50
National Guard,
57 47
Police Court Fees,
260 90
Removing Snow,
2,567 73
State of Maine Support of State Poor, 15 00
State Road Patrolling,
3 00
Sewer Fund,
205 35
Salary Fund,
2,805 23
Sidewalk Fund, »
560 57
Vital Statistics,
110 00
Water Supply,
292 04
From T. E. McInnis, Tax Collector,
57 30
Railroad & Telephone Tax,
1,682 92
Abatement on Acct. 1924 Taxes,
85 77
98 42
23,183 90 Auto Excise Tax, 1931,
Auto Excise Tax 1932 aboveestimate, 296 04
Tax on Bank Stocks,
4,133 31
Correction of error,
100 94
Carried to Net City Debt Balancing Acct.
Nov. 1, 1932,

TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
Balance of Uncollected Taxes,
Nov. 1, 1931,
$171,743 25
Supplementary Tax 1931 and prior, 102 20
Overrun on 1931 Excise Tax,
96 92
Overrun on 1924 and prior,
143 07

224,046 49

Unredeemed Tax Titles:
1909 and Pr ior,
$5,700 32
1910,
263 15
1911,
562 49
1912,
247 63
1913,
321 71

$172,067 44
Collected on Back Taxes:
1918.
$ 1 00
1921,
80
1922,
53 06
1923,
28 94
1924,
.
56 50
1925,
46 25
1926,
113 28
1927,
370 96
1928,
592 85
1929,
2282 67
1930,
11,631 28
1931,
69,343 91

7,095 30
231.141 79

Less Reserve for Un
collectable Taxes and
*3,036 46
Tax Titles,
Interest and Costs Tax
Titles 1910 to and in
1978 53
cluding 1913,
Overlay 1923, $ 278 73
Overlay 1925, 826 18
Overlay 1926 10,284 25
Overlay 1931, 2,194 69
Overlay 1932, 4,495 73
18,079 58

23,094 57 208,047 22

Tax Lien Writs Acct. 1931 Taxes,
Net City Balancing Account
Nov 1st, 1931,
$371,570 54
Debit Ealance from
Revenue Account,
12983 34
$383,853 88
Less Appropriation to
Reduce Temporary Loans,

25.000 00

Net City Debt, Nov. 1, 1932,
Total Assets,
Liabilities
Accounts Payable,
Bonds Outstanding,
Notes Payable,
Temporary Loans,
Interest Accrued:
On Municipal Coupons,
On Temporary Loans,
On Cemetery Trust Funds,
Unexpended Balances of
School Funds:
Common School Funds,
Free Text Book Fund,
High School Fund
Industrial Education,
Physical Education,
School Supply,
School Supervision,
School Office Exp. and Ins.,
School Conveyance,

$ 507 46

1,467 15
614 96
k

$4,057 72
7 94
2,577 91
604 19
406 10
47 24
178 75
270 67
7 55

273,627 33
769 21

$ 84,520 50
Overrun on 1931 Excise,
98 92
$84,619 42
Abated on 1931
and prior,

4041 92

88,661 34
Balance uncollected on 1931 and prior,
1932 Commitment,
338908 85
Supplementary Commit
ment,
217 70
339,126 55
Collection on
194,881 38
$358,853 88 1932 Commitment,
Abated on 1932
3,624 78
$633,250 42 Commitment,
198,506 16
$ 18,915 62 Balance uncollected on 1932,
340,350 00
300 00 Total uncollected taxes,
160,000 00 Total Collections for year ending Nov. 1, 1932:
Taxes for 1931 and
prior,
$84,57297
Taxes for 1932,
194,861 38
Brown Tail Moths,
20 00
2,589 57 (1932),
Interest,
500 82
Overrun on Excise Tax, 302 23
Sidewalks (1930),
41 45
Sewers (1926),
5 00

$1,312 15

Commissioner of Fish and Game,
Licenses,

Have given lodging to 822 persons.
Patrolmen have found 163 store doors
Cash received:
Fines,
Fees,
, Police fund,

$321 64
260 90
620 93

Cash paid:
W. H. Butler, Judge and
A. L. Miles, Recorder,
C. H. Morey, Treasurer,
Aids, witness fees and car hire,

$321 64
547 75
334 08

unlocked.

REPORT OF CITY CLERK
Receipts
$12,283 34 Dog Licenses (including fees),
$327 10
Hunting and Fishing Licenses,
(including fees),
1,018 85
Permits,
10 75
City Licenses,
267 00
Notes,
29 50
Mortgages
69 75
Leases and Contracts,
233 40

852 00
$2,164 15

RECORD OF VITAL STATISTICS
Births .
Whole number of births reported,
Females,
124
Males,
77

Born in Rockland to residents of Rock
land,,
$1,203 47
Born in Rockland to residents of
other towns,
Born to residents of Rockland residing
in other towns,
$1,203 47

?

$2,164 15

Total receipts,
Disbursed as follows:
Charles H. Morey, Treasurer,
Dog Licenses,
$289 00
267 00
City Licenses,
756 15
Fees,

133

15,779 96

99 00
45 00
14 50
49 30

Marriage Intentions,
Copies of Births, etc.,
Certificates of Residence,
Miscellaneous Fees,

Feeble-minded,
Neglect of children,
Assault on an officer.
Disorderly house,
28,063 30 Having gambling machines,
Keeping gambling house,
Breaking, entering and larceny,
Lascivious behavior,
Killing dog,
Driving under influence of liquor.
Fast driving,
Indecent exposure,
Rape,
Danger of falling into habits of vice or
immorality,
Insane,
Threatening to commit assault and
battery,

201

201

137
69

201

Marriages
Number of marriage intentions filed,
Number of marriages reported,
Deaths
Whole number of deaths reported,
Males,

196

F e m ale s,

N o Gift Is C om parable To Furniture— This
C hristm as Of A ll Y ears— P ractical— U se
fu l— D esirable— Serving For Y ears To
K eep Fresh the M em ories of the Donor.

T h e G ift o f G ifts !

196

Died in Rockland and buried in Rockland,
Died in Rockland and buried in other
places,
Died in other places and buried in
•
Rockland,
Died in other places and buried in other
places,

CONDITION OF FUNDS
Funds
Appropriations Other Credits
Totals Mayor’s Orders
Board of Health,
$ 250 00
$ 250 00
$ 210 25
City Lighting,
15,600 00
15,600 00
15,711 59
City Dump,
1,100 00
1,100 00
1,038 50
Common Schools,
28,106 09
16.833 37
44 939 46
40.881 74
Contingent Fund,
1,430 66
6,430 66
5,000 00
8,717 83
Cemetery
50 00
50 00
20 00
Community Park Fund.
300 00
300 00
177 65
Collection of Taxes,
466 30
466 30
466 30
Election and Registration,
2,350 00
2,359 00
2,480 96
Fire Department,
10,000 00
568 72
10,568 72
10,799 02
Fire Alarm,
300 09
300 00
106 39
Free Text Book Fund,
2,645 74
2,247 00
398 74
2,637 80
Highway Department,
21,300 00
3,258 25
24.558 25
32.434 24
High School Fund,
28.179 50
22,758 63
5,420 87
25,601 59
Insurance,
200 CO
207 35
211 75
7 35
Interest,
25,000 00
25.000 00
25,940 47
Industrial Education,
1,241 21
2.086 51
3.327 72
2.723 53
Memorial Day,
200 00
200 09
193 20
Medical Inspection,
300 00
300 00
300 00
Mothers' Aid,
2,200 00
2.200 00
1,720 50
1,290 00
1,690 00
1,632 53
4C0 00
83,426 10 National Guard,
Pauper Department,
18,000 00
22,789 69
33.620 38
4,789 69
Police,
4,000 00
4,376 50
4,383 30
376 50
Physical Education,
1,530 55
2.855 55
2.449 45
1,325 00
Public Landing,
600 00
600 00
764 63
Public Library,
5.775 00
5.775 00
5,775 00
Red Cross,
700 00
700 00
700 00
Removing Snow,
5,718 82
5,646 13
3,151 09
72 69
Repairs Public Buildings,
2,041 34
2.000 00
41 34
3,235 46
Repairs School Houses,
1,082 20
1,000 00
1.470 68
82 20
44,607 20
44590 00
41.801 97
17 20
140,620 39 Salaries,
School Conveyance,
699 10
1,032 55
1,025 00
333 45
2,671 20
2,400 53
97 40
$224,046 49 School Office Exp. & Insurance, 2,573 80
Schell Supervision,
1,650 00
1,650 Of)
1.471 25
School Supplies,
5,265 00
5.492 11
227 11
5.444 87
Sewers,
1,500 00
3,240 00
3.034 65
1,740 00
Sidewalks,
1.000 00
1,000 00
439 43
State Road Patrolling,
150 00
150 00
147 00
Temporary Loans,
25,000 00
25,000 00
Third Class Road Repairs Acct.,
446 00
685 29
425 47
239 29
Traffic Lights,
665 OO
665 00
756 77
Vital Statistics,
250 00
250 00
140 00
Water Supply,
400 00
400 00
107 96

99
63
29
5
196

Unexp. Bal.
$- 39 75

Overdrafts
111 59

61 50
4,057 72
2,287 17
30 00
122 35
133 96
230 30
193 61
7 94

7,875 99

2,577 91
4 40
940 47
604 19
6 89
479 59
57 47

10,830 6J
6 80

406 10

It is with distinct pride that we invite you to inspect
our splendid new line of up-to-the-minute Cedar
Chests in the new and wanted stylings.
I

164 63

W ALNU T, M A H O G A N Y , MAPLE AND RED
CEDAR

2 567 73
1,194 12
388 48
2,805 23
7 55
270 67
178 75
47 24
205 35
5S0 57
3 00
25,000 00
259 82
91 77
110 00
292 04

$263,699 81
$303,446 15 $286,750 73
$40,952 79
$39,746 34
$280303 85
$24,257 37
Examined and Approved,
Respectfully submitted.
Recapitulation of uncollected taxes. Nov. 1, 1932:
J. E. STEVENS, City Auditor.
C. H. MOREY, City Treasurer.
1922
$1,132 59
1923
2,687 61
1925
1,026 53
T E N A N T 'S H A R B O R
W ALDOBORO
P O R T CLY D E
1926
3,301 01
8.158 07
1927
3.859 99
Trust Funds:
At the Baptist Church Sunday: ReV. antj Mrs. G. W. Collins are reDr and Mrs Edwin w Gould of
1928
6,074 74
On Acct. of Cemetery Perpetual
1929
morning a message in observance of j ceiving congratulations on the birth Rockland were dinner guests of Mr
8,569 18
Care,
$24359 66
1930
8.580 54
and Mrs. Charles Jones Sunday.
Universal Bible Sunday will be of a daughter, Nov. 26,
On Acct. of Church Benevolence,
5,000 00
1931
48,193 91
brought by the pastor, entitled “How
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rider and
Mrs. Maude Anthony has returned
On Acct. of Public Library,
1,411 95
1932
140,620 39
to have joy and rejoicing in your three children of Providence have been from Camden and is staying with her
On Acct. of Highways,
2490 50
224,046 49
heart:" Bible school at 11.45; Chris guests of Mr, and Mrs. Harold Rider. sister Mrs. Frank Marshall who has
32353 11 Amount collected on back taxes,
84519 42 tian Endeavorers are asked to meet
Suspense Accounts:
Helen E. Calderwood, daughter of been in poor health the past month.
Amount collected on 1932 taxes,
194,881 38 with the prayer group at 6.30. Fol
A service and donation was held
Third Class Roads—'Repair Fund,
'259 82
Mr.
and Mrs. Ephraim Calderwood.
lowing the evening song service led
Unadjusted Credits:
$279,500 80 by John Reid, by request, Mr. Barton was united in marriage to E rnest1 in the Advent Church Tuesday evening for the benefit of the Advent
Due Knox County for 1932 Tax, $16384 55
Abated on back taxes. $4,041 92
will repeat a sermon dehvered in Castner 2d in Auburn Nov. 23. The j Theological School in Boston.
Due State of Maine for 1932 Tax, 53,538 68
Abated on 1932 taxes,
3,624 78
May, 1929, and which has come to be young couple are well known in town
Mrs. Sarah Simmons entertained
69,824 23
70 known as “T hat Tobacco Sermon." and are receiving many congratula
tions. They will make their home the Baptist Circle Wednesday afterSeveral
users
of
tobacco
took
excep
Total Liabilities,
: noon.
$633,250 42
Total,
$287,167 50 tion to one statement made, namely, here.
C. H. MOREY, City Treasurer.
REPORT OF TREASURER OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor of Tenant’s Har“that a person who used tobacco
George
Simmons
and
Miss
Grace
E. STEVENS, City Auditor.
Receipts
would steal,” and as those asking that Simmons have been guests of Mr. and ’ bor visited her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Balance from 1931,
$ 229 94
Frank Marshall Monday.
it might be repeated are addicted to Mrs. Benjamin Reed of Portland.
City of Rockland’s Appropriation, 5,775 00
the habit, the request is but a fair
Plans are being made for a Christ
Mrs. Florence Shuman and Arthur
State of Maine, 1932, Appropriation
500 00
one, and in the interest of fair play Chute have been passing a few days mas program to be given in the Bap
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Interest on Mary C. Titcomb Trust
the sermon is to be repeated. The wth Mrs. Shuman's sister in Gorham. tist chapel.
Receipts
Fund,
35 00
Wednesday evening prayer meeting
Mrs. John H. Lovell has returned
Miss Marion Davis who is teaching
Other Receipts,
14 71
Account of Back Taxes,
$84,474 05
devotional subject will be “Faith." from Boston where she passed two school in Massachusetts spent Sun
6554 65 Everyone is asked to take their Bible. weeks with her son Ralph.
Account of Sidewalk Assessments
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
in 1930,
41 45
Disbursements
Mrs. Celia Gross t»as at home from Sidney Davis.
Account of Sewer Assessments, 1926,
5 00
This is to inform all customers of Gorham over the holiday.
Salaries:
Mrs. Litbie Barter of Wollaston
Shell fuel oils that our former driver,
Librarian.
$1567 47
Charles Caswell and Harold Caswell spent Thursday with Mrs. Sarah
Total Receipts on Back Taxes,
C.
F.
Smith,
has
severed
his
connec
Assistants,
2,169 00
Seavey.
Nov. 1, 1931, to Nov. 1, 1932,
tion with us of his own free will and of Lynn have been visitors at Henry
$84,520 50 Janitor,
416 00
K. Crowell's.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sutherland are
Account of 1932 Commitment,
accord.
We
are
the
sole
distributors
$179,861 38
3,852 47
Mrs
Maynard
Wa'.'ace
and
son
j
receiving
congratulations
on the birth
Acct. of Auto Excise
of
Shell
fuel
oils.
George
H.
Thomas
....... returned
_i from
_' rBath
tf a
lirrVi
\T/m' on
Other Expenses:
of a daughter, Nov.
29, „at* Knox Hos
have
Tax, from Nov. 1, 1931,
Fuel Co., Camden.
144-145
Books—City, $197 60
pital.
to Nov. 1, 1932,
$15,302 23
-----------------j The annual inspection of Wiwurna
” State 1931, 220 71
Less am ount above
Mr and Mrs. Adelbert Benner of
A PPLETO N
Chapter will be held Monday evening.
"
State
1932,
278
52
estimate, and carThomaston spent the weekend with
_____
j Supper will be served a t 6.30.
83
$696
ried to Revenue,
302 23
The final meeting of the special
Mrs. Earle Spear entertained at Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones.
Periodicals,
$224 19
15,000 00
Mrs. Chester Powles of
Augusta
services a t the Baptist Church will bridge Tuesday evening. There Were
._ --------Binding,
222
09
Account of Brown Tail Moths,
20 00
open in the form of a sacred concert I two tabls and freshments w ere! visited her mother Mrs. Electa Hop
Insurance.
118 87
conducted by Evangelist Fletcher. He served by the hostess. The guests klns this week.
Equipment,
49 75
Total Collections on 1932 Taxes to Wov. 1,
194.881 38 Repairs.
will be assisted by Frank Meservey i were Mrs. Harold Perry, Mrs. Henry '
---------------- -56 35
Abatements by Assessors and City Council:
and John Howard. Following the I Crowell, Mrs. Forrest Eaton, Mrs. [ V fSt Mosquito—“Why are you
Lawn.
82 98
On Back Taxes,
$4,041 92
concert will be a gospel message by ! Joseph Stafford, Miss Edith Benner,' making such a fuss?'
Lights.
203 18
On 1932 Taxes,
3,624 78
Evangelist Fletcher. The program of Miss Martina Hilton, Miss Frances' Second Ditto—"Whoopee! I passed
Heating.
507 70
Total Abatements for year ending Nov. 1,1932, $ 7,666 70 Telephone,
special music opens at 7 p. m.
Crowell and Miss Freda Dalton.
j the screen test."—Stray Bits.
59 25
Supplies.
238 94
Total reduction of taxes for year ending
Miscellaneous,
12 62
Nov. 1, 1932,
*287,068 58 Magazines,
-fo rfo rfo rfo fo -fo fo fo -fo fo fo f o f o fo f o f o fo fo f o f o fo -fo fo
\
3 20
Other Receipts from Tax Collector
2.475 95
Not applicable to tax reduction:
6,328 42
Auto Excise Tax on acct. 1931,
* 98 92
Auto Excise Tax on acct. 1932, above
Balance on hand Nov. 1,
amt. included in commitment,
302 23
State Book Account,
$221 48
Interest on Taxes,
500 82
City Account,
4 75
On Tax Lien Writs, acct. of 1931 Taxes, 259 21
$226 23
1,161 18 In addition, to the above balance, we have
the
following
Trust
Funds:
Total Receipts from Tax Collector
E. A. Butler—Light Fund—In Security
from Nov. 1, 1931, to Nov. 1, 1932,
$288,229 76
Trust Co.,
* 31 13
E. A. Jones—Clock Fund—In Rockland
National Bank,
19 80
REVENUE ACCOUNT
Charles G. Kiff Fund, in Rockland
National Bank,
581 00
Recapitulation of Overdrafts, Unexpended Balances and Alice P. Starrett Fund—In Rockland
National Bank,
113 84
Miscellaneous Revenue
Debits
Total of Trust Funds,
*745 77
$ 111 59
City Lighting,
2287 17
Contingent Fund,
130 96
Checks Not Called For W ill Be Mailed on December 3
Election and Registration,
REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
230 30
Fire Department Fund,
133
Total number of arrests.
7,875 99
Highway,
Leaving an accident,
1
4 40
Insurance,
Intoxication,
TJ
940 47
Interest,
Larceny,
7
10530 69
Pauper Fund,
Assault and battery,
6
6 80
Police,
144-lt
Idle and disorderly,
1
164 63
Public Landing,
Reckless Driving,
1
388 48
Repairs on School House,
1,194 12
Repairs on Public Buildings.

Prices Surprisingly Low— Terms To Suit the
Purchaser

New . . .
Striking
Original

This dual purpose Cedar Chest represents a radical
new departure in styling. It offers a new conveni
ence, a new utility, a new beauty.
ASK T O SEE THE CEDARETTE
Goods Held For Delivery the Day Before Christmas

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-325 Maih S treet,

Rockland, Me.

R O CK LAND SA V IN G S B A N K r 5

CHRISTM AS CLUB CHECKS
N O W READY

1933 CLUB N O W OPEN

1

MARK DOWN CASH SALE
TH U R SD A Y
FRIDAY
SA TU R D A Y
DEC. 1
DEC. 2
DEC. 3
All W inter Coats Marked Down

Fifteen an d Ten Dollar D resses for
$ 3 .0 0 , $ 5 .0 0 , $ 7 .5 0 , $ 1 0 .0 0
H a ts Reduced To
$ 1 .0 0 , $ 2 .0 0 , $ 3 .0 0 , $4 .0 0
W ENTW ORTH MILLINERY

E v e ry -O th e r-D a y
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“ON MY SET”
V a r ie ty o f O fferings
I
P r o b a te N o tic e s
jn Everybody’s Column ?
n r MtIK'V
*
A
STATE OF
MAINE
*
to A ttra ct B u sin e ss
To all persons Interested in either of
Services at the Federated Church
♦
It would be interesting to know
the estates hereinafter named:
Sunday will be: Church school at 9.45
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
which of the world’s journals start
I,ump soft coal $7 50; smokeless
Som
e
Wild
Adventures
On
V
o
y
a
g
e
From
Thom
aston
In and for the County of Knox, on the
a. m.; morning service a t 11. when
screened lump soft coal. $9bo; cose,
ed the practice of bestowing what
15th day of November in the year of our
Rev. L. W. Witham of Camden will
$10
50; hard coal. $13.50. J. B. PAULSEN,
T o Mount Desert
Lord one thousand nine hundred and It-*..*. —* * • * - ——
are nowadays horridly termed “free
. * * * - » * , Thomaston Tel. 84-2.
141-tf
preach. The choir will render, "The
thirty-two. and by adjournment from
gifts"
on
Its
readers.
The
earliest
TWENTY
foot ___
scow found at North
™ day __
.........
— —,
_______ ___
DRY hard wood, $9 cord; dry slabs, $6;
day to
from
the- 15th
day of saidLord Gcd Will Come,” by Adams.
November the following matters having Haven, owner can have same by proving 1 soft wood. $6; green hard wood, $8.
instance I know of was that of the
Evening service a t 7 o'clock, when
been presented for the action thereupon propertv and paying all charges. OSCAR GEORGE WOOSTER. Owl’s Head, on
| As he handed me the line I heard
Paris Figaro, which somewhere
the pastor will take for his subject. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
144*146
hereinafter indicated It Is hereby Or- WATERMAN. North Haven. Me. 143*145 South Thomaston Rd
1
4 4 *1 *6
T he announcement in your pape: him wink to one of the others and about the middle of last century
dered
"Endurance."
A ONE-PIPE furnace, nearly new. and
—
u
HOUND dog lost—male, brown and
of the death of Bert Wellman, in I slowly realized that I had bought sent a case of oranges to each an
That notice thereof be given to all oiack beagle, lost a week ago, answers a golden oak sideboard. Apply to MRS.
The third in the series of card par Massachusetts, called to mind a something. After a moment I reeled
persons Interested, by causing a copy name Dick Reward. JOHN ROBISHAW ROLAND WALTER. Waldoboro. Me. Tel.
:eks Columbia Ave
I of this order to be published three‘ weeks
ties sponsored by the St. John the story of my boyhood. One summer up and for the first time realized nual subscriber. A grave political
144-146 65-12. •
145*146
! successively in The Courier-Ggzette, a -------------------Baptist choir, will be held in the in the early seventies a boy from how long was a deep sea fishing line. sheet, “Etandard,” gave boxes of
____
_ __ published
__________________________
NEW AND SECOND HAND Cabinet
newspaper
at Rockland in said
FOUND AT NORTH HAVEN, Maine,
Many of you lishteners last ' County that they may appear at a Pro- Shingles, owner can have same by pay- Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
parish hall Tuesday evening at 7 30. Waterville, considerably older than Never used such a long line before— sweets to its subscribers at Christ
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, ing charges. HARRY P. BAIRD, North pipeless furnaces at reduced prices. A.
night must have heard that new
A table of gifts and fancy work will myself. Frank Shaw by name, a fte r-' or since.
mas time in 1S68.
144*146 T NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22. 144-tf
' on the 20th day of December A. D. 1932, Haven, Me.
Havana.
Cuba,
station
CMAF,
be on sale.
wards Municipal Judge of that city, i
« • • •
About the same time Paris res
at niQe o ’clock in the forenoon, and be
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
which
was
coming
in
like
a
house
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause.
Enoch Clark, Fred Burnham and was visiting in my family.
We practically drifted from Cas- taurants took to supplying a new
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
LIZZIE
F.
St.
CLAIR,
late
of
Rock144-tf
afire,
between
10
and
10.30
p.
m.
At that time a party of young men ! tine to Southwest Harbor. I have no installment of some popular novel
Charles Smith attended the district
deceased. Will and Petition for
on fifO k.e., with a singing or II land,
LUNCH counter, six stools, swinging
meeting of the American Legion at in our town was organized for a 1way of telling how many days we with the hors-d'oeuvre, after giving
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same ♦
door, bench and gas range for sale, $10
chestra.
I may be proved and allowed, and that
“yachting" trip in a lime coaster, used up getting there from'Thomas- due warning, so people dined there
Wiscasset Friday night.
for all—cost $50. Apply TOM ANA• • **
I Letters Testamentary issue to Samuel B. R - - - —
STASIO'S BARBER SHOP.
143*145
Another call of the fire depart having for their gTand objective. Bar ton. The next morning we awak- day after day until the tale was
| St. Clair, of Rockland, he being the
This
was
one
of
three
new
sta
POSITION wanted as caretaker or
! Executor named in said Will, without
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
m ent Friday was to chimney fire in Harbor. Shaw was asked to go along, ened to find ourselves in a perfect told.
Reading
rooms
gave
free
tions
I
logged
last
night
the
oth
companion
for
old
gentleman.
Address
1 bond.
for poultry. By bag or ton a Write AL
the house of Mrs Elizabeth Turner. and to do the nice thing I was asked dungeon of fog. which lasted many tickets to certain restaurants, so
141*143 FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me 143*145
ers being KOB of Albuquerque,
JOSEPH COOPER, late of North F
_ GOFF, East Union. Me.
Knox street, which was extinguished to go with him. Did I accept? Bet days and nights. Finally I was that after filling the mind one could
Haven,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
OFFICE
POSITION
wanted.
\
ExperlHOUSEHOLD goods for sale—antique
New
Mexico,
1180
k.e.
and
XEO,
your life I did!
! awakened one morning by a smashwithout serious damage.
thereof, asking th at the same enced operator
Can give references, 'xand modern at the W. H. CLOUGH house.
Mexico City, 940 k.e. This brought i Probate
go round the corner and stoke up
Our
yacht
was
the
fine
schooner
,
ing
breeze
from
the
westward
and
by
may
be
proved
and
allowed,
and
that
Write
M..
care
this
office.
145-147
Rockville.
145*147
Mrs. Rachel (Payson' Prescott who Washington Freeman. I had al- the time I got on deck—and that the vile body.
my total of stations to 321.
Te t c S r kPt?ta(!fleNtnftrr,h lH.v»ntOh.Hl£ ^ n | LONG HAIRED KITTENS Wanted
FITTED dry hard wood and Junks $9
died suddenly Thanksgiving Day at ways heard her spoken of a very ! was ahead of most of the fellows—
7h.
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville .^ T e ^ per cord delivered L. E FARRINGTON,
A wine shop proprietor offered
the Executor named in said Will, with 352-14.
her home in South Braintree. Mass., sm art vessel and a wonderful sailer, there wasn't a sign of fog, and as
Atoon? other distant stations
Thomaston. Me. R. F. D. No. 1. Box 69
out bond.
to clothe his customers free; each
was .a native
of
the
town
and
much
143*145
WANTED TRUCKMEN hauling from
which T logged last nisjht were
. j u
j
,
i Her commander was Capt. Sylvanus Capt. Robinson had had word to garment was given after the con
EZRA C. MILLS, late of Vinalhaven.
admired and beloved by all who knew Robinson of s t G
P His falher. eome home. home we went.
deceased Will and Petition for Probate Rockland to all towns within 50 miles
SMALL filling station with candy, ciga
KFI,
Los
Angeles;
KNX,
Holly
thereof, asking ? h n ith e S a m e may be
at °ur oin" “ «I Jurnish us with rette and grocery business for sale. Will
r»zs»« Yinnv
n r r v A r p o rn bnovd nr nor
a
sumption of a certain number of a
her.
Many rregrets
are heard at her Capt. James Robinson,
wood; and KPBC, Houston, Tex. , proved and allowed, and that Letters }ow*8t rates on ton lots and cgPacnj sell
went along
Rough? Wasn't it! Mount Desert certain sort of drink. Sprightly
reasonable If taken at once. TEL.
early death.
:
Testamentary
issue
to
Dallas
Murch,
of
loads
of
grain, flour and feeds. We al6o 859-W
143*145
as
pilot
and
Bert
Wellman
was
cook.
Rock
was
pointed
out
and
they
said
• *• •
! Vinalhaven. he being the Executor or
« an‘
™‘e’
And what a cook he was. But very the surf was going all over it. I “lads of the village" who had lost
DRY
hard fitted wood. $9; Junks. $8.50;
anyone
interested
in
coasting
trade
named
in
said
Will,
without
bond.
The American Legion made a hit explosive.
W IT H T H E B O W LER S
j couldn't see so far, and took their a hat or needed another pair of
and with view to regular routes to all cord wood. $7. Under cover. M LOF145*150
with its poverty and barn d^nce
MARY ELIZABETH McNAMARA. late points east to the Canadian line, MAN. Tel. 263-11
We were told to be around on a word for it, for I was lying in a coil hoots used to round up a crowd of
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
STOVER FEED MFG. CO . 86 Park St.,
CABBAGE for sale. 1 cent a pound; 100
Thursday night. A large crowd at certain day and to bring a bed. of th e halyards, too sick and weak • friends, who vowed to imbibe the
T h e League Standing
for Probate thereof, asking th at the Just below Armours.
145-150
lots delivered. H. B. SHAW, Pine St..
tended and some grotesque costumes blanket and pot and pan—and be- to hold my head up. I had 'ots of requisite number of glasses. A
may be proved and allowed and ------- -------------------------- r------ :--------- — lb
143*145
W. L PC. P.F. same
th a t Letters Testamentary Issue to Rose
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for Thomaston. Tel. 202-11.
were shown. Mrs. Mary Jordan of lieve me. Mr. Editor, we were there, company; of the fifteen only tw o' necktie or a ring, however, could
1926'fesSEX Tudor Sedan In good conEagles,
20 5 .800 7.294 E. McNamara, she being the Executrix small family or middle-aged man.
Rockland as a colored mammy wou Almost the first thing that Frank sat down to breakfast with the cap- be "earned” at one session, with- Wholesalers,
named
In
said
Will,
without
bond
MARY
E.
GARDNER.
Tenant's
Harbor,
dltlon.
new
battery.
winter
front,
four
28 7 .800 10.047
143*145 ] _good tires, $75. THOMAS HOLMES. Sr..
first prize, Maurice Brazier as an and I learned when we got aboard tain. We went outside of every____ ______________________________
LURA A. MILLER, late of Union, de Mc.
.689
12.446
Texaco,
31
14
out
help,
if
one
had
a
fairly
strong
ELECTRIC fan 12 to 16 Inches, good j Back Cove. Waldoboro. Me.______ 140Mf
English gentleman, second.
Dr. and got our duds below, was the fact thing. By dinner time we had gotWill and Petition for Probate, _______
Thomaston, 26 14 .650 11.166 ceased.
thereof, asking
th
at the
same may „be condition,
price
---------— ...............
.jndltlon. wanted at reasonable price.!
DRY FITTED hard wood. $9.50 cord.
Ethel Crie was awarded a cake. The th a t there were some pies down in ten in under the land where it was head.—Manchester (Eng.) Guard So.
Thomaston,
27
17
.622
12.289
proved
and
allowed,
and
th
at
L
etters;
Call
ROCKLAND PHOTO STUDIO. 439 S140 per ft : Junks $9 cord. V. C.
general committee was Enoch Clark. the cabin to be had for the taking , smoother and didn't we punish the ian.
T e s tn m e n ta rv
143*145 orin DLE. 105 New Countv road Tel.
Testamentary
issue to Fessenden W 1 Main St.. City.
Federals.
22
619
13
9.837
Carl Chaples. Stanley Copeland: and that the others were taking i grub.
of Camden, he belnB the Execu
140*142
HAVE your pigs dressed by Peter Ed 679-X
Buroee.
13 27 .325 10.721 Miller,
tor named In said Will, without bond.
cooked food booth, Carl Chaples. some. Foolishly, we thought it n ec-1 T he Freeman was a craft of about1
wards in a first class butcher shop, 271
RESTAURANT and Grill for sale, with
14
Gulf.
31
.311
11.833
SOPHIE J. WELT, late of Rockland, LIMEROCK ST.. Rockland. Tel. 806-J.
booths, tables and counter service. Fully
Earl Risteen, Fred Burnham: floor essary to break out a pot and pan 150 tons coal capacity, built for a E n tire B o d y A ffec ted
Kickapoo,
5 15 .250 5.554 deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
143-145 equipped
Now doing business at the
manager Charles Sm ith, tickets, Wal in which to eat it, the same as we whaler, with a very large after house,
thereof, asking th a t the same may be
b y O v e n tr a in e d E y es Barbers.
11
34
.244
12.008
MAN wanted In this locality as Direct ! best location on Main St. If interested
, proved and allowed, and that Letters Representative of well-known oil com- \ Inquire at PENOBSCOT GRILL, City.
ter Hastings.
would do at home when our elders the forward end of which was used
• • *•
Eye-strain Is as Injurious to the
] Testamentary Issue to Gladys M. Niles „„„„ Sell small town and farm t r a d e _______________________________ 131
Mrs. Bertha Frost of Belfast and of the female persuasion were in to carry cargo, to trim her. That
of Bangor, she being the Executrix: on easy credit terms. Experience not , ~
Eagles 5. Wholesalers 0
DRY fitted wood and Junks, under
Miss Avis Brawn, a student at CT>lby sight. Not so; for when we arrived was where we slept, putting our bedsi human system as an actual defect
! named in said Will, without bond
necessary.
No Investment
i s n o r w xt T o i i t i i , , .
, r.
—
...... - ........... required. : cover $10: io nf $8 T j CARROLL.
in
the
structure
of
the
eye,
accord
The Eagles hung up a record total
College, were in town Friday to a t on the scene with those p. and p.. on the deck. When we turned in. j
ANDREW M. TOLMAN. late of Cam- Chance for Immediate steady Income, j-ej, 263-21 or 739-M Rockland.
137-tf
den deceased. Will and Petition for w rite P T. WEBSTER. General Manatend the funeral of Orry Frost.
there was no pie. After a few mo- how the boots and shoes would begin ing to the reports of hundreds of in their match with the Wholesalers Probate
thereof, asking th at the same ger. 632Standard Bank Bldg . Cleveland. I
eyesight specialists questioned by Thursday night, the high man being
The fire at Eldrean Orff's place in ments, or as soon as B ert made the to fly.
may be proved and allowed, and that Ohio.__________________________
Ohio
145*lt |
___
There was but one watch in the the Better Vision Institute. Normal Robbins with a string of 125 and an Letters Testamentary Issue to Carrie E
»
Cushing Friday resulted in a badly discovery, there were some fireworks.
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Ames Tolman. she being the Executrix
eyes
th
at
are
subjected
to
the
con
average
of
nearly
112.
The
sum
My
stars!
Much
as
ever
up
to
that
crowd.
One
of
our
chief
amuse.
damaged blacksmith and joiner ship.
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
♦
named In said Will, without bond
WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
144-tf
Quick work by the Thomaston fne time had I been off our house lot, i m ents was to call the unfortunate i tinuous burden of fine work requir mary:
ANN R. DAVIS, late of Union, de
♦
Eagles—Valley,
309;
Robbins,
341;
and
I
had
never
heard
such
talk.
In
owner
and
ask
him
the
time.
As
i
t
,
ing
close
application
are
forced
to
_____
__
______
YOUNG
married
man
would
like
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
department saved a valuable set of
R
asking th a t the same may "be steady or part time work of any kind,
other buildings including a house. fact, was almost glad th a t I had was necessary for him to sit up in j recruit their nervous energies from Thomas and Howard, 292; Phillips, thereof,
FURNISHED bungalow for rent. Cen
proved and allowed, and th a t Letters of Ambitious ancf more than willing to
297;
French.
292;
total.
1531.
never
had
a
sight
of
the
pie.
The
bed.
unhang
his
vest,
search
the
Repairs were being made upon the
the supply which is intended for
Administration with the Will Annexed work ALBERT QUINN. 249 Rankin St. tral location with garage. This house
Wholesalers—Rogers. 275; Meat- be Issued to Wilbert S. Lothtap. of
143*145 is very well furnished with good heating
shop when fire was discovered among fellows after a time made our friend pockets for watch and the Portland other functions, and the result Is a
plant, electric range and all modern.
ing.
277;
Glidden.
280;
Martin.
285;
Hartford. Conn . qr some other suitable
the
cook
see
the
unreasonableness
of
S
tar
match,
scratch
it,
wait
for
th
e
;
HOUSEWORK
wanted
by
week,
day or Two minutes to Main St. ROBERT U.
the old shingles.
tired condition of the entire body. Cobb. 297; total. 1415.
person, without bond.
hour. Inquire 61 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. COLLINS Agent. 375 Main St
his position, and ever afterwards i brimstone to burn off—rather a tire144-tf
JOSEPH C. DYER, late of Vinalhaven 1255-R.
143-145
* ***
Services at the B aptist Church Sun- \ everything that we did—and we did some joke, how "Romey" would scold., Headaches are to be expected, but
UPSTAIRS flat, five rooms, all modern.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
the
sapped
vitality
often
takes
un
Heated.
Call
any
time.
16
OCEAN
ST.
thereof, asking th at the same mav be
day will be. Bible School a t 9.45 a. m.; 1a lot—was all right.
Romey slept on the starboard side, j
South Thomaston 5, Barbers 0
144-tf
proved and allowed, and th at Letters
morning worship a t 11. topic, “Our ,
. . • •
j forward corner. Alongside his bed j expected forms, such as digestive
Notices
of
A
p
p
o
intm
ent
The pins were falling about, right
Administration with the Will Annexed
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern
Father's Supreme Desire."
The
Our first and only mishap was in was a tub of pickled fish. One night disorders and kidney and back trou for South Thomaston Wednesday of
be issued to James A. Dyer, of Vinal
DR. F. O. BARTLETT, 41
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro improvements.
*
haven. or some other suitable person
music will include “God of Our ; getting under weigh .when in making the boots and shoes were rather a bles.
Limerock
St Tel. 982
144-tf
bate for the County of Knox, in the
“Strained eyes are racketeers of night, and once more the Barbers without bond.
Fathers." Warren, by male voices; Jsail one of the fellows, coming down bore. Romey got tired of it, so he i
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment, f u r
were scalped. This was one of the
ESTATE
EMMA
M.
BEATON,
late
of
and a baritone solo by R. K. Greene. i the rigging from loosing one of , picks up a stick, stirs it around in the nervous system,” says M. J.
following estates the persons were nace lights, gas and toilet, $5 50 week.
when the dummy carried off Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin the
appointed
Administrators,
Executors. V. F. 'STUDLEY, 69 Park St Tel. 1080.
T he Lord's Supper will be observed i the topsails, lost his wallet out of his j the barrel of pickle and addresses Julian, director of the institute. times
istration. asking th a t Alvra W. Gregory, Guardians
the
honors,
having
high
total,
and
and Conservators and on the
145-tf
At 6. YPS.C.E.. leader Pauline Me- ! hip pocket; as we had no boat twas the assembled crowd.
of Rockland, or some other suitable dates hereinafter
“The human body has a limited high string—122. The summary:
nam ed:
person
be
appointed
Adm
r.
without
SIX ROOM house to let. all modern,
Lain: at *1 p. m. a talk on Africa will I impossible to recover it. Otherwise
“Fellers, I ’m tired firing shoes I supply of nervous energy at its dis
MARGARET MCDONALD, late of newly renovated, at 22 Oak St. ALBERT
South Thomaston — Brault, 312; bond.
be illustrated by 56 colored views, we didn't part a repe yarn.
back to you and it has come to ihis: . posal, and If one part of the body
deceased. July 19. 1932. S. PETERSON,' Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
SERENO T KIMBALL, late of Rock Thomaston,
319; Willis, 264; Dummy,
Henry
E McDonald, of Thomaston, was
144-tf
The junior choir will sing "Aspira- I The first night we spent in the I don't know where all this footwear j draws more than its normal share, Fitzgerald.
land. deceased. Petition for Administra appointed
320; Carr. 283; total. 1498.
Admr..
and qualified by filing
tion, asking th at Julia Donohue of
tion,” Botoff and lead in singing the ' river; the second in Belfast and the comes from, but this is the truth,
APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Brock.
Barbers—Carr.
274;
E.
Benner.
281;
R ^ la n d " " o ^ .„ ‘me’ other “ uirabie',^ so °n
,
other
parts
are
bound
to
suffer.
The
MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264.
hymns
j third in Castine. On the run to I ’ve got a rag here in my hand that
FRED L. DAVIDSON, late of AppleShute, 263; Dummy. 255; M. Benner. be appointed Admx . without bond.
144-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton of the .Beffast we had a smashing breeze you hear me swishing around this proper glasses restore the right dis 302; total. 1378.
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n
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HEATED apartments, all modern, four
tribution of energy to the body.”
and
the
Freeman
being
a
swift
sailer
pickle,
and
just
as
sure
as
another
Knox Hotel returned Thursday night
Rockland defeated Waldoboro 71 termlne Inheritance Tax, presented by Admr.. and qualified by filing bond No rooms. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
shoe comes over in this corner, someLAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
144-tf
vember 1, 1932.
from a two weeks vacation. They we passed everything on the way.
pins at the S tar alleys, taking four Ernest Rawley of St. George. Exr.
Somebody
had
brought
on
board
body
gets
a
dripping
rag
in
their
ANNA W. CASE, late of Rockland, de
TENEMENT, five rooms to let. modern,
visited in Portland and Boston but in Thomaston a heavy cannon, i corner; this is fair warning." I w en t1
of the five strings. E. Peters and
ESTATE ADDIE E. CARVER, late of ceased.
T he E vergreen'. “ K in g”
October
18.
1932.
William
W
ground
floor,
ready
Nov.
1.
9
Suffolk
St.
spent most of the time in New York
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition to Dewas appointed Admr. M M. GRIFFIN._________________ 125-tf
It seems to be nature's intention Cobb divided honors on h i^i string termlne Inheritance Tax. presented by , Case, of Rockland,
r q u M ^ e d " by "filing'bond Nocity, from which they visited in New fifteen inches long. They said it was to sleep that night with my head
U112>
but
high
total
went
to
Howard.
Perley L. Carver, of Vinalhaven. Exr.
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. five
that all evergreen trees shall have
vember 1, 1932
Jersey. They made the McAlpin Ho turned from the shank of an anchor covered up.
rooms, toilet, heater; clean and in good
ESTATE CELESTIA J. HARRIS, late of
being made of wrought iron was ; One night in Southwest Harbor the one main spike, which rises straight The summary:
EMMA
E.
WIGHT,
late
of
Rockland.
repair
12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W 144-tf
tel in New York their headquarters and
Rockland—Sullivan.
477;
Howard.
St. George, deceased. Petition to Deter
October 18. 1932. Carrie B
A Thomaston man. William Tarbox. in no danger of bursting, so it was ! two boats of us went ashore to a lip. The spruce, as an examj le, 485: Martin. 456; Phillips. 456; Cobb. mine Inheritance Tax. presented by S deceased.
aaow w
* Rockland, -and
__ ____
_____
FOUR. six. seven or nine room unfurShaw
of
Alice
>5haw
loaded
accordingly.
Such
loads
of
dance
Nat
Teague
had
organized
for
Emma Keene, of St George. Exx
Farber 'of New** York City. N. Y were I nished apartment. $15 up. Inquire 11
is one of the managers of the hotel powder and wet paper those fellows us. I was in the early boat to go on grows in this way with the side 474; total. 2348.
ESTATE FRED T. STUDLEY. late of appointed Executrices, without' bond. JAMES ST. Tel. "577.
144-tf
Mr.
Waldoboro—Crowell. 424; Benner, h,?.C
a ir . and
a n a Mrs.
ivns. Leighton
lucigniun were
wcic particu i put int0 tbe thing was something to board, got lost and might have been branches going straight out parallel
,nnn f l',J eCKaEe/?,' ,Petltl0?. for, Dls' rl- Ensign Otis of Rockland, appointed
SIX room house with garage to let;
larly m U r e s t e a ^ f i n U o n of
afc<)ut and
gQing
h ad n .t recognized a to the ground from the base of the 443; E. Smith. 454; E Peters, 481; B.
.d t5, Clalre S' Bodgklns. of Agent in Maine.
iots of jand. D. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland
“ a' a A .
WILLIAM J. FRYE, late of Rockland. St.
________145-tf
hotel furnish ng
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satisfactory as far as noise was con- spring where we had filled water upright. The upright then sprouts Smith. 475; total, 2277.
JfATTIE C EMERY late of deceased. November 1. 1932. Charles
- o AVE furnished rents and
descriptions of
.
cemed. We would load it. run it out th a t afternoon, went back and sta rt- a number of branches at Its tip to
Rockland.
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Petition
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License
Rich
of
Rockland,
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.
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prlccs
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j *^KOOdbarCapt. Earle S te rre tt who has had
£Cuppers prime u out of ed over again
we laid back
, repeat the process. If through in
Next Week’s Games
RocklandC aa rd ^ullv b r i b e d U?ted ' h an<1 “Ua!‘“Cd
fl" nR b° nd ° n 5ame i '
» "aal
ROBERT^ COLnuiiuana, ana iuiiy described in said d'ite
r tmq
c* T’oi 77
iaa
his steamer at Morse
the gal,ey wouid COme cook with a see how the others would make out. jury or pruning, the center or up
Monday—Texaco vs. Wholesalers.
Petition, presented by F Russell Greeley.
, FVI n o l . lchrEST late of Thom- i LtWS' 375 Mal S t' T ' 77--------be fhted for the
L,. ' red-hot poker and, then the deafen- They did the same thing, and we let right branch of a new series Is
of
Rutland.
Maas,
Admr.
c.t.a.
,
,
aY,
TWO
apartm
ents
to
let
at
7
Granite
Tuesday—Thomaston
vs.
Kickapoo,
from Monhegan to'Boothbay Harbor .Rg
Wp afways fired when them
ESTATE ELDEN JONES late of Rock- ^ n a l B^nk of N ^ Y o r k ’ a ty .^ T w ^ „ p a" no" v l
A S PETK^ ? ? f
killed all of the side branches at Kickapoo vs. Burpee.
— 1,
r w w , , . v 0 ,1 P v p
ith o u t h n n ri
1 ^ -L I
^ lda5v, a f riii h a r b o r fo r t ’i - I we Passed any craft.
, Well, a lot of water has run under | this point turn gradually upward
Feriernls I La.nd .dLce£ sci ,.Pe5 Ui2 n for Al>owance VYork
was . .appointed
E xr. Wwithout
bond * U I l C r - G O D D - D a V IS .
Wednesday — Gulf vs
by Celinda E. Jones, of Ruck, a u n t R trH n f R n c k ia n r i a n n o in te d
Clyde where he w
tn h*
Going through Eggemoggin Reach the bridge since we did that trick, and this continues for some time Federals vs. Barbers. va. r v u tr a is , presented
land, widow
Agent in Maine.
: Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT,
night. Sonie work m remains to be , ^om CaStine. we
a mirage. I t G reat times. Late years we have
ESTATE NAOMI J. OBRIEN late of
Thursday — South Thomaston vs.
IRENE BELLE WINCAPAW of Friend- 240 Broadway___________________ 144-tf
done upon the m oon ,
rmit gthc was an island bottom up and as it spoken of forming a society of th e ' until one, through some mysterious Wholesalers.
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Con ship. November 1. 1932. Alfred H. MorNICE warm rooms at The Kenmore
flimation of Trustee, presented by Liz- ton of Friendship, was appointed Gdn from $3 t0 $5 a wpek MRS ANASTASIA
When the weather
pe
was mv ^rst sight of the sort I Washington Freeman Survivors, but selection, asserts itself as the main
: zie S. Levensaler of Thomaston Exx
and qualified by filing bond November HARMON Tel. 305.
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captain is expecting to . ar
g •> coui(jn -t
at
long enough. An- JI guess it will have to go by. So far branch and the others then grad
-■
--------------- — - - ■ ■ ■ ■
,
----------------At the Recreation alleys last night
estate Caroline m . crawford q 1932
a t Port Clyde.
1othor experience I had the same as I know of that dozen or more ually drop back to their horizontal the Augusta men defeated the Rec- late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
.WTU D /-rxrMj- I
r-innriohin
BUILDING 30x70. suitable for garage.
ANNIE R. COOK, late of Friendship, i repajr shOp or storage; two floors and
Mi . and Mrs. Raymond rod o
day We had a number of these deep there are but three survivors at the position and the tree resumes once reation men 2530 to 2505, and t^e !
KSklng that deceased. November 9. 1932. Clarence £ m en te d °P basement8^ ele^ato?0™!arge
who have been occupying Mrs. .
£ea
jines aboard. As it was present time—William G. Washburn, more Its normal growth.
Luce's bungalow, are moving to G ar- | practjcauy caim _ a number of the j Frank H. Jordan and myself,
145*147
ition women 2155 to 2119. Details Hne M. Crawford. In place of Walter H Morton of Friendship appointed Agent
Butler, deceased
ln Malne
diner.
. . . .
i fellows were fishing. One of them
Pardner.
TWO furnished rooms to let. can be
next issue.
ESTATE SARAH A YOUNG, late of
MARIA W PRINCE, late of Thom as-'
i!?bt houaak«P“'8- jAPP'V
__
, , .
, ,
,
' asked me if I cared to try my h an d .; Thomaston, Nov. 29, 1932.
C lergy’* Wire* L ire Long
The annual fair and sale of the
____________
Owl s Head deceased. First and" Final tom“ deceased.‘ November"lS.“ ‘l932.' Harr j 18 M ASONIC ST
The expectation of life still shows
W
E
S
T
R
O
C
K
P
O
R
T
Episcopal Guild was held in the ;
r
nt r Pv sented, 7 or allowance by rlet P Whitney of Thomaston was ap- • MODERN eight room bungalow to let,
an upward trend. Of thirty-two
I
Y^ n8'_ dm r| pointed Exx.. without bond.
| hot water heat, garage, near Main St
parish rootr. Wednesday. It is pro- | ferson until 1896. when the family
CA M D EN
people whose deaths were announced
nounced a successful time with very 1took up their residence in Thomaston
The MLsJon Cirde was pleasantly i of St. George, deceased. First and Final have™*deceased. November” 15. 1932. Thomaston 118
145-147
satisfactory returns. Three booths i A son Charley and daughter Flora
R. Bray of Vinalhaven was apAlbert Wilson has returned from in England one day recently, five entertained Thursday afternoon at I „ ccounJ_ Presented for allowance bv 1 Margaret
APARTMENT of six rooms and bath to
- -Exx., without
• * •bond.
— decorated in green held the articles ; died in their youth. Her surviving a visit with his daughter Mrs. Inga were over ninety years old, twelve the home of T. J. Carroll at Mt. , Emma Keene. Exx.
pointed
let. at 101 North Main St. TEL. 27-M
CLARENCE M. THOMAS, late of Rock- _______________________________ 138-tf
T
for sale aprons, fancy articles and j near relatives are a daughter Grace Dyer in East Barnet.
over eighty and eight over seventy, Pleasant There was a good attend- j Of s t George* d ™ d
cooked food. The president of the i now Mrs. J. W alter Strout, and
FOUR
bathlights
to let.bath
hotroom
and
Mrs. E. A Robbins will entertain with the average age seventy-seven ance.
Account presented lor allowance by Maggie E Thomas of Rockland was ap- coid
„ aterrooms
r ga, and
electric
Guild, Mrs. William Loucks, was , grandson Alfred M. Strout. Upon the the Monday Club next week at Un- years. Since the beginning of this
^ W w OCOrRe- EXr
POlntCd EXX ' Wlth0Ut bond
h c a t m ^ u H s o X rlC17gShTA^atSTr0°m
At the meeting of the Tuesday Club
chairman, other members being Miss death of her husband 25 years ago dercliffe.
ESTATE ELSIE B HAGER late of
WILLIAM L. BENNER, late of Rock144-146
century there has been a great ad his week the hostess. Mrs. Thurston
uniom deceased. First and Final Ac- land, deceased. November 15. 1932. MarHelen Carr, Mrs. Grace Payson. Mrs. Mrs. Meserve came to live with her
The Phila’.hea Class met at the vance in the average life of the 3pear was given a shower. The gifts count
FOUR room apt. to let. Furnished,
presented for allowance by Homer garct A. Benner of Rockland was' apEdward Stone. Miss Edna Watts.
daughter who has made life pleasant church parlors Friday night with M is.' British people. Forty years ago a were placed under a tiny decorated Dert l Grinnell, of Union. Admr.
heated, central location, near Main St.
pointed Exx.. without bond.
Write G. G.. care The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs Leila SmaUey left for Worces- i for her. For several years she had Dora Williams and Mrs. Edith Ben baby would have a HR expectation Christmas tree all arranged during
ESTATE SUSAN A. BACON, late of
NATHANIEL B. EASTMAN, late of __________________ ________
144*146
ter Mass Friday morning, called been helpless as the result of an acci- n ett hostesses.
St.
George,
deceased.
First
and
Final
AcWarren,
deceased.
November
15.
1932.
of about forty-five years. According the hostess' absence from the room to v°Uo 1 Presente^ f°r allowance by Homer Betsey J. Eastman of Warren was ap STORE and tenement to let a t 275
there bv the accidental death bv dent, and had received constant care
The ladies of the Congregat onll
Main St. Low rent. TEL. 242-W. 144-tf
prepare the refreshments. G rear is. Robinson, of Rockland, Admr.
1 pointed Exx.. without bond.
drowning, while skating, of the 12- on the part of the family with whom parish will hold a rummage sale at j to the present average, a healthy was her surprise on re-entering tu
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY. of St , ROSILLA MITCHELL, late of Appleton.
OFFICE to let. heated and lighted.
she had her home.
the rooms Dec. 6 and 7. Food and child today may he expected to live find what had been taking place.
year-old son of h er late husband.
George, Fourth and Final Account pre- , deceased. November 15. 1932. Edson M. $3.50 per week. V. F. STUDLEY 69 Park
until it is fifty-eight. Clergymen, It
Mrs. Meserve was the oldest mem candy will be oh sale Wednesday.
sentea ror allowance by Frank A. Crute. , Mitchell of Appleton was appointed Exr , St. Tel 1080________________
145-tf
The B. H. Club met at the home of
Perley Merrifield recently shot a Executor of the Will of Frank B. Miller, and qualified by filing bond on same
FURNISHED apartment to let. heated.
Mrs. Harold Barton of Vinalhaven Is stated, are among the longest fcx.
Mrs. Milton Robinson Tuesday eve ber of the First Baptist Church in
late of Rockland, deceased.
.
date.
at 14 MASONIC ST ________
144-tf
ning. The following members a t Jefferson, of which her great-grand has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. lived’persons, and their wives reach
VIRGINIA C DANIELS, late of ThomAMANDA E. SIMMONS, late of FriendThere was no mid-week service at
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. toilet,
an even greater age.—London Mail. the church Wednesday evening as
deceased. Will and Petition for ship, deceased. November 15. 1932.
tended: Mrs. Elmer Overlock. Mrs. father Thomas Kennedy was one of Carl Cole, Belmont avenue.
gas
and
lights,
at
226
Main
St.
A.
LEVY.
L™,,
there<\f asking that the same Charles C. Wlncapaw. of Rockland, was
Miss Eleanor Hansen entertained
Frank Bean, Mrs. Kenneth Fales, the founders. The historical associa
________________________________143-145
the pastor and several others attend maj be proved and allowed, and that appointed Admr.. c.t.a.. without bond*
Mrs. Charles Maxey, Mrs. W alter tions were so strong with her that friends at bridge Wednesday night
FOR LOW price to right party, a three
L
*
issue to Edward
susan o c r o c k f t t late of North
ed
the
prohibition
conference
in
though
for
many
years
she
attended
K
Gould,
of
Rockland,
he
being
the
'
1
1
at her home on Washington street. I
Tattooing P ain ful
furnished apartment with use of
Bucklin, Miss Annie Overlock. Re
Rockland at the First Baptist Church Executor named in said Will, with bond. S ? 'e," F dr rnrkp, November 15. 1932. room
bath.
Apply V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
the
Baptist
Church
in
Thomaston
she
a
chop
suey
luncheon
was
served,
Percie E. Crockett, of North Haven was
freshments were served.
Tattooing, as practiced by the
L.
A.
Gray
has
closed
his
house
St.
Tel
1080._________
143-tf
MARY
E.
MESERVE.
late
of
Thomas
appointed
Admr..
without
bond.
did
not
unite
with
it.
Mrs.
Meserve
Freeman-Herrick
CamD
Auxilii
Camp Auxiliary natives of some of the Pacific Is
The funeral of Edward Delano of
ton.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Pro
here and will spend the winter in
SIX ROOM house to let. hot water
SAMUEL H. DOE, late of Rockland,
bate thereof, asking th a t the same mav deceased,
Friendship will be held Sunday at 2 was keenly interested in the patriotic and Spanish War Veterans wjjl hold: lands, is really a mark of fortitude, Rockland.
heat.
bath,
very
cheap
for
winter
if
November 15. 1932. Russell E
be proved and allowed, and that Letters Bartlett of
o'clock from the residence of his son societies and gave them strong sup their regular meeting Monday eve- j for the operation is hardly what
Rockland was appointed taken at once. TEL. 520-M from 6 to 8
Mrs.
M.
J.
Oxton
will
soon
go
to
Testamentary
Issue
to
Alfred
M.
strout
port.
The
unusually
large
number
of
p
m.__________________________143-145
ning. Supper at 6.30. There will be '
Chesley on the north side of the Mall
Thomaston, he being the Executor Admr.. without bond.
could be termed gentle. The usual Rockland where she will have rooms of
floral tribltes bore witness to the nomination of officers
MARTHA J. FARNHAM, late of St.
TENEMENT to let on Court St.. $17
named ln said Will, without bond.
in Thomaston.
for
the
winter.
custom
among
tribesfolk
is
to
pre
deceased. March 22. 1932. Ernest month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fulleresteem
in
which
Mrs.
Meserve
war
Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland I
ESTATE WILLIAM O R. HILL, late of George,
Donald Stackpole in honor of his
135-tf
Rawiey 6f St. George was appointed Cobb-Davls.
pare
a
tattooing
instrument
of
bone
held.
Rev.
H.
S.
Kilborn
officiated
at
Rcckiand.
deceased,
Petition
for
Ad
will occupy the pulpit in the Congre
successful hunting trip, entertained
Exr.. and qualified by filing bond No
ministration. asking th at Maria A Karl- vember
CHARLES EDU ARD FERNALD
UNFURNISHED apartment at 7 Talwith teeth cut in to mark the de
15. 1932.
his friend. Fred Waldo of Port Clyde the services, which were private. gational Church Sunday momirg
son of Rockland, or some other suitable
bot Ave. to let, four sunny rooms and
MARY E. CASE, of Rockland. Novem bath, oil heat. MRS. A. H. JONES.
Mrs. Clifford Young has been en sign. This is dipped into a thick
person be appointed Admx. without
a t a roast venison dinner Thursday Burial was in Jefferson. Relatives
The eoninwtaity of West Rockport i bond.
ber 15. 1932. William W. Case, of Rock Phone 576______________________ 137-tf
evening. Others present were Mr attending the services were Mr. and gaged as organist at the Christian mixture of charcoal and water and was_ greatly^ • addened by the death |
land. w£s appointed Gdn.. and qualified
Mrs.
Fred
O.
Meserve
of
Augusta.
Mi
TWO GOOD five room houses to let on
Science Church.
Is pounded into the skin by means 9f Charles E. Fernald which occurred ' Rockland deceased. •PetitionYfor License by ftllng boucl November 22- 1932
and Mrs. Preston Kelley. Mrs. Harriet
St. One five room house on Elm
and Mrs. Edson E. Achom. Mrs
-- following
- ..
whichheart?
occurred
ELDEN JONES, late of Rockland, de Grove
Ralph Vaughan of Dover-Foxcrcft of a piece of wood. The operation Nov 2S,
Whitney, and Miss Betty Whitney.
a severe
a t: I fn
R o c l u n S '^ D„„, ^ i J ^ ^ s a i S ceased,
St. All modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Fanny
M.
Achorn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
November 22. 1932, Harold S. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
is assisting at Haskell & Corthell’s is painful but effective as the mark
• « • •
137-tf
tack which came upon him as he and I Petition, filed by Charles Rich of Rock- Fossett, of Union, was appointed Admr..
Basil Achorn. James G. Meserve, all during the holidays.
d.b.n.c.t.a., and qualified by filing bond
ings last a lifetime, showing up as his son. Fred Fernald. were getting land* Admr.
Orry F. Frost
». • of Jefferson; Mrs. Gabriel WinchenR. W. Jamieson, A. U. Dougherty.
'
...........................
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es on same date.
The funeral of Orry F. Frost who baugh of Rockland. Mrs. Herberi Alton French and Arthur O’Keefe left black spots on the brown skins of out firewood in the vicinity of Hope. quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
ANNIE B. BROWN, late of Friendship,
the
natives.
Mr.
Fernald
was
taken
to
the
home
County. Rockland. Maine.
deceased, November 15. 1932, William A
died Monday night, was held Friday Boardman. Esten and Kenneth Friday for a hunting trip a t MooseA
ttest:
Richards,
of Waldoboro, was appointed
of
his
nephew.
William
Wellman,
at
afternoon at his late home on Beech- Boardman of Jefferson. Mrs. Herbert head. Lake.
Exr., and qualified by filing bond No
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
South Hope, and lived but a short
woods street. Rev. Huber F. Leach Porter of Waldoboro.
vember 22. 1932.
Regular monthly meeting of the
time after the doctor and Mr. Feroofficiated. The bearers were Richard
Congregational First F ar's'i Round
Di«po»*e**ed
BERT L. STEVENS, late of Cushing,
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
deceased, November 15. 1932, Raybert E. land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
I t has been discovered that in giv Table Dec. 8. Supper at 6.30. follow -1
Feehan, Hollis H. Young. Albert A n
Charles, age eight, had a baby sis- ald's daughter. Mrs. Jesse Carroll of
Stevens,
of Cushing was appointed solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
derson and Jam es Thornton. In te r ing till it hurts some people are ex ing which there will be an address b y ) ter of whom he was very proud. So Rockland, reached his bedside.
Admr. c.t-.a. and qualified by filing bond _______________________________ 144-tf
Mr. Fernald was born in Lincoln- |
ment was in the Thomaston cemetery. tremely sensitive to pain.—St. Joseph Rev. Joseph L. Moulton of Rahuri. great was his enthusiasm over the
November 22. 1932.
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
Mr. Frost was a son of the late News-Press.
EUGENE F THOMPSON, of Rockland. Shell.
India, on Mahatma Gandhi.
new arrival that he continued bring- vil’e Jan 16. 1862. son of Addie Jane
It gives good heat, burns cleaner
(Richards'
and
Timothy
Ftrnaltl
November
1,
1932,
Jerome
C.
Burrows,
oi
Charles F. and Kate iFales' Frost.
than
oils. You’ll welcome the re
Rcbert Martin has resigned as| jng great numbers of children to see
Rockland, was appointed Gdn., and sults other
The
greater
part
of
his
life
was
spent
GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL
A
nd
other
rect
!
diseases
July 18. 1926, he was married to
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
manager of Comique Theatre and j tjle baby, until his mother was
qualified by filing bond November 22, COMPANY,
Camden. The only distribu
xt West Rcckport. where hp carried
Florence E. Brawn of Rockland.
1932
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
A rthur Rowe of Dexter has taken the; f
d
ca„ a ha„
tors of Shell Fuel Oils.
144-tf
T reated W ithout Pain
an a wheelwright shop for many
Attest:
Thomaston had been his home most
Notice ‘.3 hereby given th a t the annual position.
$25 REWARD offered for apprehension
“How is your baby, Charles?” in vears. While his life and tastes were
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
of the stockholders of The
of his life. The past year his health meeting
The
ladies
of
the
Farm
Bureau
will
|
or Loss of Tim e
145-3-151 of party or parties who took hens from
National Bank will be held . , ,
, ,
,
„
quired one of the mother's friends, quiet, he was an important factor in
the Maloney Farm. Head of the Bay. be
failed and the family moved to the Thomaston
at their banking rooms on Tuesday. ] Hold a fqod and candy sale at A. S
longing to FRED KNIGHT—June 19. 13
home on Beechwoods street. Mr. Januarv'io. 1933 at io o'clock. A. m , for Prince's store Dec. 10, commencing shortly after admittance -had been ‘he ccmmunitv. his integrity a never |
hens; July 27. six hens; Oct. 28. eight
purpose of fixing the number and a t 10.30.
refused a bevy of boy friends.
failing example to those about him.
Frost had been foreman in one of the the
hens; Nov. 6. three hens.
143*154
electing a board of directors for the en 
He
was
a
deacon
in
the
Baptist
:
“Hull,
she's
not
mv
baby,”
sulked
departments of the Lawrence P ort duing vear and of transacting any other
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
TEL. 1076
Church
of
his
town.
Charles.
“1
don’t
think
she's
even
$10.
Junks
$10.
W.
L
OXTON,
West
land Cement Co. The funeral serv business that may legally come before
Keys made to order. Keys mane Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
O V /L ’S H E A D
ROCKLAND
144-tf
He was twice married, his first wife [ 39 UNION ST.
ices Friday were well attended. He them.
a
third
mine
any
more."
to
fit
locks
when
original
keys
are
Thomas J. Young of Vinalhaven
Per order
1272tf lost. House, Office or Car. Code
having been Julia Wellman, by whom !
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
is survived by his wife, a step-daugh
L S LEVENSALER. Cashier.
who has been visiting his daughter. It
Body. wood, top and glass work, welding,
he had four children. Clifford. Fred
ter Miss Avis Brawn, two aunts and
Thomaston. Maine. December 1. 1932
books
provide
keys
(or
all
locks
sp’^ylng
and fender work. TEL. 466-M.
j and Lina, and a daughter Cora who i
145-S-3 Mrs. James Bray, motored Thursday i *
a sister-in-law Mrs Bertha Frost,
without bother.
Selssors and
144-tf
to West Penobscot with Mrs. Edith .
died a t the age of two years. His j than his three children is a brother,,
Knives Sharpened.
R. Young. He expects to spjnd the 1 t
IvLiMLi E cu
second wife was Frances Maxey, and , Ross Fernald of Camden,
Mrs. Mary e. Meserve
Strout Insurance Agency
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
winter there with his daughter Mrs.
since her death he had maintained
Funeral services were held at the
| HOUSES, good locations. $1,200 to the family home at West Rockpcrt church at West Rockport, with Rev.
Mrs. Mary E. Meserve, widow of I. Walter Stront
Alfred M. Strout Fred W. York.
--------------------I $10,000. Twenty farms. $1,050 to $6,000 alone, preferring to b“ among th? George F. Currier of Rockport otfiHenry B. Meserve and daughter of
Insurance in all Its branches
You Want
House lots. $125 to $250 L. A THURS
Burial was in Camden
John and M argery (Kennedy) Orff. probate Bonds
Notary Public
TON. Tel. 1150.
141-tf associations of many years rather ciating.
LONG C O V E
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
L i n the
j
The
bearers
were
Henry
Lampson^
E
was born in Waldoboru Juno 23. 1841
than
live
with
his
children,
who
Church school Is at 2 o'clock tomor
Telephone 791
Vinal Building. Phone 158
HOUSE and lot at Pleasant Gardens
June 16, 1869 sh e was married to
row at St. George's Church with e ieh r
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R ock la n d C ou rier-G azette, S a tu rd a y , D ecem ber 3, 1 9 3 2

Every -Other-Day

OCl ETY
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, th is depart
ment especially desires Inform ation o*
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .............................. 770 or 794

Mrs. Essie Day who has been in
Orleans. Mass., for severaJ weeks
called there by the serious illness of
her sister, Mrs. Harry Eugley, has re
turned.

Arthur P. Wardwell who has been
Mrs. Alice Robbins has taken rooms with his daughter, Mrs. Donald Karl,
for the winter with Mrs. Annie Ulmer, Granite street, for several weeks,
82 Limerock street.
leaves today for Lowell. Mass., where
he will spend the winter with Mr.
Sunshine Society meets Monday and Mrs. Charles Clements.
afternooh at the club room.
Miss M artha Burkett is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Harry French enter friends and relatives in Augusta.
tained a t dinner Tuesday evening,
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. A. R
Circle supper at the Congregational
Bachelder, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin vestry Wednesday at 6.15 will have
Smith, Mrs. F. L. Green and Mrs. Miss Charlotte Buffum as chairman.
George Joyce of Deer Isle.
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to
Mrs. Sabra Chandler is visiting the Corner Club yesterday afternoon.
relatives in Bath.
Lovers of the drama are looking
Miss Madge McDonald who has forward to the dramatic criticism of
been spending the summer a t the Elmer Rice's "Councillor-at-Law" to
home of Mrs. George Miller, Pine be given by Maud Andrews Lincoln
street has returned to New York, ac of Augusta at the Universalist vestry
companied by Mrs. Edwina Keizer, Tuesday a t 2.30 p. m. This play,
who will spend the winter there.
which is hailed by many critics as
greater than “Street Scene" has had
Mrs. Harold Glidden entertained a the renowned actor, Paul Muni, in
few friends Wednesday evening in the lead.
honor of Miss Anna Webster. An
enjoyable evening was spent with
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth. Mrs.
games, puzzles, etc.
Blake Annis and Mrs. Harold Coombs
returned Wednesday night from Bos
John Sansom and Edmund Sansom ton where they spent several days,
spent Friday with their sister Mrs with Mrs. Wentworth’s mother, Mrs
Harry F. Smith in Bath.
A. C. White.
Miss Barbara M. Johnson of
Presque Isle was the guest of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Alfred John
son recently. Miss Johnson is princi
pal of a private nursery school, in
that place, the little people ranging
in age' from 2 to 5 years.

I E. R. Veazie. Col. Basil Stinson. Rav
E. Eaton, Walter H. Spear, and C.
i W. Proctor were guests of Percy E.
( Demmons. Thomaston, Tuesday night
j for dinner and cards.

Mrs. Rose Glidden and son John
of Damariscotta, were in the city over
Miss Virginia, young daiighter of the weekend, guests of relatives. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden has Glidden is now visiting in Portland
been a patient at Knox Hospital for for several weeks.
tonsil operation. She returns home
today.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston gave
a venison dinner Wednesday evening,
Harry F. Smith and family who their guests being Mr. and Mrs. John
have been making their home in Bath M. Pomeroy, Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Love
the past few years are now residing joy, Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird and
at 12 Dummer street in th a t city i son Theodore, and Mrs. Ernest Young
whither they have removed their j of Boston.
household goods from W arren street.
The Thursday Club was entertained
Miss Teresa Arau. Camden, was at luncheon by Mrs. E. L. Brown,
hostess to the Charity Club a t lunch Summer street.
eon Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert
Tl^e Speech Readers Club conduct ar.d Mrs. Harry French motored to
'd its monthly business meeting Portland Thursday.
rhursday when reports were present
’d and plans dismissed for future acMrs. Marguerite MacAlman enter
ivities. I t was voted to omit the tained at bridge and luncheon Thurs
Dec. 22 meeting. The remainder of day evening, with three tables.
he afternoon was spent socially,
vith cards and anagrams. RefreshMrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. T.
nents were served under the direc- L. Maker and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman
ion of Mrs. Flora Lovejoy.
are in Bangor today.
Miss Adelaide Snow and Miss Maud
Rockland Lodge. B P.O.E. will have
lall who spent the holiday in Port- a dancing party Monday night at the
and are now guests of Miss Mabel Home, with the house committee in
Snow in Brookline, Mass.
charge. Refreshments at intermis
sion.
Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry entertained
he Monday Night Club a t supper and
The E.F.A. Club had dinner and
ards Thursday evening a t her home cards a t the home of Mrs. Millie
in Union street.
! Thomas, Wednesday with Mrs. C. A
Packard as assisting hostess. Honors
Members of the Chapin Class ate fell to Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs Packto meet at the Universalist vestry 1ard, Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mrs.
Wednesday afternoon for Red Cross j Harry French.
sewing. The large amount of worn
to be accomplished makes good a t
Mrs. A. M. Moody has returned
tendance imperative.
Six o'clock from a visit of several weeks with
supper will be in charge of Mrs. Ella relatives and friends in Longporr..
S. Bird. Sewing will be continued Long Island, N. Y., and Cleveland
in the evening.
Ohio.
The Moonlight Auctioneers had
luncheon and bridge Thursday eve
ning a t the home of Mrs. Phyllis
Clark, Union street. Honors were
won by Miss Esther Ahlberg, Mrs.
Gladys Buzzcll and Miss Lenore Ben
ner.
Mrs. Harold B. Burgess and Mrs.
Harold Allen of Camden motored to
Portland Tuesday.
Misses Luella Snow and Ruth
Rich, Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Snow,
spent yesterday in Portland.
Opportunity Class meets Wednes
day evening at 7.30 a t 27 Fulton
street, with Mrs. Aurilla Venner, Mrs.
Mary Gross and Mrs. Beulah Wotton
as hostesses Take completed patchwork squares.
Mrs. Blake Annis and Mrs. Harold
Coombs were among the guests at a
dinner and bridge given Thursday
evening by Mrs. Paul Jones in Union.
There were nine tables. Mrs. Jones
leaves this week for an extended
stay in Harrisburg, Pa.
The meeting of the BPW Thurs
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Maude Hallowell, brought out 16
members who enjoyed a chicken
dinner prior to discussing business
matters. It was voted to fill Christ
mas stockings for Miss Corbett in
line with a custom established by
the club a few years ago; also to use
the money derived from the recent
benefit card party to buy shoes for
children. There will be no bridge
party the coming week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cross were
’.dered a surprise party Tuesday
ening as an observance of their 4th
dding anniversary. Those present
re Mr. and Mrs. Justin L. Cross,
rs. Charlotte Jackson, Miss Adede E. Cross, Mrs. Lody Cross, My0 Robarts. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
iderson, Mr. and Mrs. Horae:
>ham and daughter Joanne, Mil1 Robarts, Mrs. Jennie Robarts.
len J. Kelley and Mr. and Mrs.
oss and daughter Arlene. Games
d cards were played. A handsome
niversary cake made by Mrs.
)ham was among the refreshments,
r. and Mrs. Cross received many
ce gifts.
Five cent Christmas Cards, 2 for
five cents, Christmas seals five cents,
fancy and plain tissue, nine cents per
roll a t Knox Book Store.—adv.
144-145

The 8th party in the series of bene
W ARREN
fit bridges conducted bv St. Bernard's
parish will take place Thursday eve
Dorcas Circle of King's Daughters
ning at the home of Miss Rose Mc will meet Monday evening with Mrs.
Namara, 32 Masonic street. Play will Ella Cunningham.
begin at 8.
Edwin Gammon and Eino Hill were
a t Lake Moxie over the weekend, and
A visitor in the city yesterday was on their return brought with them
Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, who seized Austin Gammon and a fine deer
upon the fair weather to drive over which he had shot in th a t region.
from Lewiston, to have a look at her
Mr. and Mrs. Albert White and son
Ingraham Hill cottage and drop in David accompanied by Mrs. A. M.
upon a number of friends, by whom Winslow and Misses Lizzie and Win
she is always cordially welcomed.
nie Winslow recently motored to
West Bath.
Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow quietly
Mrs. Edith Wiley was the guest ot
observed their golden wedding anni Mrs. Helen Hilton Wednesday.
versary Wednesday, no special ob
The operetta, “The New Minister,’
servance being made because of the sponsored by the Woman’s Club will
fact that Capt. Snow was confined to be given the evening of Dec. 15.
The program for the December
his bed by illness. He was expecting
meeting of the Woman’s Club to be
to be up and about in a few days.
held at the Town hall Dec. 6 is as fol
lows: Roll call. My Favorite Hymn;
THE D. A. It. CREED
Club Collect; business; song, Octet;
paper, “Mrs. Edward McDcwell and
We believe in a patriotism
the Peterboro Colony,” Mrs. Mary
which loves one’s country as the
Berry; soprano solo, “To a Wild
dearest and best in the world
Rose," Mrs. Ruby Kalloch; paper,
and does not refuse to defend it.
“Fannie Crosby, the Blind Hymn
Writer,” Mrs. M artha Welch; closing
We believe in a loyalty to its
song, Octet and Club. Mrs. Elizabeth
government which leaves no
Munsey, Mrs. Sadie Barrows, Mrs.
room for socialism or commun
Inez Mathews, Mrs. Nora Russell.
ism.
Mrs. Carrie Butler, Mrs. Florence
We believe in a love of peace
Gardiner and Mrs. Flora McKellar
which leaves no room for paci
will act as hostesses for the evening.
fism th a t would buy peace a t
Warren fire department answered
any price, even at the sacrifice
a call late Tuesday afternoon to a
of truth, honor and righteous
fire at the Harvey Buber place in
ness.
Pleasantville, formerly known as the
We belifeve in a living faith in
Mathews place. At the time the
God which leaves no room for
fire caught, no one was in the house.
atheism.
Mrs. Buber being at the village, and
Such ideals have a vital
Mr. Buber in the yard splitting wood
spiritual appeal linked with
when he noticed an unusually large
memorials to America’s past.
amount of smoke coming from the
They seek the perpetuation of the
chimney.
Upon investigation, a
noblest and best for America’s
closet on the lower floor through
present and future.
which the chimney passed, was found
to be in flames, the fire also having
worked into the partitions and be
Miss Cassie Small has returned to tween floors to such an alarming
the home of her brother, Lewis Small, extent that a fire bomb hurled into
after spending a few days with it proved ineffectual. The Buber well
friends at Vinalhaven.
was pumped dry by the fire depart
ment and then the hose was run
Miss M artha Dodge of Hartland is across the road to the Sherbourne
visiting her aunt Mrs. Carl Olson, Kalloch place. At 7 o’clock the blaze
was under control b ut not until the
Myrtle street.
house was ruined by fire and water,
Miss Villa Calderwood of Vinalha and practically a total loss of $5,000.
ven returned Wednesday after being although most of the furniture was
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis saved. Mrs. Buber is staying at the
M artha Jones place, a short dis
Small, Waldo avenue.
tance away, while Mr. Buber is re
maining at his own place in one
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. returned yes room
which did not receive quite so
terday from Waterville where she has
been speaking before various organi
zations.
I Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight are
closing their home on Claremont
street today and will occupy apart
ments at The Lauriette for the
winter.
Mrs. Sarah Arnold who has been
at Knox Hospital for a short time
since falling and breaking a hip, has
been removed to the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Irving Gray, 6 Broad
street.
Mrs. Llewellyn Rich of Isle au
Haut was guest of honor at a card
party given Wednesday night by Mrs.
Arthur Post.

Page Sevefi

much damage from the flames, until
the insurance adjusters arrive. Much
sympathy is felt for the Bubers in
their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and
Elmer Jameson, Jr., returned Thurs
day from a trip of more than two
weeks into Connecticut, where they
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robin
son at South Manchester, Prof, and
Mrs. John Boyce at New Haven, Er
nest Welch and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
son at Westboro, Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry MacCraw in Boston. Mr.
Jameson and Elmer also motored to
New York where they were the guests
of Miss 'Harriet P. Stevens, who is
employed at The Little Church
Around the Corner.
Mrs. Amanda Winslow and daugh
ters Winnie and Lizzie were dinner
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Albert
White.
Mrs. Martha Kalloch is the guest
of her cousin Mrs. George Ludwig in
Thomaston for a few days.
Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Avis

Norwood, Mrs. Edwin Emerson, Miss
Raychel Emerson and Miss Evelyn
Sawyer were guests Thursday a t a
dinner bridge given by Mrs. Emma
Jones and Mrs. Alice Jones a t Union,
nine tables being featured.
Miss Lizzie Winslow spent Friday
of last week with Mrs. Lula Libby.
A rubber coat was lost from one
of the fire trucks Tuesday night be
tween the village and Pleasantville
and it would be appreciated if the
finder would return it to the Warren
Garage.
. . . .
High School Notes

Examinations and averages for the
first quarter of the year have been
given. The two pupils receiving the
highest rank in each class are:
Seniors, Helen Boyd and Osmo Hirvela; juniors, Beatrice Haskell and
Christine Starrett; sophomores. Ella
Simmons and Douglas Gray; fresh
men,, Albert Hill and Katheryn Pea
body.
The classes are participating in a

by the serious illness of her aunt Mrs.
Flora Jones.
Mrs. Rosa Copeland has returned
from a visit with relatives in South
Warren.
Mrs. Lottie Crockett of Warren
Highlands, a former resident of this
community, is guest of her niece Mrs.
J. S. Gardner.
Herbert Spear has returned from
Waldoboro where he spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with his son
Arthur.
Mrs. Marllla Copeland of Warren
is with her sister Mrs. Harry Robbins,
of Mrs. James MacLaughlin
W E S T M EA D O W R O A D ! of Friends
Old County road are grieved to
Mrs. Addie Wyllie of Warren is ' hear of her serious illness, and much
making an extended visit with her sympathy is extended to the family.
son Clarence Wyllie.
A meeting of the M.V.U. Society has
O U B been called for next Tuesday after
noon at the home of Mrs. J. S. G ard
ner.
Mrs. Nettie Farrand left Monday j [PRICE J a re LOWEST
for Pelham, N. H., being called there

contest to see which has the best a t
tendance during the term. The three
other classes are to entertain the
winners. At present the juniors are
leading with the sophomores, fresh
men and seniors following in th a t re
spective order.
The Athletic Association fund was
increased $12 from the sale of sta
tionery. The members thank all who
so kindly gave their patronage.
The high school social held at
Glover hall under the auspices of the
senior class was well attended.
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a t S e n t e r C r a n e ’s
\
The old time Christm as Spirit of Hospitality,
Good Cheer, Good Fellowship and H appiness is
much in evidence throughout this store. It is
with this Spirit th at the Senter Crane store ap
proaches this Christmas season.

And What a Year for Values-A Dollar Never Went So Far!

M ON.-TUES.

W e do urge an earlier selection than usual

LAUGH

this year, because manufacturers and retailors
are not overstocked and re-orders may be hard
to get. Please remember, here are four floors of
lovely gifts to select from — only a few items
can be advertised here.

at the picture
that riotously
pokes fun at
the movies!

Mr. and Mrs. John Stratton and
young son of Hancock are visiting Dr.
and Mrs. R. L. Stratton. North Main
street.
County Attorney and Mrs. Ensign
Otis are spending the weekend with
Nathan Farwell at Orff's Corner.

£ an ta (flaus

Emmett Healey of New York is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Abbie
Healey.

31s (fuming

Mrs. Carl Olson entertained Friday1
1at dinner in honor of her birthday.

Mr. and Mrs. A. U. Bird are a t
The “Little Red Lantern" was dis
tending the Army-Navy game in covered about 7.30 on Limerock street,
Philadelphia today.
Thursday evening. Fourteen ladies
were present and amid the confusion
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell of Camden it would be difficult to say who dis
gave a bridge tea Thursday a t Mrs. covered it. When the meeting ad 
Edith Jones'. There were four tables, journed the lantern was last seen in
the guests being from Camden and the keeping of a young lady whose
Rockland.
i hair somewhat resembles the color
of the lantern, which should make the
Miss Edna Gregory went to Milton location of the next meeting some
Mass., yesterday to visit Mr. and Mrs. what easier to discover. The evening
J. G. Keller for a short time. Yes | was spent as usual in sewing.
terday morning Miss Gregory and
Carl E. Fredrickson broadcast from
Last chance today, fifty per
Station WLOE.
cent off on new tubes at HouseSherman, Inc. Last call Saturday(|
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of North night. Fifty per cent offon the New
Main street was hostess to the T Club Philco High Efficiency Radio Tubes
last evening.
[Is the offer. Your old worn out
tube is worth exactly half the price
Mrs. H arry W. French of Rankir, of a new tube a t the regular price.
street, was hostess to the Hatetoquitit Philco tubes are smaller and con
Club Tuesday afternoon.
sume less current than any other
A.C. tubes yet offered. This offer
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., meet I closes Saturday night, so act at once.
ing Monday afternoon at 2.30 a t the Old tubes tested free. House-Sher
home of Mrs. Mabel Sherman, Beech man. Inc., 442 Main St., Rockland.'
street, will have Hon. Clyde R. Chap “At the Brook."
144-145 |
man. mayor of Belfast, as guest
speaker, his subject to be “Reform in
City Government."
Mrs . Maude
Blodgett will be program chairman.

TOYLAND

A C hild’s W agon

A UNIVERSAL picture
Presented by Cert Leemmle

TODAY
RAY MARR'S REVUE
KEN MAYNARD
in

OPEN

31s (fu m in g

FASCINATING TOYS
WONDERFUL DOLLS

JACK OAKIE, SIDNEY
FOX, others, in

IH«'
''WHIP’

& a n ta (fla n s

only $2.98
An all steel, heavy gauge rolled
edge; large size 32 inch with % in.
rubber tire.
Other Wagons 50c to $4.95

Bring the children in to this Toyland, one
of the largest, if not the largest, Toy D epart
m ents east of Portland. Let them see the
beautiful Dolls, Trains, Pool Tables, Erectors,
Trucks, Doll Houses, Stoves, Tricycles, Black
Boards, and other breath-taking Toys that
m ake Toyland such a place of joy. Select the
larger toys early and let us keep them for you.

“COME ON TARZAN”

M ONDAY-TUESDAY

The Tango Club met Thursday eve
ning with Mrs. Orrin Smith, Spring
and Union streets, with honors in
bridge falling to Mrs. H attie Davies,
Mrs. A. R. Bachelder and Mrs. George
Joyce of Deer Isle.
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian
Society, meeting Thursday afternoon
at Mrs. Beulah Allen’s apartments,
had The Umbrian School and Vatican
Treasures as its general subject.
Assigned subjects, with Mrs. Maud
Smith as chairman, were: The Um
brian School, Mrs. Allen; Blashfield's
Estimate of Raphael, Miss Caroline
Jameson; Symond’s Estimate ot
Raphael, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; Art
Treasures of the Vatican, Mrs. Carrie
Palmer; The Sistine Chapel, Mrs.
Ella S. Bird; Raphael’s Loggia and
Stange, Mrs. Helena Fales. For the
description of pictures, Mrs. Sadie
Leach was assigned “The Crucifixion"
and “Christ Delivering the Keys to
Peter,” by Perugino, and “The Mar
riage of the Virgin” by Raphael;
Mrs. Suella Sheldon, Michelangelo's
work in the Sistine Chapel; Mrs.
Palmer. “The Calling of Andrew and
Peter" by Ghirlandajo, and “The
School of Athens" by Raphael. Ques
tions and discussion rounded out the
meeting.

Christmas seals, ribbons and wrap
While Christmas shopping or at the
movies park your car at Fireproof pings th a t will make the smallest gift
Garage for 25 cents. Plenty of heat. a Joy at Huston-Tuttle Book Store.-144-145
143-154 adv.

JEAN HARLOW
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CLARK GABLE
IN

R eal A utos
D oll C arriages

only $ 4 .9 5

Of round woven fibre

Autos and Aeroplanes at a new
low price; but you will have to buy
them early!

only $1.98
Choice of Blue, Green or Tan

A Publix Theatre

Home of
Param ount Pictures

Others up to $19.50

They lived and loved on the
raw edge of life . . . defying
convention and all rest:aints
of civilization.

Others to $7.75

--------------------- f—
NOW SHOWING
JACK IIOLT
in
“SPORTING AGE”

D oll Furniture Set

V elocipede

Baby Cherub, $ 2 .9 8

only $1.98

only $3.98

A wonderful line of character Coils

One inch rubber tire; 16 inch
wheel; leather seat and rubber
handles.

Others 50c and up

STRAND

Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.20
Continuous Saturday
2.00 to 10.30

A Sturdy Make

k

High Chairs,
Tea Wagons,
Bassinette,
Rocking Chairs.

50c, $1.00
$1.00
50c, $1.00
50c to $3.50

Other Veloeipedes, $2.98 to $8.00

£ SENTER CRANE C O M PA N Y

The Doll P arad e

P ag e Eight

Guardians o f Our Coast

E v ery -O th er-D a y

Rockland C ourier-G azette, S a tu rd a y , D ecem ber 3, 1932

THE REALM OF MUSIC

/

Did you receive

G ladys S t. C la ir M organ

A CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECK?
Thrilling reports of operatic tri younger brothers an d sisters. Two
umphs in Italy and Switzerland con- litfle girls of sub-primary age were
' tinue to be received from Luisa ’ overheard seriously discussing ranks,
Franceschi (Louise Bickford'), her and a group of junior high girls flipown letters home being augmented pantly spoke of beaus. Here »nd I
by those of admirers as well as com there would be a child sitting quiet I
<as a mouse, with eyes wide open as
plimentary press notices.
Her appearances in Locarno. saucers. However, these were few,
Switzerland, were thus referred to in for the greater p art of the children
were jumping jacks, endowed with
newspaper notices:
Gazetta di Locarno. Oct. 14: LOpera ea r splitting howls and yelps', re- ,
al Kursaal. Even last evening the quiring the united efforts of the staff I
impression reported towards the of ushers to bring about the merest
theatre in assisting the representa semblance of quietness. But it was
tions of Rigoletto by Verdi was found fun!
Of course I was particularly inter- 1
to be a success in every way. Luiso
Pranceschi, Tina Costa and the ested in the. stage program and the
baritone Verna interpreted their chorus singing. Fifteen youngsters
parts with exquisite art. The cast combined to put over a program of
was excellent and we can say with- songs and dances, instrumental numout hesitation th a t the opera to this bers, etc., done in a creditable man
date given at the Locarno Theatre ner. One thing in the chorus sing- I
ing impressed me greatly — and I
has been done with great ability.
Avanguardia 1st Locarno. Oct. 17: think it is something for grown-ups ,
“Rigoletto" al Teatro. The two fa  to think about—the songs the chil- ,
mous operas from Verdi—Traviata dren sang with the most zest were
and Rigoletto—were acclaimed by "Keep Your Sunny Side Up." and
the crowd with enthusiasm and the " Happy Days Are Here Again."
• • • •
leaders of the opera were more than
worthy of the great pleasure of the
Those who heard Harold Hansen,
crowds.
tenor, in a Camden concert a few i
Il Cittadino, Locarno. Oct. 15: years ago and also recall his finished
Ouiglio Fregosi, recognized by many a r t during the Arco Hour over the
of the best theatres in the world as ! radio, will be interested to learn that
a singer of high-class, sang with he was recently wed to Hizi Koyke,
Luisa Franceschi, in the well known Japanese prima donna of the San
opera Rigoletto. This brought forth Carlo Opera Company. The bride
the revelation of a new artist—Luisa was born in Japan and educated in a
Franceschi—an artist recently intro- Christian mission. She met her husduced to the opera world.
It is be- band four years ago while playing i
lieved with certainty th a t she has be- ( leading roles in Chicago opera. Hizi
What Our Ligbtkeepers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
fore her a very successful and bril- Koyke ’has appeared in concert in 1
night. The Day's Nows From Many Lonely Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.
liant career.
Portland in recent years, I believe.
Italian papers have also been very• • • •
kind, as shown by the clipping from
Reports of Lucrezia Bori’s art in
though of course improvement is the with station life. Mr. and Mrs. S "11 Piccolo Teatrale" of Oct. 1st: the Portland concert of Nov. 22 have
Boon Island
aim. But despite the low tempera- C. Payne left with them on Tuesday Luisa Pranceschi is not a name new
Greetings all. Did you all eat your ture, five above here at the light morning for Fulton, N Y. We went in art, and it is so now that when been rather disappointing to those
recall her exquisite radio voice.
fill of Thanksgiving turkey and all and as low as three and four a t other as far as Auburn, R. I„ staying with it is mentioned it is associated with gwho
be was confined to her notes
the fixin's? Incidentally Christmas spots in Southport, there was an at- the Whitneys Tuesday night. Wed- the world of a great success^ Let us through the entire concert and for- J
is just around the corner. Doesn't it tendance last Sunday of 42. Not nesday we have seen the sights of note the more recent interpretations
bring back memories, just to sit and only has there been an increase in crossing Bear Mountain Bridge and of this young and ambitious soprano, got one song so th a t she was obliged'
think of those long ago Christmases? attendance in the classes for small the reservation a t West Point, and who merits enthusiastic acclama to stop, walk back to the piano, and
Yes. but we enjoy the present Christ children, but in that for adults as from Highland Falls, N. Y. we wished tion: Rigoletto a t the Theatre C a study the music for a minute or so.
mases also, do we not? W hat would well. This last is especially privi- all the keepers and families a* happy vour di Imperia, at the side of E n  We can forgive these things in an .
amateur, but in a ^celebrity—no. Her '
we do without the holidays to look leged in having amongst its regular Thanksgiving.
rico de Franceschi, and Lucia di tone seemed to be inconsistent, too— ]
forward to, with maybe a visit from members two ex-clergymen, each disLammermoor at the Politeama della sweet and beguiling a t times, and
• » • •
the children now away at school?
Spezia in which she has always taken shrill and hard at others. Her num- I
tinguished for his brilliance. Aside
Manana
Island
The storm awhile back damaged from these the superintendent him 
the leading role. The paper Italia bers were lovely, and had they been
our slip considerably, washing away self joins this class, and keen and
Manana is still on the map, but the told of the second recital of Lucia well presented would have formed a
both the eastern and western string logical are comments often made by mainland looks a long way off these interpreted by the soprano Luisa treat weu worth going miles to hear.
er. It is very difficult now to get our various members on outstanding fea vapory mornings. Old man winter Franceschi. sung with compassion She sang:
boat on or off. Has to be quite tures of the lessons. Thus an in te r visited us Sunday night and pushed and with great expression.
Recitative and aria: Ne men con l'ombre
smooth water, to make it a t all. esting period is passed.
the mercury down to 10 above.
Haendel
(From "Xerxes")
However we are well stocked up with
The
keeper
went
to
Jonesport
a
A letter of admiration sent to Miss
Tuesday evening of this week the
la uiotte .................................. Haydn
provisions so do not feel that we will 4-H Club met at the station here few days ago by boat with his brother Bickford through L'Olimpo Artistico Gia
I'd Be a Butterfly ............................ Bayly
go hungry.
Vellchen ................................... Mozart
Rosa Knight is leader, and Mrs after lobster pots, had a fine trip by Arturo Guidi Ciralli Morasco. Das
Air from "Comus"
Arne-Endicott
and plenty of wind. Viewed the states:
At present our number is four— Elizabeth Briar assistant leader.
Ah!
Love
But a D a y ........................ Beach
Keeper Hutchins. Gray, and Singer
Your continued triumphs in the Sleep Song ..................................... LaForge
Work on the large swimming poo! lighthouses along the coast and com
and wife (the newlyweds'. Rather being constructed about a quarter of mented on how well they looked. theatres of Italy have been follow- I The Cuckoo
Grant-Schaefer
lonesome at times, but that's a part a mile above this station, is going Passed Brown's Head but didn't see ed by me with sympathetic atten  La Vlerge lorgan accompaniment) ...
Massenet
of our life, and must be endured steadilv forward. Then. too. a short Mr. Talbot around to salute, but had tion. You are an artist of distinc- In costume:
Ballade des "fcros dlndons ...... Chabrier
We have our books and radio, also road Uading northerlv {rom it- is better luck when we passed White tidn, finely educated with a passion
Jean ne ment pas ..................... Arnaud
our trusty pack of cards with which ;being built; this that t'he loU which Head and were greeted by Capt. Beal for the art of singing of 'bel canto ’ Menuet
de m artini ................. Weckerlln
solitaire whiles away an hour or so . are hgjng cleared for expected cot- and the rest a t the light. We saw no and an excellent actress.
Eres Tu ...................................... Sandoval
"I passed through Spezia one eve El Majo dlscreto ....................... Granados
The routine work about the station tages may
reached. The other .keeper around the lights we
Cruz de Mavo .................................... Font
keeps us busy during the daj. We p)an
tb a t eventually, and perhap- passed until we came to Bass H ar ning and had the pleasure of adbor
Head
and
exchanged
greetings
miring
you
in
Lucia
at
Teatro
Duca
rather think it is more lonesome for jhortly, high class summer residents
Nino Martini, young Italian tenor,
the new Mrs. out here, although she
drawn here. Certainly a fin with Capt. Gray. We hope to hear di Genova; I do not hesitate to deis well used to lighthouse life. an:, ^sbed and commodious swimming poo' from all these light keepers through clare to you th a t I remained aston- h as be5n. S18ned by the Columbia
ished. especially at the Mad Scene Broadcasting System, for bi-weekly
never says she is lonely.
of comparatively warm water should this column.
Keeper Woodward's mother is stay which you execute and sing in a | recitals of operatic and concert arias
Our telephone has been out of i at.tract. And incidentally the buildmanner miraculously. With many broadcast over a coast-to-coast netorder since the bad storm. We miss er in going ahead despite the depres ing at the station this winter.
Lobster pots were not set off here good wishes, beautiful Signora Fran- }w,or^' the first of these having taken
hearing from our families ashore. sion is to be complimented both for
We feel now as if we were cut off his courage and the seeming sound Dec. 1 as some of the fishermen were ceschi, that you may continue on the P-ace ° n Nov. 23. Only 26. Martini
high road of a r t to international ! has aIrea^y made for himself an in 
not ready.
completely from outside affairs. ness of his logic.
ternational reputation in operatic
success.
Capt.
Al.
Wallace
of
Friendship
was
Hope it will be repaired soon.
The picture of this station pub
and concert circles. He is the only
Keeper Gray went to York recent lished last week in the Press Herald here one day last week delivering
Those interested in studying chil living tenor whose voice spans more
ly, to visit his wife and children. under "W hat You Should See in rigging to the fishermen Tuesday
than two and a h alf octaves. He
They are receiving congratulation- Maine," was naturally interesting to was moderate and the fishermen dren in massed groups should drop sings “P" above high “C” in full
upon the birth of a son, Howard Rus us here. It is judged to have been one made good use of it fixing their boat in at Park T heatre' some Saturday voice, a feat which makes him the
morning and see the Betty Boop and
sell G ray Jr. Sonny was nearly a taken by Richard Elden, formerly moorings.
artist of the present day capa
Callers at the station recently were Bimbo Club in action. I found it only
month old before Daddy Gray even editor of the Portland Evening E x 
ble of singing th e tenor role of Bel
quite
exciting.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harold
Osgood
and
saw him, owing to governmental press. when he was here last summer
There must have been in the lini’s opera “I Puritani," in its origi
regulations. He hopes to spend At th a t time repairs were being mad family. Reta Davis and Douglas
neighborhood
of 600 children, whose nal key.
• • ♦ •
Christmas with his family, weather by Basil Lunt, and he is shown at White.
ages
ranged
from
4 to 14, I should
•
•
•
«
permitting.
work on a stage erected th a t some
How many of you heard the
judge.
As
the
Pied
Piper
would
say
Keeper Hutchins went ashore just reclapboarding on the southerly end
Franklin Island
—there were fat children; lean chil Cuckoo Hour last Saturday night
before the storm, intending to stay- of the dwelling might be accom
dren, tall children, short children, over Station WJZ? It was too funny
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
O.
Thompson
are
over the weekend, but the storm ar plished.
,
and
children in general. There were for words—a broadcast of the opera
in Boston for a brief stay.
rived full force so his leave extend
"Mrs. Butterfly" by Beethoven, with
As the fall winds have roared down
Mrs. Nelson Poland is gaining fast curly heads and straight-haired notes by Weems Taylor. Mrs. Pennyed to over a week, it being too rough from the northwest the keeper here
heads,
some
with
hair
sleek
and
Everett Poland of Round Pond is
to get out to the lighthouse. He at often thinks of Keeper Morrison and
hining, and others with hair matted feather described the gowns of nota
tended the firemen's banquet while assistant a t Goose Rocks. Save tha' visiting at Loudville with his brother and unkempt. Many of the children bles as they arrived; a rehearsal be
and
his
sister
Mrs.
Selinda
Carter.
ashore, also cast his vote for Hoover. it rises from the water rather than
hind the scenes was tuned in on,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Loud were in were in their best bibs and tuckers’ and finally we heard the opera it
He enjoyed the movies also while in from a castle, that station might re
reflecting the loving care given at
Damariscotta
Tuesday.
self. The soprano’s aria was the
town.
mind one of some picture of an old
Mrs. Levi Carter has returned home. Others reflected loving care, popular song of yester-year — “Poor
We would like to see Cape Elizabeth Norman turret. It is located in the
too, in their shining cleanliness and
home
from
her
daughter's
a
t
Round
Lighthouse news in our column, also comparatively, protected waters of
carefully patched garments. And Butterfly" but oh me, oh my, such
Monhegan Light. Come on friends, Fox Islands Thoroughfare, but de Pond.
there were many, alas, whose ap frills and furbelows! And by the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dannie
Davis
are
write. The lighthouse column is the spite this is much of the time far
pearance and dress spoke elo way, the soprano with the Cuckoo
tending
store
for
E
O.
Thompson
best ever. Just like getting letters from an easy spot to get ashore from
quently of neglect and poverty—half Hour is Mary McCormic, a really fa
while he is in Boston.
from home.
clothed and with wan pinched faces. mous singer. If you like a good
because there is a rake of wind from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Simmons
have
Clear and cold here today, Nov. 28. all directions. Then the only means
But there they all were — children laugh, just tune in on the Cuckoo
returned
from
New
Harbor.
fine weather. Not many boats out for transportation provided by the
brought
together in the joy of child Hour broadcast each Saturday night
The seiners have given up catching
around now. Once in a while a fish Government is dories; this" partly, nr
hood.
to
sing songs and to watch on WJZ at 7.30. I t is a half-hour of
erm an comes out, and we send in our doubt, th a t they can be hauled up on herring and gone home for this sea their friends and playmates perform pure unadulterated fun—a scream
from start to finish!
mail. So long for now, good friends rocks or beach once ashore more son.
stage.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Dolloff were onItthe
• • • «
was fun to note the children in
We’ll be seeing you.
easily th an rowboats with keels. But in Woolwich over Thanksgiving.
****
While the announcement of a
dividually and in groups. One lit
such craft do not cut into the winds
Almore Osier has returned home to
easily even when propelled by so fin Medomak for the winter He has tle chap had brought along his nurs Kreisler recital is welcome, it is far
Dire Head
ished and powerful an oarsm an as been at Hall's Island lobstering ing bottle. Several boys and girls from novel, but 44 years ago, says
Mrs. Mary Kaler, Mr. and Mrs. Capt. Morrison. Then of course, grip
were noted tenderly caring for their Eleanor Greenwood in a recent Bos
K enneth Robbins and little son Har ping oars in cold weather, often with Lewis Havener has also taken his
ton paper, "Boston, then called T h e
traps
up
and
gone
home
and
Mell
Athens of America’ was not interest
old were guests at the lighthouse on water-soaked mittens, is none too
Genthner
has
gone
to
Dutch
Neck.
son Jack returned to Lyndhurst, ed in the overgrowm, awkward boy,
Thanksgiving Day, and all had a very pleasant. And when finally one gets
This is hard weather for lobster N. J„ last Saturday after a vacation wearing heavy top-boots, who stalked
pleasant day. Mrs. Robbins and son ashore, sometimes through barely
traps.
We
have
had
much
rough
spent in Redstone, N. H„ and Port to the footlights of Boston Music
are remaining with her parents for a penetrable ice, suitable spots to hau'.
Hall and nervously picked at the
few days while Mr. Robbins is in New out or tie up are almost impossible to weather since September and bad land Head.
storms.
The
surf
surely
was
angry
E. E. Kinney and Willard Hilt re strings of his fiddle, as Walter DamJersey on business.
find (the Government doesn't help here but did no damage. Millard and turned to St. George Monday..
rosch laid down his baton after the
T he temperature took quite a fa1! out any in this respect). But it
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Robinson re performance of ‘Oberon.’
last Saturday night but we were all isn’t nice to be too long at the station Guy Robinson lost their crate and 50
“The conservative audience, com
comfortable. The keeper thought either. For, to an active man—and lobsters in that heavy gale in October. turned to Redstone, N. H„ Sunday.
Recent callers on Mfl. and Mrs. R. prised of such notables as Louis C.
Monday was a good time to put on one has to be an active man to do the They are taking up their traps as
the double windows before another clambering about required in fall and they can't do much, the weather is T. Sterling were Mr. and Mrs. Elden, Elson, Eben Jordan, Henry Russell,
so bad.
Portland, and Mr. Richards, W istas- Frank H. Cushman, and countless
cold snap comes and stays longer.
spring paintings there—it is not the
Mrs. Levi Carter was calling or set.
others regarded him critically .
There isn’t much passing by here cinch fome not familiar with such
December 1 and what a day — so this wa6 M aster Fritz Kreisler,
on the water nowadays except once duties may think, to be shut up in Mrs. Hyson one day last week.
Millard and Guy Robinson were in bright sunshine, warm and calm, the young A ustrian violin-virtuoso,
in awhile a tug and barge and pulp such small quarters—which often
wood steamers. Of course the good cannot be kept comfortably warm ii Loudville after mail and supplies last wonderful weather. We could enjoy whom Director Edmund Stanton had
days and days just like today.
brought over as a foil to his piano
ship Goldenrod makes her daily trips. zero weather with the single cook Wednesday.
• • • •
Mrs. M artha Sterling and Mrs. virtuoso, Moritz Rosenthal. Said a
The Lions Club of Castine is very stove provided for heating—with little
Adora Hilt attended the Good local critic 'covering' the affair:
active in its work this fall. On Nov to do but idle time or ponder on how
Tenant's Harbor
Timers Club Wednesday, meeting ‘Master Kreisler is one of those boys
30 the district governor was the one may pay "the butcher, the baker
Nov. 20 Mrs. Dudley and daughter with Mrs. Myra Robertson. A very to whom the Scriptural injunction
speaker of the evening.
and the candle stick maker."
Hazel were visiting June W atts at busy session was held and a dainty "Spare the rod an d spoil the child"
T he lighthouse boat hasn't called
* «*•
the harbor and went to Rockland lunch was served by the hostess.
particularly applies. He has a great
a t the station with its annual sup
Colds are prevalent. R. T. S terl talent which has been abundantly
Monday shopping.
Portland Breakwater
plies yet but the keeper looks for it
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watts and son ing is recovering from a severe cold developed, but, he is just at the ta n 
any day now.
Portland Breakwater has not been Lawrence have been visiting a t the while F. O. H ilt is trying one—not talizing period of boyhood when we
• » • e
doing its duty for this column of late light since Thanksgiving.
exactly out for he is very much in wonder whether he will turn out a
Hendricks Head
and the only excuse is sadness. On
great artist or sink into a mere no
Keeper Dudley and Everett Watts for a day or two.
Or. Friday afternoon of last week Nov. 8 Keeper and Mrs. P. L. Marr went gunning Saturday over in
Robert Sterling. Jr„ keeps busy body. He has technique, too much
Mrs. J. A. Stevens and Rosa Knight attended the funeral of his sister Georges River and brought home a these days with school and a little for him to control; at present it con
chow puppy. The little fellow ar trols him and everybody knows, tech
entertained the children of the pri- i Mrs. Verona S. Coolen at Southport fine mess of ducks.
m ary department of the Sunday 1Nov. 9 they were present a t the
The cold spell of last Saturday rived just in time to help Robert over nique is a very good servant and a
school at a Thanksgiving party, held funeral of Walter P. B ennett at night the thermometer dropped to the tough places, he- having h ad to very bad master’.”
• * • •
give up all sports for boys.
here a t the light station. Games kept ' Portland , the salesman who was eight above zero.
P. O. Hilt, Mrs. Hilt and A. W.
From H. I. Phillips’ comical col
th e little ones cont.nuously busy save killed in his automobile at Naples by
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus
Hathorn motored to Rochester, N H. umn : “There are thirty million
w hen time was required out for lunch running off the road in fog. Now we passed here going east Wednesday.
last Tuesday afternoon, calling on radios in the United States. Mike
• • • *
of fancy shaped cookies and punch. are taking a furlough to get a change
Mr. and Mrs. Myrtland Robinson.
oountry, may she never be wrong!
Each child received a favor of a small of scenery and try to forget some of
Portland Head
The Hilts entertained recently the Mike country, may she always be
h an d painted turkey pasted to a the past sadness.
following
callers,
Melvin
Gilchrest.
right! But rig h t or wrong, Mike
The scene changes. On Sunday,
Shingles are still going on.
package of candy (the stuffing'
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were call Mrs. Elsie Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. country!”
T he afternoon passed all too quickly ; Nov. 29 Mr. and Mrs. Marr went as
Edward
Hilt
and
son
Valmore
of
St.
Attendance at Sunday school con- ! far as Kennebunk, stopping there ers Wednesday evening on Mr. and
George, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff and
Soviet humor: An agitator ad 
tinues good considering the small size until Tuesday and at this time it is a Mrs. Sterling.
dresses a meeting of proletarians and
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Robinson and son Richard of Westbrook.
of our year around population—al- relief not to have the cares th a t go

I h OSE w ho joined o u r Christmas Club a year ago
now realize the satisfaction o f having ready cash for
year-end needs. Christm as Club m oney is a welcome
add itio n to the regular income. It provides not only
fo r Christmas purchases, but also for paying old bills,
insurance prem ium s, taxes, and o th er special needs.

1933 Ghrisbnas Club
W H

OPEN FOR ENROLLMENT

JO IN

C a ll n o w a n d m ake y o u r

NO W !

fir s t deposit in the clast
th a t su its y o u r needs

O ld a n d n ew members
a r e i n v i t e d to e n r o ll
in the n ew club fo r 1933

SECURITY TR U ST

Company
ROCKLAND
Camden,

U nion,

Warren,

Vinalhaven

Liliputian City

A suburb of Berlin consists of a
miniature city for miniature people.
It Is a town built and Inhabited by
Lillputlans. Everything is on a
small scale, "small houses with
small rooms filled with small furni
ture.” The Inhabitants are mostly
stage folk. They like living togeth
er where they are not continually
remarked by people of normal size.
The midget citizens have planned
their tiny homes not only for their
own comfort, but to exclude persons
of normal height
They have recently received offi
cial recognition of their village ,by
the postmaster general. He has
given authority for the building of
a small post office to be called
Zwergstadt, or Dwarf City.

M O TO R VEHICLE
O PE R A T O R S
Must renew their licenses before
January 1st, 1933

A V O ID THE LA ST M INUTE RUSH!
Application cards may be obtained at all registration branches,
of all excise tax collectors and are furnished in quantities to
garage proprietors.
EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State
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Early Canadian Steam boats

The first steamboat In Canada be
gan to run In 1806. It was the Ac
commodation, and its route was on
the St. Lawrence between Quebec
and Montreal, says the Montreal
Family Herald. In 20 years' time
steam craft were fairly general,
some of the earliest ventures being
made in the Maritime provinces. The
first railway train in Canada ran
on the Champlain A St. Lawrence
railway, a 14-mlle line, between St.
John's on the Richelieu river, and
Lapralrle, near Montreal. It began
to operate In 1836, only six years
after the first steam train In North
America.

W H A T IS

T h e B E S T S e c u r ity
ON EARTH ?
It is that little plot of earth itself on which a home has been erect
ed. Father and mother are proud of it, the children love it and the
whole family will plan and sacrifice for its improvement and possts.ion. A man will fight for his home, but not for a boarding
house. When you purchase shares in this Association your money
goes into a security like this. It increases the happiness and sta
bility of your community and it returns you a generous dividend.
We are proud to be in this business and would be pleased to have
you Inquire further about it.

Mistaken Identity

An elderly man rushed angrily
Into the radio broadcasting office,
and demanded to see the manager.
"I Just heard your program men
tioning my name," said he huffily,
"and I don't like what you said
about my whiskers,” smoothing the
luxuriant growth pompously.
"Why, sir,” apologized the mana
ger. “we meant no harm to referring
to your ‘Biblical’ whiskers.”
‘‘Oh!” exclaimed the Injured pa
triarch, "I thought you said ‘billygoat’ whiskers.”
W olves in India

Although the wolf la common In
Arctic regions all around the world,
It is also found In the Intensely hot
desert regions of India; This wolf
of the Indian desert is considerably
smaller than the great northern
wolves and does not have as hoary
a coat, lacking the Inner fur autirelg.
praises the Five Year Plan. When
the speech is finished, an old peasant
growls: "You fellows keep prom
ising us Paradise, but we haven’t
even a pair of shoes to wear.” “And
pray,” is the answer of the orator,
"whoever heard of wearing shoes in
Paradise?"
• • • *
Swedish humor, from the Stock
holm Tidende:
“Yesterday after the concert every
one crowded around the grandfather
of the singer and" congratulated him.'.’
“No wonder; he Is deaf.”

L
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18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six P er Cent
C um ulative P referred S to ck
A Home Company and Local Investment ’
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
1
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
P a r V alue $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
F ebruary, M ay, A u g u st and N ovem ber 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities C om m ission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little m ore than 6 % per a n n u m .
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the com pany, 5 Lindsey street, R ock
land, Maine.
C am den-R ockland W ater Co.
.

R EA D THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT A D S
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